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Abstract 

This thesis contains what I have considered to be signifrcant identifiers and 

characteristics of the Vineyard Christian Fellowship, and, more specifically, of the Faith 

VCF of Calgary. I have briefly described the historical origins of this new religious 

movement, with some reference of similarities and differences when compared to 

previous charismatic movements. The Calgary Faith VCF is for the most pan the focus 

of this thesis. The descriptive chapter deals with the leadership, goals, methods, and 

philosophy of the church. It is in this chapter which we discover that the Faith VCF is a 

unique VCF in that it has as its model the CeIl Church model, unlike any other Canadian 

VCF. In 1986 Robin Perrin compiled a survey whch had been completed by over 1000 

Amencan VCF members. 1 used this survey in the study of the Faith VCF and had 36 

completed. The results frorn Perrin's survey was cornpared with the results fiom my 

survey in a desire to discern the differences and similarities between Amencan VCFs and 

a Canadian one. To further understand the Faith VCF, Mary Douglas' gncügroup theory 

of the relations hip between social structure and cosmology was used. It provided models 

which allowed the widening of the comparative circle frorn other VCF's to African tribes 

suc h as the Dinka and Nuer. Thus compared, i was able to place the Faith VCF on a 

m&'group gaph which helped in the understanding of the social and cosrnologcal make - 
up of the Faith VCF. 
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Cbapter 1 

The Vineyard Christian FeUowship (VCF), a branch of which is the subject of this thesis, 

did not arise in a vacuum, nor is its presence unexphinable fiom a historicd perspective. The 

VCF was born as a hybrid out of two vital and powerful rnovements of Chnstianity in the USA. 

The two 'parents', if you will, are the Evangelical and the Charismatic movements. It would be 

best to begin the discussion of the VCF with an overview of the environment which gave it birth. 

The following discussion of the VCF and its historical preconditions is largely taken fmm 

Chapter 2 of Robin D. Pemn's work The Signs and Worders  ovem ment'. He provides an 

excellent overview and surnmation of the movement's history which has proved invaluable to 

me. 

The post WWII Evangelical movement arose out of the dissatisfaction with the 

separatisrn, intellectual mediocrity, and critical spirit of the Fundamentalist movement. The 

Evangelical movement: stresses beliefs that they consider to be orthodox, which include: 1) a 

belief in the supreme authority and i n e m c y  of the Bible; 2) a belief in the diwnity of Chnst; 3) 

a belief in the actual death and resurrection of Christ; 4) the devil as an active spiritual being 5) 

the importance of a personal relationship with Jesus; 6) the importance of proselytising ail 

non-bel jevers*. 

Pentecostal renewal movements have been influencing both Protestant and Catholic 

churches around the world since before the turn of the twentieth century3. The first of these 

Perrin, Robin ( 1989) The Sigm and Wonders Movement. Washington: Washington University 
Press. 

Hunter, James Davison ( 1983) American Evangelicalism: Con~ervative Religion and rhe 
Quundary ofMoclernity. New Jersey: Rutgers University Press. 

Anderson, Robert ( 1979) Visrom ofrhe Disinherirek The Making of Americun 
Pentecostulz.~rn. New York: Oxford Universiîy Press. 



renewai movements created Pentecostal denominations early in this century. Subsequent renewal 

movements have brought charismatic influence into the maidine churches, such as the Lutheran, 

Anglican, Presbyterian, and the Roman catholic4. The early Pentecostal movernent began 

predominantly among the uneducated black communities of the south of the USA. 

Later charismatic movements usually attract people of midde class who are dissatisfied with 

their traditional religious denominations and the surrounding secular society. 

The Rise of Fundamen talism 

Aroundl890 the ideas of modernism were becoming troublesome for traditional 

Protestant Chnstians in America. This resulted "in the emergence of a 'New ~hnstianity"'~. 

Emphasis an the social gospel and "co-operative ~hristianity"~ were characteristics of the "New 

Christianity" . Such ideas and their effect on theology were seen by conservative Protestants as a 

compromise of the traditional creeds and doctrines of the Protestant church. By the end of the 

1920's conservative authority was no longer strong. The churches of the "New Christianity" 

began to make changes according to the new secular philosophies and sciences, joining forces 

with secdar society in attempting to "tom down the offences to modern sensibilities of a Bible 

filied with miracles and a gospel that proclairneci human salvation from etemal damnation only 

through Christ's atoning works on the c ro~s"~ .  To the "oId line" conservatives, soon to be called 

Poloma, Margaret ( 1982) irhe Charismutic Movement: 1s there a New Pentecost?. 
Massachusetts: Twayne Publishers. 

Poloma, Margaret ( 1982) The Charismaric Movement: /s there a New Pentecost ?. 
Massachusetrs: Twayne Publishers. 

Perrin, Robin (1989) The Signs und Wonders Movemenr. Washington: Washington 
University Press. p36. 

Hunter, James Davison (1983) American Evc~ngelicalism: C~nservatwe Religion and the 
Quandary of hfoderni~ New Jersey: Rutgers University Press. ' Marsden, George ( 1987) Reforming Fundamentalism: Fuifer Serninuiy and the New 



Fundarnentalists, any such changes by "modemists" were inexcusable. This disagreement led to 

much debate between the two sides centralising on the issue of the authority of Scripture. In the 

end the majority of denominations tended, with varying degrees, towards modernity and its ideas. 

This is the development of what are commonly termed as the liberal rnainline churches. The 

fundamentalists declared war on the perceived compromises of these churches, such as the belief 

in the human and faliible characteristics of the Bible. 

One of the anti-modernist ideas developed by the fündamentalists, according to George 

Marsden, was the doctrine of dispensationaiism. This doctrine divides history into seven 

different "dispensations" of time. Each of these dispensations is characterised by humanity's 

inability to please GO&. This present age, the "church age", is, according to many 

fundamentalists, predicted in the Bible to be a time of apostasy of churches and the moral 

collapse of 'Christian ci~ilisation'~. This, then, was a time for the 'mie' church to fight against 

modemity. Thus, dispensationalism provided the hmework from which the fundamentalists 

withdrew tiom society and fought the liberals to preserve the 'me'  faith. Two factors developed 

from the doctrine of dispensationalism which would eventually aid in the development of the 

new evangelicals in the 1940's. These factors are the comrnitment to the inerrancy of the Bible 

and separatism fiorn the 'apostasy' of the mainline church. 

The New Evangelicals 

As a part of their fight against liberalism and apostasy, the fundamentalists developed a 

highly antagonistic attitude towards any who did not agree with the fiindamentals of their faith. 

Due to the intellectualisrn of the liberals and the effect this intellectualism had on îheir theulogy, 

k'vangeiicalism. Grand Rapids: W .  B. Eerdmans Publishing. p4. 
Quebedeawr, Richard (1 978) The Worldly Evangelicals. New York: Harper and Row. 
Marsden, George ( 1987) Reforming Fundamentalism: Fuller Seminary and the New 

Evangeircalism. Grand Rapids: W .  B. Eerdmans Publishing. 



the fundarnentalists developed an anti-intektual ernpha~is~~. This anti-intellectualism and 

antagonistic attitude towards the other churches was in part significant in the development of a 

group of ChristÎans who are now known as the evangelicals and who wish '30 distinguish itself 

fiom the extreme separatism, bad manners, obscurantism, and anti-intellectuaiism so 

characteristic of fimdamentalism, but not fiom the fùndamentalist insisteme on the authority and 

inspiration of Scripture, the necessity of conversion, and the mandate for evangelism"' ' . 
There were a nurnber of cnfluential factors in the rapid development of the evangelical 

rnovement in the 1950's and 1960's. One of these was the formation in 1942 of an organisation 

called the National Association of Evangelicals which was brought into being to unite like 

minded believers to the cause of bringing the tmth to the mainline churches by persuasion, rather 

than by criticisrn ' *. Another o f  the factors was the swelling popdarity of Billy Graham. He 

disliked the critical and aggressive methods of the fundamentalists and sought to bnng about 

prayer rather than controversy and rhetoric that was hanning Chnstianity and e ~ a n ~ e l i s r n ~ ~ .  

Another important factor was the founding of the Fuller Theologtcal Serninary in 1947. 

This c m  be seen as the beginning of modem e~an~e l i ca l i s rn~~ .  The leaders of the new 

evangelicalism were concemed with two trends in the fundamental ranks. These two factors led 

to the founding of the Fuller Theological Serninary. The first factor was the concern over the 

mediocre intellectual standards held by most fundamentalists. The liberal Christians were 

holding to the highest intellectual standards and Charles Fuller felt that one could both hold to 

I o  The death of a large number of young conservatives during WWI may have been decisive in 
the formation of the fundarnentalist movement, however, this effect has not been studied 

Quebedeaux, Richard (1974) The Young Evangelicals. New York: Harper& Row. p 10. 
Quebedeaux, Richard ( 1974) The Young EvungeIic~~Is~ New York: Harper& Row. ' Marsden, George ( 1 987) Reforming Eùndc~mentaiisrn: Fuifer Seminary and the New 

Evungeficafism Grand Rapids: W .  B. Eerdmans Publishing. ' Perrin, Robin ( 1986) The Signs and Wonders Movernenf. Washington: U .  of W. Press. p39. 



the fundamentals of faith and pursue high levels of scho~arship~~. The second concem was over 

the issue of separatism. Many fundamentalists were proponents of separatism and the modem 

evangelicals thought that more benefit wodd be found through dialogue16. Thus the new 

evangelicals stmyed from the &spensationalist path so as to allow more influence on the 

mainline liberal churches. A major source for this hoped for influence would be the Fuller 

Theologicai Seminary. 

Thus distinguished and distanceci from the mainline churches by their ideals and from the 

fundarnentalists by their methods the evangelical movement became a separate entity that grew 

into its own distinct version of Protestanîism in America. 

The Charismatic Movements 

Pentecostalism 

Originating in the same environment and time as the fundamentalkt movement was the 

Pentecostal movement. However, instead of adopting a dispensational doctrine, the Pentecostals 

afirmed that the gifls of the Holy Spirit were stiIl occurring today17. They still held to the 

traditional conservative beliefs, such as the inerrancy of the Bible, making them sirniiar to the 

fundamentals. 

Tracing the Pentecostals beginning brings us to Charles Parham, founder of Bethet Bible 

College in the early 1900's. It was during a study of Acts and the idea of the filling of the Hoiy 

Spirit that Parham laid han& on a student and prayed for her to be filled. She immediately began 

to speak in tongues. This is significant because this is the first instance in which the idea of the 

' Marsden, George ( 1987) Reforming Fundarnentalism: Fuller Semimry and the New 
Evangelicalisn Grand Rapids: W .  B. Eerdmans Publishing. 

Comel, E. J. (xxxx) ?Xe case for Evangelical Theologv. . . . . 
l 7  Poloma, Margaret ( 1982) The Charismatic Movement: Is there a New Pentecosl~~. 

Massachusetts: Twayne Publishers. 



Baptism of the Holy Spirit was connected with the sign of tongues18. In the next few weeks most 

of the students and Parharn himself had experienced such a Baptism in the Spirit. 

After numerous unsuccessful evangelistic efforts Pariiam rnoved to Houston, Texas, in 

1905 and starteci another Bible College. One of his first students was a black preacher called 

William J. Seymour. In 1906, Seymour moved to LA to begin the now farnous "Azusa Street 

Mission". The revivai at h a  Street, it is argueci by the Pentecostal historia Vinson Synan, '3s 

comrnoniy regarded as the beginning of the modem Pentecostal movement. Although many 

persons had spoken in tongues in the United States in the years preceding 1906, the meeting 

brought this belief to the attention of the world and served as a catalyst for the formation of 

scores of Pentecostal denominations." l 

The renown of the A m a  Street Mission is not easily explained2*. No doubt that the 

spontaneity and rniraculous gifls drew attention. World-wide attention was given to the Mission, 

with people travelling from al1 ends of the globe to experience this 'outflowing' of the Holy 

Spirit. Out of this interest and perceived experience of supematural gifts was barn a world wide 

movement that established Pentecostal churches everywhere2 l .  

As mentioned eartier the early Pentecostalists were not entirely different in belief h m  

the fundamentalists. However, although they shared in the belief of the 'fundamentals' of the 

faith, they could not agree on the issue of the g i h  of the Holy Spirit. Poloma points out that 

there is also much similarity between the "statement of truth" heid by the National Association of 

Evangelicals (NAE) and that heid by the Pentecostal Fellowshp of North Amenca (PFNA). 

l8 Quebedeaw, Richard ( 1976) The New Charismatics: The Origim, Developrnenf. and 
Signrficunce of Neo-Pentecostalism. New York: Doubleday. 

j9 Poloma, Margaret (1982) The Chrisrnatic Movement: 1s fhere a New Penrecost~~. 
Massachusetts: Twayne Publishers. p8. 

20 Quebedeaux, Richard ( 1 976) The New Charismatics: The Origim, Developrneni. and 
Signlficance of Neo-Penrecostalism. New York: Doubleday. *' Ibid. 



There is one difference. The PFNA includes a section stating, "We believe that the full gospel 

includes the Holiness of heart and life, healing for the body and the baptism in the Holy spirit 

with the initial evidence of sp&ng in other tongues as the Spirit gives utteran~e."~~ This idea 

of the Baptism of the Holy Spirit leading to speakmg in Tongues is an idea particdar to the 

Pentecostal denornination, not found in the Evangelical or fundarnentalist circles. The Baptism 

of the Holy Spirit is, for the Pentecostais, something that occurs after salvation, usually invotving 

the laying on of hands by sorneone who has already been "filled". The practice of Gtossolalia is 

not the only method by which the charismatics determine the presence of the Holy Spirit, it is 

merely one of the most common. However, for the Pentecostal the evidence of Glossolalia is 

vital to their acceptance of one as k i n g  filled by the Holy Spirit. Other indications of the 

presence of the Holy Spirit inchde prophecy, healing, words of knowledge, and while there is no 

one list in Scripture, there are many gifts of the Spirit mentioned 

The Pentecostal emphasis on the miraculous and Spirit baptism was not well received by 

other Fundamentalist, liberal, or conservative Christians. This was maidy due to the relatively 

extreme and emotional behaviours and ideas which was thought to have characterised the 

rnovement. As ~ u e b e d e a w ~ ~  States, the causes of such extrernism, individualisrn and 

subjectivism, were inherent in the Pentecostal movement. "Despite the emphasis on bibfical 

authority, it was really personal experience that vdidated reliçious belief and cornmitment. 

Experience and teshrnony preceded doc t r~ne . "~~  It is wîthout question that the Pentecostal 

emphasis on the Holy Spirit and ones experience of Him ofien led to what was popularly 

considered to be excesses and justified in the minds of those observing the pejorative term 'holy 

22 Poloma, Margaret ( 1982) The Charismdic Movemenr: Is there a New Penrecost?. 
Massachusetts: Twayne Publishers. pp6-7. 

23 Quebedeaux, Richard (1976) The New Charismatics: The Origtns, Development, and 
Signrficance of Neo-Penfecostalism New York: Doubleday. 

24 ibid. p3 1 



rollers' thaî was ascribed to them. It was this perceived excess in behaviour which was the 

cause of rnuch of the 

There were other issues that led to the opposition of other churches. ûriginaily the 

movement w-as most popular with low incorne, uneducated blacks, whch created a social 

crevasse between ir and the established churches. The problems of racism no doubt had a part to 

play in the condemnation of the Pentecostal movement. This social gap and condemnation of the 

Pentecostal movement led to the formation of riew denominations, such as: the Assembly of God; 

the Church of God; the United Pentecostal Church; the Pentecostal Church in America; the 

International Church of the Founquare Gospel; the Pentecostal Holiness Church. Much to the 

amazement of the established churches the Pentecostal movement now finds itself as the largest 

subgroup within Protestantisrn (larger than the Anglicans, Baptists, and Lutherans) and has some 

of the largest churches in the w o r ~ d ~ ~ .  

As with any movement, as it aged it became less extreme (at least in most cases) in its 

behaviour and settled down to a sornewhat institutionalised However, the separatism 

and exciusivism of the Pentecostals did not moderate in the least, and in this they are much Like 

the fundamentalists. 

25 Quebedeaux, Richard ( 1976) The New Ckismatics: The Origins. Development und 
Signrjicance ofNeo-Pentecosfalism. New York: Doubleday. 

26 Wagner, C.P. (1973) Look Out! The Pen~ecostuls are Coming. Carol Srearn, Ill: 
Creation House. 

Wirnber, John (1986) Power Evangelrsm San Francisco: Harper & Row. 
27 Poloma, Margaret ( 1982) The Churismatic Movernent: 1s ihere a New Pentecosi?. 

Massachusetts: Twayne Publishers. 



The Charisrnatic Renewal 

As time progressed there arose a renewal movement within Pentecostalism, the 

neo-Pentecostals, who wished to influence the maidine churches. This movement came to be 

known as the Chaismatic renewal. Unlike the older Pentecostal movement, the Charismatic 

movement did not pnmarily result in the establishment of new churches. Instead it has, since the 

196OYs, made its presence known in every mainline Protestant denomination and even in Roman 

~ a t h o l i c i s r n ~ ~ .  This movmmt has had as its p a l  and ideal ecwnenisrn and spiritual wity 

amongst al1 churcbes2', a goai which was most assuredly not highly regarde. amongst the 

Pentecostal denominations. 

In 1936, David du Plessis, a South Afncan Assembly of God minister, claimed to have 

received a "prophecy". It reads. 

Through the old-line denominations will corne a revival that will eclipse anything 
we have known throughout history. No such things have happened in times past 
as will happen when this begins . . . It will eclipse the present-day, 
twentieth-century fentecostal revival that aIready is a marvel to the worId, with 
its strong opposition frorn the established church. But this second blessing will 
become acceptable to the churches and they wiil go on with this message and this 
experience beyond what the Pentecostals have achieved You will live to see thrs 
work grow to such dimensions that the Pentecostal movement itself will be a light 
thing in comparison with what God will do through the old chur~hes.~* 

This "prophecy" was not to be fulfilled until ttie 1950s when du Plessis was invited to 

speak at a number of ecumenical gatherings, one of which was the National Council of Churches. 

28 Poloma, Margaret ( 1982) The Charismuric Movement: Is there a New Pentecosr?. 
Massachusetts: Twayne Publishers. 

29 Quebedeaux, Richard ( 1976) The New Charismatics: The Origins, Developme~, and 
Signrjicance of Neo-Pentecostalism. New York: Doubleday. 

30 Poloma, Margaret (1982) The Charisrnatic Movement: Is there a New Pentecost?. 
Massachusetts: Twayne Publishers. p 12. 



The envisioned renewal began in an Episcopalian church in California in 1959. 

Episcopdian church members John and Joan Baker, via some Pentecostal hends, received îhe 

"baptism of the Holy Spirit". Upon weighing the alternatives the two decided to stay with their 

church. Their Vicar thought that their excitement and enthusiasm wouid wane when surrounded 

with their Episcopalian Brethren and encouraged them to stay. This was not the case, however, 

as soon a dozen other mernbers had also experienced this Spirit baptism3 '. 
At this point the minister became concerned and went to a colleague and fhend, Dennis 

Bennett, who was Rector of a successfüi Van Nuys Episcopalian church. Bennett, upon meeting 

with the Bakers was also experienced the Spirit baptism. Over the next months eight ministers 

and over a hundred Episcopalians experienced the baptism of the Holy Spirit. These occurrences 

became increasïngly difficult to keep hidden and finally, on Passion Sunday in 1960, Bennett 

explained to his parishioners his charismatic experience. He resigned two days ~ a t e r ~ ~ .  He did 

not leave the Episcopalian church, however, nor did he encourage others to leave. 

With such a black mark on his Episcopal name it was difFicult for Bennett to find another 

church. Eventually in July of 1969 he was assigned to a small stniggling church in Seattle, St. 

Luke's Episcopal. Inside of a year over 85% of the little church had experienced Spirit baptism 

and it had begun to grow drarnatically. This resulted in farne for Bennett as he became a popdar 

speaker both in the Episcopalian church and in other de nomination^^^. Tlius, through Bennett's 

influence, the Charismatic renewal began. 

ï h e  group of followers left behind in Van Nuys continued to grow and thrive, organising 

the Blessed Trinity Society. This was the original charismatic renewal fellowship. DuPlessis was 

Quebedeaux, Richard ( 1 976) The New C'harismatics: The Origins, Developmenf, and 
Signlficance of Neo-PenfecosfaIism New York: Doubleday. 

32 %id. 
33 &id. 



an original member of the board of directors of this society. Bennett continuai in his popularity 

and the movernent grew mostly because of his efforts. The movement branched out to Lutherans 

and Presbyterians as we11~~. 

Despite the general non-separatist aîtitude of the chansmatic renewal a number of new 

sects and independent churches did arise out of i t  An example of this is the independent 

churches of the Jesus Movement who were clearly impacted by the charisrnatic and evangelical 

movements. The rule of thumb, however, was that the chmismatic movernent worked within the 

existing maidine denominational boundaries. It is thought that the needs of the members were 

not king sufficiently met by the formal liturgies and thus sought out more feeling and fervour in 

religious expression. Interestingly these charismaticdiy 'renewed' rnembers appeared to become 

better and more committed parishioners. While d l  members were not thnlled with the influence 

of charismatics in their churches, they tolerated its presence, whereas the clergy often welcomed 

it. This is especially true of the Roman Catholic church which has endorsed charismatic activity 

among its members, going x, far as to organise retraits and payer groups for such activitie~'~. 

In the spirit of the movement those dfected by the charismatic movement did not leave 

their church, nor did they attempt to take over the church. Instead they sought reformation in 

character, seeing the re-enlivening of their traditionai church through its rnernbers as the goal of 

the movement. So they attended their usual Sunday services and held weekly meetings for the 

special bestowal of the gifts of the Spirit. Those most influeaced by this movement were similar 

to those in the evangelical movement, of middle dass lacking spiritual vitality. 

The Third Wave: Charisma in the 1980's 

34 Quebedeaw, Richard (1976) The New Charismatics: f ie Origim, Developmenf, and 
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35 Poloma, Margaret (1982) The Charismtic Movement: Is rhere a New Penfecosf?. 
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C.  Peter Wagner, a professorat the Fuller Theological Serninary, is convinceci that there 

is another wave of charismatic phenornena developing in North Amenca and the world. He 

views the Pentecostal movement to be the first wave which had as its focus people of lower 

socid and econornic classes and led to the development of new denominations. The second 

wave, the chksmatic movement, was a denominational movement which influenced more 

middle class, educated and refined members of the traditional maidine churches. Then cornes 

the third wave, which is moMng arnong the new evangelicals. This new movement, ciairning to 

have tearned h m  the emrs and successes of the earlier rnovements, hope to bring the 

charismâtic renewal to the evangeiicais who previously rejected charismatic gifk Wagner 

daims, "the Third Wave began around 1980 with the enlightenment of an increasing number of 

traditional evangelical churc hes and institutions to the supernahiraI working of the Holy Spirit, 

even though they were nof nor did they wish to becorne, tither Pentecostal of cha~ismatic."~~. 

Eistory of the Vineyard Christian Fellowship 

The Jesus People 

Contrary to popular opinion and stories in the press, the Jesus Movement was not a 

unified movement with a set of easily identifiable leaders or association. However, there are 

some distinctive characteristics of the movement in generaf that can be pointed out. The 

movement began in the West (primarily in California) in 1967 and had spread to other part of the 

USA by 1970. As a whole they emphasised the simple fundamentais of the Gospel that included 

an "anti-intellecrual, anti-cultural interpretation of the message of the Bible t'or conternporaq 

36 Wagner, C.P. (1988) "God wasn't puliing my leg." Pp. 43-56 in Kevin Springer (Ed) Power 
Encouniers Among Chrisfians in the Western World New York: Harper & Row. 



~hristians"~~. Another characteristic of the Jesus People was their "disdain for the m d i t i o ~ l  

Christian and hifier c h ~ r c h " ~ ~ .  Their b e l  of cynicism varied h m  group to group with the 

Children of God king known for their hatred of al1 institutionalised religion. However, al1 of the 

Jesus People felt that religious institutions wexe out of touch with the Jesus of the New 

Testament and had failed miserably in tramferring what tmth they did know to their c h i ~ d r e n ~ ~ .  

This separation fiom the institutionalised church was manifested in a number of ways, not least 

of which was the adoption of a 'christianised hippie' Iifestyte incfuding long hair, communal 

living, coffee homes, and cuntemporary approach to worship and praise music (even rock and 

roll). The Jesus People also had a charïsrnatic emphasis on the gifis of the Holy Spirit. They also 

had a style in their services whch cm only be termed Pentecostd. Despite the variance in the 

emphasis of the g i h  of the Hoty Spirit among the differem groups, the overall movement 

became associateci with the charisrnaîic g ~ f l s ~ ~ .  Another characteristic was the style of worship, 

which included Christian rock concerts. 

Despite the anti-institutional nature of the Jesus Movement, institutions were born from 

it. The most renowned was the Costa Mesa Calvary Chape], led by Reverend Charles (Chuck) 

Smitk His church was ckaracterised by rapid growth and unique dientele. It was said in 

C'hrrstianiry Today (January 29, 197 1 ) that in 1970 over 4000 individuals were converted. The 

majority of these were under 21 years of age who were typical of those interested in the Jesus 

Movement. Despite the end of the movernent in the mid 197OYs, its existence lefi an indelible 

mark on evangelical Christianity, especially in the West C m .  Some of these influences include 

37 Pemn, Robin ( 1989) The Signs and Wonciers Movement. Washington: Washington 
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stylistic, in the areas of music and dress, and in language. The spirit of acceptance of alternative 

modes of Christianity, by which I mean differing styles of worship, dress, and focus, also lefi its 

mark on the attitudes of the evangelicals. 

It is recognised by the evangelical leaders that the Jesus Movement, and in particular the 

Caivary Chapel, has fuelled the fires of renewal throughout the West Coast area, with many 

leaders coming out of Smith's church and Bible school. 

The Vineyard 

The story of the developrnent of the Vineyard Christian Fellowship has two phases. The 

first, and the shortest, is the beginning phase under the leadership of Ken Gulliksen. The second 

is the phase under the leadership of John Wimber. 

One of those loosely affiliated with Calvary Chapel was Kenn Gulliksen, who had served 

with Chuck Smith as an assistant pastor. Gulliksen felt he was called to begin a church in 

California named the Vineyard. His chwch grew steadily for five years, moving from house to 

house, then to rental facilities, to a beach, and at last, in 1978, to a Methodist church . Around 

1980, Gulliksen felt he needed to go to West Los Angeles and start a Vineyard there. Within a 

year this church had grown to over 1 000 members. Later, he moved again to Newport Beach, 

where, once again, he swn had over 1 000 followers. As Gulliksen moved, he left Vineyards in 

his wake. Vineyards were even starting without his direct input. By the early 1980's there were 

several Vineyards in the LA area4' 

In the rnid- 1970's a small group of Christians who considered themselves 'spiritual ill' 

formed a small worship and study group. These Christians came from the Yorba Linda Friends 

Quaker church in Yorba Linda. This church had been pastored by John Wimber, who had just 

' Pemn, Robin ( 1989) The Signs and Wonders Movernenr. Washington: Washington 
University Press. 



lefl to teach church growth at Fuller Theological Seminary. The small group was led by 

Wirnber's wife, Carol. This group sought spiritual healing through the presence and experience 

of the Hoiy Spirit in their lives. They did not have any concrete problem with their church, they 

merely needed more than it was giving. They wanted to know the power of God in their lives, 

meaning they wished to experience healing they knew was fiom God This sort of activity was 

not encouraged by the Quaker church. 

For most of their lives John and Carol Wimber were very antagonistic towards the idea of 

spiritual gifts42. Carol in particular had been very active in speaiung out against healing and 

speakmg in tongues, and as a leader in the Quaker Church had driven away several members who 

were practising spiritual gifb. However, due to a "prophetic drearn" Carol received one night in 

which she woke up fiom a dream, wherein she was giving a sermon on the evils of speahng in 

tongues, filled with the Holy Spirit and speaking in tongues. Due to this experience she became a 

proponent of the gfts of the Spirit. Convicted of her past condemation of those who practised 

the gifts of the Spirit she visited those she had offended (over 30) and sought forgveness. It was 

out of this number that she visited that the aforernentioned prayer group began. This small group 

eventually became the Vineyard Chnstian Fellowship of t4naheirnj3. 

Within a few weeks of its origin Carol's gmup grew h m  twelve to fim. Realising they 

needed to have experienced leadership they requested John Wirnber to becorne their pastor. 

Under his leadership many, who had been hu-t by p s t  church experiences, began to experience 

healing spiritually. It was not until the group had grown to over 150 members that they were 

asked to leave the Yorba Linda Friends, which had k e n  the home church to many of the 

42 Wimber, John and Springer, 
43 Wimber, John and Springer, 
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mernbers. The split was not bitter, in fact blessing was given to the group fiom the church. For 

the first time, the group met as its own church body. This &y was May 8, 1977~~. 

The first two years of the church's life was a nomadic one where they moved five times. 

The moved fiom their first rental, a Masonic Lodge, to a Junior High Schooi, and thence to three 

different High Schools. The 1st of these was the Canyon High School in Anaheim Hilis where 

they stayed fiom June, 1979 to spring of 1983. Reluctant to remain independent, Wimber 

requested to join the Calvary Chapel, and so they were named the Yorba Linda Calvary Chapel. 

Regardless of where they were, or what their narne was, the church continued to grow. 

in 1982 Wimber decided to leave the Cdvary Chapel and join Gdlikson's Vineyard The 

reason for the change is not completely clear. Some have thought that it was merely the problem 

of accommodating two strong personalities (like Chuck Smith and John Wimber) in the Calvary 

Chapel denomination. While this may be tnie to some extent, it is not the ody possible 

explanation. It would appear that there were some differences concerning the issue of the 

spintuai gifts. Smith, while k i n g  "charismatic", did not encourage the use of tongues and 

healing during services. As Wimber chd encourage such activities, and more, it seems that the 

separation of the two may have had more to do with emphasis than wth ego or theology. Several 

Vineyard pastors who were ex-Calvary pastors said tbat Smith's theology does dlow for the 

'signs and wonders' Wimber was emphasising at Yorba Linda, but Smith feh that such 

manifestations were being over emphasised by w i m b d 5 .  Neither of the two have publicly 

acknowledged the reason for the separation, and for al1 appearances it was an amicable one. It is 

clear, however, according to Pemn, that some hurt Feelings are Felt in the Calvary Chape1 

Springer, Kevin (Ed) ( 1988) Power Encornfers Among Chrisrians in the Western Workd New 
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leadership. In Ieaving, Wimber brought with him many Calvary pastors and members with him. 

This could veq easily bring some hard feelings for those left behind Indeed, it wouid appear 

that it has, because of some very outspoken Calvary leaders comments and criticisrns of Wimber. 

Chuck Smith has not spoken out against Wirnber, howeveP6. 

Regardles of the circumstances, in fail of 1982 Wimber asked Gulliksen to permit him to 

join the Vineyard. W i m k r  feh that h s  vision was more similar to the Vineyard's than to 

~ a i v a r ~ ' s ~ ~ .  Gulliksen also realised that he and Wimber were similar in their vision Gulliksen, 

according to some Vineyard pastors working with him at the tirne, had recently corne to the 

conclusion that he had a talent for bringing people togeîher but then had no d u e  what to do with 

them. Gdliksen was also irnpressed by Whber's abilities in church growth and in his vision for 

the future of the Vineyard. This led Gulliksen to not only aifow Wimber to becorne a part of the 

Vineyard, he gave h m  the movement to lead It was clear to the both of them that Wimber was 

called by God to lead the ~ i n e ~ a r d ~ ~ .  

Having inherited an enîire movement, Wimber wasted no time in taking leadership of it. 

He came into the first pastor's meeting ready to give his plans to turn the Vineyard into a 

world-wide phenornenon. This 'take charge' style did not sit well at first with the Vineyard 

pastors and they failed to see God's hand in Wimber's leadership of the Vineyard at first. 

Wirnber managed to keep ttiings together while these pastors worked their way over to his  ide^^. 

There were some immediate responses to Wimber's leadership within the Vineyard. Catching 

the drearn of ptanting 10 000 Vineyards world-wide, the Vineyard has gown tremendously under 
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Wimber's direction. Wimber's Anaheim VCF is now weU over 5000 in mernbership, and 

Vineyards can be found throughout Nor& America, South America, Europe, a few in Afnca, in 

Asia, in the Asian Pacific, Australia, etc.50. 

The Signs and Wonders Movemen t 

Whrle Wimber had resigned fiom Fuller, he continued to help Wagner teach a course on 

church growth once per year. lt was in 198 1 that Wimber suggested that one or two sessions in 

the course be devoted to ihe eflect of signs and wonders on church growth. Wagner agreed to the 

suggestion and had the Dean of Fuller's School of World Mission, Paul Pierson, to observe the 

lecture. Wagner and Pierson were suiîably impressed with the lecture and eventually supported 

the decision to offer course MC5 10 - "Signs and Wonders and Church Growth." WhiIe Wimber 

was the prirnary tecturer, Wagner was the professor of recordS1. The course was fint offereû in 

1982 and "was designed to ded with the contemporary application of signs and wonders to the 

growth of the c h ~ r c h " ~ ~ .  incIuded in the course was a lab section wherein the students could 

apply what they had learned in the class. This lab çonsisted of practice healings and exorcism. 

While the class was cxtremely popular, it was also very controversiaI. 

MC5 IO was cancelled by the Fuller Seminary in January of 1986 as the result of pressure 

From members of the theology facdty who questioned bath the Bibiical basis for an emphasis on 
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signs and wonden and the appropriateness of the laboratory session in an acadernic  eni in^^^. 
Despite the controversy, the fact that Wimber had taught such a course in such a setting provided 

hm with a level of credibility which he has used to good masure. Not only that, but the course 

also gave Wimber a time to organise, clarifl, and formulate his ideas and beliefs witb regard to 

the use of signs and wonders. 

What is the Signs and Wonders Movement? 

A central belief of Wimber's is that every Chnstian has access to the gifts of the Hoty 

Spirit. Furthemore, the Chnstian has a responsibility to use these gifh in the furttierance of the 

Kingdom of God. This had been the central message of the 1980's and has been the main reason 

for a large portion of the attention that he has received. The focus of the conferences held 

throughout the worid by Wimber and his team was the equipping of Christians to use the spiritual 

g-fts in their ministry. As such they were mainly directed to lay leaders and pastors. Wimber's 

MC5 10 course was modified for some of these conferences. A significant portion of the 

influence of the VCF has been felt through these conferences, as pastors from various 

denominations and backgrounds attend them and bring that influence back with them to their 

churches. Whde there is no clairned focus on promoting the growth of the VCF through the 

conferences, this is none the less happening where pastors who attend eventually join the VCF. 

Much of the growth of the VCF has occurred because of this s ~ i t c h i n ~ ~ ~ .  

When one talks of the signs and wonders movement, one must understand that one is not 

necessarily talking of the VCF in particdar. There are a nurn ber of chwc hes that have adopted 

similar emphasis on the spirituai grfts in the church, via Vineyard influence, but do not cali 
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themseives Vineyard, nor do they wish to. The term that is used to describe such churches is that 

they are 'fiends of the Vineyard'. Grace Christian Fellowship of Calgary is one such church, 

aithough they had spent some time as a Vineyard CF, they are now independent. Other 

denorninations, such as Presbyterian. Catholic. Baptist, etc. are listed as having been influenced 

by the Vineyard in Springer' s Power Encounters Among Western ~ h r ~ s t i a m ~  5. 

DiReremes Between Movements 

How is this so called Third Wave different tfian the previous two? What differentiates the 

Pentecod and chansmatic movernents fiom the Signs and Wonders movernent? A number of 

obvious differences between the Pentecostal and Third Wave movements are readily noticed. 

Some obvious dfferences include: the Pentecostal emphasis on the evidence of tongues as proof 

for the Baptism of the Spirit; the separaikm that predorninated in the Pentecostal growth; the 

fower socioeconomic demographic among the Pentecostals in its origin. 

There are difficdties in identifjmg differences between the chansmatic and the Third 

Wave. They are similar in that they are non-schismatic, and they focus on renewal and revival 

with in pre-existing denorninatious, rather than starting new ones. The VCF is, however, a new 

denomination in its own right. in a sense, the VCF is a blend of the two ideas of refom held by 

the Pentecostal and chansmatic movernents. It buth uses the formation of a new denomination 

and seeks to work wtthn and change existing denorninations. Wagner feels that one of the main 

distinguishing feahms of the Third Wave is that it is targeting the conservative evangelical 

audience56. This group had gone largely untouched by the charismatic movement. Wimber is 

55 Springer, Kevin (Ed) ( 1988) Power Encounters Among Chrisrians i ,z  the Western Worfd. New 
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considered a viable candidate to bring this Third Wave to the evangelicals because of his 

background and style. 

Whber  considers himself to be in the line of descendants h m  the Pentecostal 

movement, yet he fwls that he is doing thmgs chfferentiy than either the Pentecostals or the 

charismatics5'. He believes, as mentioned previously, that he differs from the previous two 

movements in that he emphasises the Word, not the experience as the arbitrator of belief and 

behaviour. He wishes to 'Yake the ammunition of the best of conservative EvangeIical theology, 

the best fire power of rnainstream Pentecostal practice, fuse thern, and h t  the biblical target of 

making and nwtunng 

There are those who characterise the Vineyard members as educated chansmatics with a 

Hawaiian/Califomian flare. As there is some similarity in the style of the services and the use of 

the spiritual gih in services, there is some justification for this characterisation. Of course, there 

is great varieiy in the worship and service style arnong VCFs as they aU corne from different 

backgrounds. However, the Third Wave people do not wish to be known as charismatics because 

they wish to be perceived as having mostly avoided the perceived errors of their predecessors in 

spiritual renewal. 59 

Anoîher difference of the VCF From previous movements is the emphasis. Wimber is 

most widely known for lus ministry of healing and t h s  is so because of hs book on the matter 

and the conferences doue world-wide on the topic. Despite this fame, Wimber does not focus on 

the healing, but on the power. This is obvious if one reads his titles in the bibliography (Le.. 

Power Healing, Powsr Evangelism, Power Points). The supernaturd acts of God, such as 

57 Wimber, John (1 986) Power Evangelism. San Francisco: Harper & Row. 
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healing, exorcisrn, words of hwledge ,  and prophecy, are dernonstrations of God's power over 

Satan. The goal of such power is to demonstrate Gods presence and love which greatly aids the 

task of evangeiism. Power evangelisrn is a very important part of Wimber's plan and through it 

"resistance to the Gospel is overcome by the demonstration of God's power in supernarural 

events, and reçeptivity to Christ's claims is usually very Wimber shares a number of 

stories about tirnes when a supernaturaI gift brought immediate salvation throughout his 

numerous books. 

When it cornes to the practice of the spiritual gifls, Wimber likes to think that they 

approach it differentiy than the Pentecostals or charismatics. He feels that he goes from 

conservative Evangelical theology to orthopraxy, unlike the others who based their theology on 

their version of experience whch is defined as orthopraxy. He dso  has a more academic 

approach to the teachmg of the gifts. For example, before a person is allowed to pray for healing 

in the church they must first learn how to do it. in this way Wirnber attempts to control excess in 

behaviour wtule the heady stdT of spiritual gifting goes on. 

Thus, the VCF feets that it falls nicely between the conservative evangelicalism and the 

highly ernotional and experientid Pentecostalism. in this way the VCF appears, to its mernbers, 

to deal with the whole k ing ,  the body, mind, and spirit. This apparent balance between the 

common evangelical concerns of excess and empty intellectualism has made this movement 

popdar amongst those evangelicals seekmg power in their lives. This is seen in many comments 

by those interviewed at Faith VCF and in their additional comments in the surveys. 

Another difference separating it from the other movements is the style of the worship 

service. Worship is a key part of the VCF service, usually lasting 30-45 minutes, due to the 

emphasis on worship as releasiug God's power and on its usefdness as a tool of spiritual 

60 Wimber, John ( 1986) Power Evungelism. San Francisco: Harper & Row. p35. 



warfare61. The music is often a chorus style with few parts (1.e. little harmony), the words to 

which are projected ont0 a screen for general &ng. During this worship time there is a 

freedom of expression and a mix of worship techniques that al1 biend to make a very distinct 

style. 

Vineyards tend to rent facilities rather than build their own. This may be due to the 

newness of the movement, or it may have to do with the desire to get away fkom the traditional 

method of 'doing' church. Schools, community halls, other denorninations churches, and so forth 

are al1 facilities that are used. 

Summary 

It is apparent from this brief survey of the history of the VCF that a nurnber of factors 

have influenced its growth. These influences include John and Carol Wimber's life experience. 

1 have not dealt with these in any geat detail as they have b e n  weH covered within the nurnerous 

books written by John Wimber, as we1l as by Perrin, who devotes a section to this history. Other 

influences include the new evangeIicals, the Charismatic and Pentecostal movements, 

fundamentalism, and the Jesus Movement. These influences have ail had a part in the formation 

of the unique movement whch is cdled the Vineyard Christian Fellowshp. 

6'  See sermon notes from Febniary. 



Chapter Two 

A Short Description of the 

CALGARY FAiTH VINEYARD CHRiSTIAN FELLOWSHIP 

and Its Founders 

This chapter will contain what 1 have perceiveci to be the essence of the Faith VCF. The 

data has k e n  gathered over a seven month pend by attending the services of the Faith VCF, 

through the attendance of the ce11 groups, celebrations, member classes, interviews, through 

various discussions during the sencices, and discussions with the leadership. This chapter will be 

descriptive in nature, leaving the analysis to a later chapter. 1 will divide my description into 

three parts. The first will deal with what 1 consider to be the church proper. This will contain the 

nature of the Sunday worship service, the leadership styles, the goals, and life stories of the 

pastoral leaders. The second section will contain discussions and descriptions pertaining to the 

ccll groups. This will involve discussions of the goals, methods, numbers, style, and philosophies 

of the ceIl groups. The third section will be a catchab section that wiil deal with any prograrns, 

conferences, or other events which are not easily discussed in the other sections. 

Tim Schultz's life history in brief: 

This life history of Tim is patched together from a Life History Interview and from page 6 

of the booklet explaining what the Faith VCF is al1 about to new visitors. Born in Jos, Nigeria to 

rnissionary parents, Tirn spent much of his young life in boarding schools. His elementary years 

were spent in a school nui by Sudan Intenor Mission, the mission group that his parents were a 

part of. When he went to High School he went to a boardhg school that served a wide variety of 

denominational mission organisations. It was here that Tim began to develop the character and 

intellectual traits that would carry him on a journey around the wodd. Tirn takes a broad view on 



many things. Before we get to Tim's eclectic gathering of influences and ideas, we should first 

cover the basic facts of his life. 

Tirn was bom on April20, 1964. His rnother is Plymouth Brethren by history and 

preference, his father a Mennonite raiseci in Waldme, Saskatchewan. When Tirn was eighteen 

he returned to Canada, which was home base to his family. He entered into Mount Carmel Bible 

School, attending there for one year. He intended to go on to University of Lethbridge after his 

one year at Bible school, seeking a degree in either business, teaching (coaching), or international 

affairs. Lnstead, Tim returned to Africa for around eight rnonths. While there he discovered a 

desire for missions and minishy. This was made clear by God "nudging" him and showing him 

the reason for his interests, that al1 three could be usai in miaistry. Tim then went to Briercrest 

Bible College and received a Bachelor of Religious Education. While there Tirn met his wife 

Esther (nee Friesen). Durmg hrs time at Briercrest Tim trave1led extensively. Upon completion 

of his degree, Tim and Esther becarne Youth Pastor at the Crescent Hights Baptist Church in 

Calgary. They did ths for three years, eventualiy "hearing" a cd1 to missions and church 

planting. To this end they sought M e r  training in Amsterdam uuder Youth With A Mission. 

Their training in urban evangelisrn, and church planting took them to Hong Kong, and China. 

Aithough Tirn and Esther felt that they would be planting a church in Europe somewhere, 

they Çelt a strong "calling" to return to Calgary and start a Vineyard. With this in mind they 

retmed and interned at Grace Vineyard Christian FelIowship (now no longer a Vineyard) for one 

year. They then brought 30 (tiurty) people, a seed group for the new chwch plant, who came 

from various areas of Calgary, to Montgomery and went public in May 1992. 

Tirn chose to be a part of the VCF because he felt that the movement had a very good 

balance between conservative evangelical theoiogy and pentecostal experience. Tirn had k e n  

investigating the Vineyard since 1987. He had done much reading and had attended a number of 



conferences. He felt that he could fulfil the vision God had given hirn best in the VCF. 

Apparently the VCF appreciates his vision and capabilities as they have named him the regional 

director for the VCF. 

When asked his influemes Tim overwhelrns with the breadth of his perspective. Tirn 

refers to himseif as a self leamer. He is hghly effected by the contemplative stream of 

Chnstianity, such as the monastic sects of the Anglican and Catholic churches, as well as by the 

social gospelljustice aspect of the mainline churches, by the conservative evangelical community, 

and by the charismatic aspects of Cbristianity in general. The influence of the contemplatives on 

him is evidenced by his support for the spintual disciplines, specificaily those of solitude, 

sacrifice, and fasting. One cm see the influence of the social gospel in the goals, and types of 

programs and resources that Tim seeks to bring into being, as weli as in hrs choice of 

neighbourhoods to place his church. The conservative evangelical influence gave T h  his love 

and respect for the Bible, as well as his desire to reach the unsaved with spintual salvation. The 

chansmatic influence is clearly evident in the predominance of the spiritual gifts and their 

centrality to canying out the above goals, discipiines, and evangelism. 

Tim accounts for this eclectic mix of spiritual influence by pointing to tus chiidhood, 

spent in an interdenorninational setting, as well as to his extensive travel to al1 parts of the world. 

It wasn't until Tim was Youth Pastor at the Baptist church that he began to understand the 

concept of denominational Ioyalty. 

When asked to describe his gifb Tim responds confidently. He understands his main 

leadership gift to be twofold. He daims that he is both visionary and manager in hs leadership. 

He feels that this is an unusual mixture as most visionanes are not interested in structure. He. on 

the other hand, has a vision, a set of future goals and direction, and goes about setting up a 

stnicture that will bring this vision and goal into reality, with God's help of course. Some of his 



other gifts include teaching, preaching, and faith. He feels that he receives revelation in two 

ways, the subjective revelation, meaning dreams, visions, and prophecy, and in objective 

revelation, rneaning through logic, church growth theory, and biblical exegesis. For the most part 

these two sources of revelation are balanced and Tim feels he has one foot in each source. By 

balanceci, 1 mean that the subjective revelation (prophecy or word of knowledge) must be 

consistent with Biblical theology, both in methoci of receiving and in content received. 

Greg Tweedie's Life History in Brief: 

Born in Perth, Australia, on April 1 St, 1964, Greg was mon brought to Saskatchewan, 

Canada His Australian father had teft his mother witbin four months of his birtk His mother 

divorced his father and brought Greg to a smali prarie town in Saskatchewan. Greg's mother 

remarrïed when he was nine years of age. Greg felt a "connection" with his step-dad Before his 

mom remarried Greg was aware of his uniqueness in that srnall prarie town where single mothers 

were unheard of. This led to Greg having low self esteem and low self confidence. When his 

stepdad came into his life Greg began to change, gaining self confidence and self esteem. Greg 

considen this to be a tuming point in his life. Greg's youth in the praries instilled a love for the 

open plains, and for sports activities. Greg considers d l  of these points in his past to be defining 

of his character as non-religious factors. 

At present, Greg feels that religion, or Goci, does, and bas done, tbree main things for hun. 

The first of whch is it protects hm fiom himself Greg explains this to rnean that he has several 

self destructive tendencies, such as a predisposition for addiction, which the power oPGod has 

protected hm fiorn. The second thng is that Chnstianity and it's God give Greg meaning in his 

life. He felt that al1 else, when d y s e d ,  does not bring meaning to our existence, that without 

God there is no li fe. This is a philosophical meaning for Greg, as he feels that he has a need for a 



intellectually satisfjmg rneaning for Iife. The third role religion plays in Greg's life i s  the 

removal of the fear of de&. He is cornfortable in the fact of his eternal life in Chnst Jesus. 

Of the three roles of religion in bis life, Greg attributes oniy one to his attraction to the 

VCF. This one is the first one rnentioned. Greg feels that his need for the power of God is 

realised most fully in the VCF because of their emphasis of this aspect of God 

There were a number of things whch Greg refers to as religiously defining moments. 

The first of these is, not uncornrnonly, his conversion and baptism. This occurred through a 

neighbouring family, with whom Greg had spent much tirne. He said that he noticed that there 

was something different about this fmily almost irnmediately. It was this families hith tbat 

apparently set them apart. This event occurred when Greg was thirteen. From the ages tbirteen 

to fifieen Greg sought God, r d n g  the Bible, writing poetry to God, and worshipping him while 

in the fields. He felt he was k i n g  moutded. This al1 came to a halt upon Greg's intellectüal 

awakening in High School. The teachmgs of evolution, and the fact of the plurality of religion 

confused and clouded Greg's mind with doubts and questions which the Christians around him 

could not, or wodd not, answer. Seeking, as al1 teenagers do, to belong, Greg began m i n g  

with the -wrong crowd'. This led him tnto dmgs and d n n h g .  

In 1982, at the age of eighteen, Greg graduated from Ngh School and was enrolled in the 

University of Saskatoon. Then, on what he describes as "an unexplainable whim", Greg decided 

to go to a Bible College in Calgary two weeks before he was to go to the U of S. White at the 

Bible College, many of Greg's doubts and questions where answered with an intellectual honesty 

that cleared most of îhe problems away. In the course of his study it became quite ctea. that Greg 

was gified in many of the rn i~s t ry  skilis. In hs final year Greg was introduced to, and beçame 

an excited follower of, the church growth movement. He read the books of Donaid McGavron 

and Peter Wagner, the ideas of whom are stiZl highly influential in Greg's Iife now. In this same 



year at the Bible College, Greg mamied his wife Jolayne, whom he describes as his best fnend 

and confidant. 

His wife, feeling called to be a church planters wife, enwurageci Greg to use his rninistry 

skrlls to start a new church plant in Calgary under the auspices of the Christian Churches/Chiuch 

of Christ. He began the plant in 1987, eager to try out his many ideas and skills. For three years 

Greg and Jolayne trieci their hardest to make the plant work. Thngs were not going well, of their 

origid thirteen team members, only one was remaining. 

in May of 1990, full of despair, sure that the plant was not likely to succeed, Greg and 

Jolayne were convinced by a church member to go to a Vineyard conference that was being held 

in the city. When Greg went up for prayer at the end of the conference, he feIt pierced to his Vary 

soul. G d  spoke to Greg, saying that Greg had k e n  doing this church plant without seeking Hirn. 

Greg left the conference humbled, and sought to seek God in the planting of the church. Greg 

now realised that his relationship with God up to that point had been almost completely 

intekctual. He was not sure of how to have a personal relationship with God. 

in 1992 Greg and Jolayne's church plant was declared dead. The process of the birth and 

death of his church plant was very painful for Greg and Jolayue. As a break, they went to 

Australia, and in the process meeting Greg's biologicd father for the first time. This was a 

revelatory expenence for Greg as he saw many of the traits he had in hrs father. At this point 

Greg, who had previously believed that nurture moulds most influentially, switched to believing 

that nature had a strong hand in his character and personality. 

In January of 1994 Jolayne was found to be pregnant with their first child Greg became 

clinically depressed after hearing this news. He felt panicy and had a powerfd desire to leave 

her and the baby, jusî as his father had done to him and his morn. Apparently, this behaviour was 

traced as far back as two generations, and may have gone back even further. Greg received 



counseliing for this issue. During this emotional crisis Greg and Tim Schultz went to the Toronto 

VCF. When Greg was prayed for there he displayed a number of physical manifestations of the 

Spirit These included shaking, falling down, and not king  able to get off the floor for one hou.. 

Not entirely sure of why this happened the way it did, this experience none-the-less left hm free 

from his depression and desire to leave Jolayne. Today Greg has two children. 

The Church Proper 

A typicai Sunday: 

10:OO AM People begin to gather for the 112 how visitingkoffee time before the service. It is 

fairly well attended. CoBee waits in the foyer, with the choice of tea as well. There is a bucket 

in wiuch to put your contribution to the coffee fund. A table is set up to hold the various 

pamphlets, papers, and announcements that the church wishes to have available. People slowly 

arrive and chat, and sit d o m  A general hubbub of conversation is heard. 

10130 The pastor, usually Tim, requests that people corne in and sit down. He blesses those who 

wish to continue taking, but asks them to do so in the foyer. A prayer is said by Tim that is 

usuaily a request for the Spirit's presence during worship, it is still noisy when this p y e r  is said. 

10:33 The worship band, which was waming up during the Msiting time, now begins to lead 

those gathered in worship. The songs range fkom mellow, introspective songs to highly energetic 

celebration type songs. The overail tone of wonhip is introspective, seeking the presence of God 

through emotive, mellow song. Al1 are lead using an overhead projector. Most songs have been 

writîen in the last for@ years, a number by Wimber, and are not of a hymnal nature. There is 

linle said in song about the cross of Christ, or of his blood and sacrifice. Many songs focus on 

the Spirit, and talk of the grace, power, and beauty of G d  Freedom is also a major theme. 

Dependmg on the mood of the song, the congregation's behaviour varies. Common behaviours 



include the raising of hm&, starnping of feet, a swaying style of dancing, banner waving as 

person jogs around the congregation, kneeling, shaking m s ,  clapping, playing of tambourine, 

closing eyes with head heavenward, and children running in various stages of chaos. Some Iess 

cornmon, but certainly not rare, behaviours include screaming, physical collapse, weepng, 

groaning, and a violent physical shaking and bending. There are usüally between six and eight 

songs Sung during the overall senrice, usually al1 in the beginrilng, however, at times they wili 

shorten worship at the begiming so as to use worship in the MuÜstry time. 

approx. 1 1 :00: Announcements given, either Greg T., Tim, or Greg X. These usuaily include 

future events, births, and deaths. Aiso included here are any new missions ideas, cornmissioning 

and interviewing of newly cailed or soon to go out missionaries. There is a prayer of blessing 

and thanks given with re: to the offering, offering is then taken as two or three people hand 

around baskets. 

1 1 : 10 (approx) The children are invited forward for a bnef time with one of the pastors, a prayer 

is said over them and they are dismisseci downstairs for children time outb2. 

1 1: 15 (approx.) Either Tirn or Greg cornes up to give the sermon. The themes Vary, but the style 

for each is similar overall. Tirn is an exhorter, he challenges, and fie has an allegorical style of 

understanding the Old Testament, wherein rnany of his messages are heavily based Greg is a 

healer, seeking to bring peace to the many sufferers in his congregation, and much of his content 

is on overcoming past There are often fil1 in the blank handouts to accompany the 

message. 

12:00 (approx. ) Miniistry Time. 

62 More on this a bit later. 
63 1 will analyse their styles and methods later on in this section. 



This tirne cm include any number of activities. Some of the more common include specific 

prayers for physical heding, spiritual healing, emotional healing, or deliverance or freedom from 

fear, sin, Satanic influence, and other negative spirituai forces. This is usually not a free for al1 

tirne, there is a rnethod to the apparent madness that at times accompames these activities. 

Whenever prayer is requested by an individual at these times, anywhere fiorn one to four people 

will gather around the individual and either lay han& on or over the individual. There c m  be as 

many as twenty of these prayer clusters around the church. The actual phdosophy and method of 

the ministry time will be discussed later. During rninistry time a number of people leave, begin 

conversations in the back, or just si& so parhcipation is not 100%, more like 50-75%, depending 

on the activity. Ministry time can last tiom 10-50 minutes, dependmg on the energy and interest 

of the congregaiion, or, if you ask the church mernbers. on the extent to which the Hoiy Spirit 

presents firnself, 

12: 15 Children's Time Out ends and the church is flooded with m i n g  kids, causing little 

disniption, or at least as far as  I can teH, to ministry tirne. 

One m u t  understand that this is an example of what 1 have experienced to be a typical senrice. 

There are instances in which this pattern is followed much more loosely with the various 

sections, i.e. ministry tirne, worship, sermon, children's time out, are intermixed in different 

patterns. However, while some sections are emphasised more than others at umes, ail of the 

sections are dealt with in some manner or form during the moniing. Some parts are never 

reduced, i.c. worship and ministry time, while others are easily reduced or changed, Le. sermon 

and children's time out. There is always an emphasis on the spuntaneous rather than on the 

structute. 

Children's Time Out 



Around ten minutes after eleven o'ctock c h I h  classified kindergarten age up to grade 

six are invited to the front for a brief taik and prayer and are then dismissed to the downstairs 

fàcility. Once downstairs they are divided into three groups, the kindergarten ciass, the grades 

one to three class, and the grades four to six class. Also provided is a nursery for children too 

young for Sunday schwl but old enough to waik. 

Ths children's time out is run by the same philosophy as the d e r  programs at the Faith 

VCF. The main distinctive here is that the prograrn is adjusteci for the age of the child involved. 

Believing the children to be not just the church of tomorrow, but also the chwrch of today, the 

prograrns are set up to equip the children to be "liîtte rninisters". This means that they can 

function, in their chldlike ways, in the everyday activities of the church. Ln the areas of worslup, 

evangelism, building up family, and in creatively expressing God's 'tnrth". The children's time 

out is meant to nurture the child both cogmtively and experientially. This is so they can function 

in the spiritual gift that is believed to have been given to himher. This time out is seen as a 

secondary instnictional tool wherein the famiIy provides most of the teaching and guidance. This 

last is not yet a reality, it is a goal for the next year or so. What follows 1s an example of how 

one class attempts to meet these goals. 

The grade one to three class has three teachers who rotate through on a tirne share 

arrangemenr that they make arnongst themselves. The teachers are provided with a module to 

teach The most recent module was on worship, and they are beginnmg a new module on the 

Holy Spirit titled The Holy Spirit is our Friend. The class begins with a discussion of the new 

topic, then there is some colouring of pictures. This is followed by a time on the floor where 

there is dialogue between the teacher and the kids. This is concluded with prayer, the children 

are encourageci to pray if they want to and prayer requests are taken Following this îhere is more 

colouring. f i s  completed, a mernory verse is copied from the board onto a piece of paper they 

are ta take home. It is then time for snack which is taken out in the main area of the basement 



with al1 the other children. Once the snack bas been consurned there is a time of singing 

Christian children songs, u s d l y  mes requiring action of some sort. 

This whole process takes approximately one hour, so the children are released to the 

upstairs area. At ths time the service is usually in the middle of its ministry time. Thrs nomaily 

results in the children running into the emotionally charged ministry t h e .  This means that the 

parents are uwlly busy, either praying for, or being prayed for. The natural consequence of tfiis 

is chilciren nuining unhndered about the churcb for a time. What reaily am& me coming 

trpstairs from the children's time out was the disorder of the service, over haif the people were up 

front, a number of which were on the grourd There was one woman screarning and mailing at 

the top of her lungs. WhIe this is not a daily occurrence, it is far from rare and did not seem to 

surprise or bother the kids. 



Ministry Time 

This is a common feature in the VCF circles. It is present in most forma1 (i.e. structured) 

gatherings. The Sunàay service is aiways ended with a ministry time, as  are conferences and cell 

groups. The ministry time in ce11 groups is somewhat different than in the other situations. Of 

course, the most common ministry time occurs afler the Sunday service. Ministry time is 

considered to be a vital part of the service. It is the tirne in which the teachings of the rnorning 

are usually put into practice and the issues raised by it are deait with. 

Most of the rninisûy times deal with issues of healing, either physical, mental, emotional, 

or spiritual, but there are also ministry times which seek prophetic words. For the most part the 

method o f  prayer that has been developed for healing by Wimber is used, whether the prayer is 

for healing or not. 

When there is a seeking for prophetic words, only those who are in relationship with the 

church, i.e. part of a ceIl group, are dlowed to give prophecy. Those who fit that criterion must 

first speak to the pastor before publicly giving their prophecy. 

Wimber gives a five step method for healing p a y e p .  Step one involves an interviewing 

process. Step two is the diagnostic stage. Step three asks the question " W h  kznd ofprqer  is 

needed ro heip this person?"65 Step four is the prayer engagement, step five is the p s t  prayer 

directions. 

The first step is usually the shortest. It involves determining what the individual desires 

prayer for. The answer must be considered on two fronts; the naturai and the supematural. The 

64 Wimber, John and Springer, Kevin (1987) Power Heaiing. San Francisco: Harper & 
Row.Pp 198-2 10. 

65 Ibid. p204. 



first involves biblical knowledge, personal knowledge, and past experïence. In the supernaturai 

front one can expect a word of knowledge, or some other special insight into the persons needs. 

The second step is the diagnostic one. The prayer team must detenniae what is really in 

need of prayer. In this step the prayer team wonders what the rwt  cause of the problem is. It  is 

in many ways the supernaturai part of stage one. Wimber feels that a person will rarely know the 

tnie root cause of theu situation. This me cause is discovered by the prayer in consultation with 

the Holy Spirit, who will clmi& either through words of knowledge, words of wisdorn, or through 

discernrnent of spirits. These last are not necessary for successfui prayer, but they are very 

helpful. Insights can lead to a perceived understanding of the true cause of a physical, spiritual, 

emotional, or mental problem. For exarnple, chronic back pain could be a symptom of a bad 

relationship with parents, and if that relationship is improved, then the back pain will go away. 

This is just a simple case, other cases may involve demonic possessions mixed in with genuine 

physical ailment topped with emotional disfunction. The main point here is that the obvious 

explmation for an ailment is rarely the main cause of it. 

Step three deals with the issue of what to pray. Through steps one and two one has 

determined what is to be prayed for. Now one must decide what to pray. The first assumption 

here is that God wants to heal. He may not wish to heal right now, however. So, one must 

decidt if God wishes to heai irnrnediately. This is done through consuitation with God. If he 

wishes to heal right now, one can determine this by the presence of an anointing, "An anointing 

is a knowing in the deepest part of our hearts that God wazrts to heal ~orneone ."~~.  This is 

essentially the b a i s  for the act of hd ing .  It has IittIe to do with the person praying, they are 

merely agreeing with the will of God and through that prayer the Holy Spirit heals. The prayer 

66 Wimber, John and Springer, Kevin ( 1987) Power Healing. San Francisco: Harper & Row 
p204. 



that is used in these instances varies. Prayers of intercession and petition, words of cornand 

and others are used. Wimber breaks healing prayer into two categories. The first is petitions 

addressed to God and the second is words that are given by God and "speak tr, a condition or 

dern~n. '~ '  

The prayer engagement step "consists of prayer, Iaymg on of hands, and, when needed, 

further inter~iewing."~~ The laying on of hands is an important part of the prayer process. It 

involves placing one or both hands on the area afflicted There are steps taken to avoid 

embarrassrnent should the afTiiction lie in an area considered private. It is ofkn the practice of 

prayer tearns to have one hand on the persans affficted area and one hand hovering just above the 

head of the person. Those further away who are agreeing in prayer extend their hands out 

towards the person they are praying for. There is then an invocation for the presence of the Holy 

Spirit and Mis power. This can result in a number of different responses in both the prayer team 

and in the individual prayed for. There can be a cornpiete absence of any outward effect, or there 

c m  be a very obvious manifestation. These manifestations range £tom laughter to weeping, from 

collapse to shaking, and from hysteria to utter cairn. There are also some extreme manifestations 

that are related to demonic possession. Because of these manifestations, it is advised that the 

prayer tearn keep their eyes open during their prayers. This is for a nrunber of reasons. The f i rs t  

is to provide queues for the prayers as to whether the Lord is manifesting Hirnself or not. If He is 

then the faith of those praying goes up, thus making their prayers more effective. The second 

reason is so that if the person prayed for is going to fall over they cm catch iiim/her. It is part of 

the teams purpose to explain to the individual prayed for whai the Lord is dokg to them, 

67 Wimber, John and Spnnger, Kevin (1987) Power Healing. San Francisco: Harper & Row. 
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especially if this is their first experience with the Holy Spirit manifesthg in their body. When it 

comes to diagnosing a demon, Wimber recommends that only when you have achially talked to 

the demon do you diagnose it as such. 

The final step, pst-prayer directions, deals with the issues that have k e n  raised during 

the prayer ministry. Any issues, such as sin, bad relationships, or bad habits are spoken ?o. If the 

person has not been healed there is some discussion about how God heais, how if one 1s not 

healed it does not mean that God does not love them or that they have to little faith. These cases 

are referred for long term prayer. Those who are healed are encourageci to stay away from sin 

and to practice the spintual disciplines. It is important in both cases for the individual to be 

accountable to a church or Christian group. 

Now that the way that Wimber says prayer rnùiistry should look like has been described, 

we m u t  ask, does the Faith VCF do it this way? For the most part they do, at Ieast during 

conferences and church services. There are certain qualifications that a prson must have to be 

present on a rninistry team. They must be a part of a ce11 group and they must also have had 

some training in the prayer methods. When I went up for prayer most of the five steps were done 

with me. The only one which 1 think may have been misse& or at least not done on the 

supemahiral level, was the diagnosis of my ailment. Accordmg to Wimber the cause of an 

ailment is almost always hidden from the person s u f f e ~ g  the ailment. nie team that prayed for 

me did not corne up with any diagnosis beyond what 1 had told them, so either I am a rare bird 

and know why I have this chronic shoulder impingement syndrome or there was no special effort 

made to discem the actual cause or God was not telling anyone the me cause. I can not guess as 

to which is the actual reason. 

During what passes for ministry time in the cell groups, there is a reduced level of 

rnethodological precision when it comes to prayer. There is usually a shortened interview time, 



mainly because the people dready know each other fairly well. There is dso  a tendency for 

more than two or three people to pray for and lay hands on the person requesting prayer. 

One thing that 1 found interesting about the prayer times in the ceIl groups is the fact that 

only the major items are prayed for in most instances. Usually once prayer requests are asked 

for, the most common issues invotve healing, spirituai emptiness, a desire for overcorning 

problems, unsaved relatives and friends. There is very M e ,  if any, time given to day to day type 

issues such as trouble at work exhaustiûn, upcomuig tests, etc. unless they are couched in terrns 

of spiritual battles or successes. There is iittle recognition that a bad week may have been just 

that, a bad week wïth no particular spiritual value. This surprises me because 1 thought that a 

smaller group of individuals, especiaily ones with the level of intimacy as hgh as these, would 

seek to meet al1 the needs of a group member, regardless of how small or insignificant it may 

appear to be. 

The church service minisûy times cover a range of topics. At times people with a certain 

affliction, either physical or emotional, are cailed to the Front for prayer. At other tirnes they are 

only asked to stand and those around them are to pray for them. Each time ministry time is done 

the worship team leads in music. The music is vety similar to that played at worship time at the 

begiming of the service, often introspective and prayerful. The idea behind the music k i n g  

played during ministq time cornes from the belief that worship is a fom of spiritual warfare, that 

it will diminish the power of Satan to corne against the prayers. Also, worship is one of the most 

reliable and consistent ways in which G d ' s  Spirit c m  be called into presence. 



VCF's philmphy of Ce11 Croups: 

When one gets into the philosophy of any part of an organised church, one must, of 

necessity, also taik of other partions of the church as well. This is particularly true of the Faith 

VCF's philosophy of ceU groups. The concept behind the ce11 groups is the definition of what a 

true church is to be. The Faith VCF pastors have set up a system of values whch they feel are 

best exemplified in a ce11 church. T h  Schultz mentions that they are taking the concepts from 

the super churches in Korea, Argentins, and in other parts of the world. It is not clear at this point 

that these are concepts that are followed by the VCF in general. So far the bulk of the 

philosophicai inf. has come from my attendance at a visitor's 'get to know the church' gathering. 

In a rather structureci way, the two pastor's introduced their church and its philosophy and 

methodology, specifically of the ceIl groups. 

In a handout titled "Kingdom Values of Ce11 Church" Tim Schultz covers in some detail 

the philosophy behind their program. The first vaiue is taken fiom the consumer metaphor of 

church, as Bibby understands it. It reads, "We are committed to making disciples not growing a 

crowdhnob of consumers." Under this are three sub-points: this requires a covenant relationship 

that remains throughout the five stages of relationship and life in the church; each member of the 

church is to be an active participant in the growing of the Kingdom of God; there is to be 

accountability, holding disciples to their commi tment even when personal issues must be dealt 

with. 

The first sub-point refers to a set of five stages that are considered to be universal in 

church participation and they are: the honeymoon stage, the confiict stage, the disillusionment 

stage, the convergence stage, the cause stage. The first stage is the one wherein everyone shows 

their good side and little fault is found anywhere. The second stage occurs when differing values, 

opinions, methods, and personalities come into conflict, a realisation of the imperfections of the 



other church members. This stage leads to the next which is disillusionment with the church and 

its members, this is the stage at which most people will leave the church and go to another. 

However, if one decides to remain with the church one will come to a stage of convergence, 

wherein one goes beyond disillusionment and judgement to acceptance and love. Once this last 

stage happens it is possible to go to the cause stage where the church can then unite 

wholeheartedly in achieving a common cause. All of these stages are best camed out within the 

boundanes provided by a ce11 group. The ce11 group will precipitate the first three stages, and 

makes the possibility of moving to the fourth and fi& stages much more likely because of the 

intimate, personai, and caring environment it provides. Tim feels that one must go through those 

five stages before it is possible to perform any real leadership role. 

The second sub-point emphasises the idea that al1 mut  be active participants in the 

church, either through leadership or through the use of a spiritual gift. Tbis is best accomplished 

in the ce11 group because there is more opportunity to become involved, to feel cornfortable 

stepping out into areas of discornfort, and to be recognised for strength of character. Once one 

has been recognised as gifted in an area in the ce11 group, one can then be used in the larger 

church. 

The third sub-point deals specifically with accountability to others in the church, 

specifically the ceIl group, or one's sponsor within the ce11 group. The pastors feel strongly thar 

if you have a problem with sin in your life that it will come up in the course of ceIl group 

attendance and that when it does the disciple must remain and deal with the issue so as to 

become a better Christian and member of the church. 

The second value expressed by the Faith VCF leadership is dus, "We are committed to 

investing in people first and foremost out of which the organisation/structure will form." There 

are four sub points under this value and they are as following: investing in the building up of 



individuais is a long and time consuming process which requires patience and grace, the 

smichire/organisation/programs are there to serve people, not visa versa; when investing in 

people you m u t  take the Long view and not be upset by apparent set back; this value dixourages 

the using of people to achieve the goals of the church. 

The ce11 group is thought by Tim Schultz to be the best place to "invest" in people. The 

size of the group allows for personal issues to be raised, for intimacy, and for actwe care in life's 

hurdes. It is here that the abilities, gifts, skills, and attitudes can be developed so that when the 

individual is just leaming they cm do so in a protected environment where their errors will not 

affect much. So, when a new member cornes to the church, the pastoral leadership requires that 

they build relationship in a ce11 group, discover and develop their gifts and skdls, before they are 

allowed any position of leadership in the church. This relationship building stage is vital to 

assessing the character and abilities of potential leaders. Everyone who is new, regardless of past 

experience, is required to go through this process. Even a former pastor of another church, or 

worship leader, or prophet, mut go through ths. Thus the greater church is protected from 

charlatans and false teachers, new members are given time to get to know the church and people 

before responsibilities are given, and gi% are ready for public consumption when they are 

released in the corporate church. 

The thrd value is that it is the values behind the programs/structures that are integral in 

their success or failure. As such, it is the value system that must be addressed before one changes 

the progradstructure. 

Unity with diversity is the fourth value. Included in this value is the understandmg that 

'birds of a feather tend to flock together' . f i s  is a tendency they would like to avoid. Thus, 

while there is a worship team meeting, each worship tearn member must also be a part of a cell 

group. This is true of  dl other specialised leadership groups in the church. This ends up giving 



eacb ce11 group a good mix of gifts and abilities, thus enriching the g-oup expenence. ft is 

necessary to have people of different ideas, skills, personalities, and perspectives around us to 

stimulate thought and growth. There is no reason why one should seek the basic Chnstim 

community anywhere etse than the ceIl group. 

Discipling withh the church is primarily to be doue through the sponsor/sponsee 

relaîionship which is contained within the ce11 group format. Discipling is the process in wbch a 

new or "immatureiy Christian learns how to be a disciple of Christ fiom a "mature" Christian 

The lesson subjects range from emotional wholeness, to biblical knowledge, to leadership skills, 

CO spiritual gift development, and so on. The teaching is not to be done solely through 

didactic/lecture/classroom style, but is to include one-onsne relationships and rnentoring. The 

building is not the church, the people are. The primary building unit of the churcb is the ce11 

group, "a srnail band of believers meeting in ceils weekly for basic Christian community." The 

weekly gathering of these cells on Sundays is considered to be a celebration. The purpose of the 

gathering is to get an idea of what the bigger picture of the ce11 church is al1 about. 

When the Faith VCF considers the primary goal of the Kingdom of God, it is about 

Uitirnacy/farnily and growth/army. This is what Tim refers to as divine tension between 

community and cause. It is through prayer that the power and energising motivation cornes to the 

celi life and structure. 

While each ceIl leader is considered to be the pastor of those under h i d e r ,  the paid 

pastoral staff are the prirnary equippers, visionaries, communicators, and prayers. This provides 

unified direction in goals, method, and effort. 

Tim Schultz informed me during an interview that ths value systern, or ce11 church 

systern, is derived from hvo sources. First, his experience in Korea, Argentins, and Taiwan, 

where the obvious success of ths method is seen in the gigantic churches that are vital and churn 



out new leaders and ceIl groups in great numbers. The second is through the book mere Do We 

Go From Here by Ralph Neighbur which d d s  witb the mode1 of a ce11 group church. 

There are some more practicai methods containeci within the ce11 group that 1 will now 

mention. The format of each ce11 group is outlined by the pastoral staff and each group follows it 

with more or less success. Each meeting begim with an ice breaker. This time consists of a 

question which is addressed to each of the members of the group and is answered by each one. 

The question is usually personal in nature, such as ''Tell us about the best gifi you ever received 

and why is ths gift special?". This is intended to get the group gathered, allow latecorners to 

arrive, and to allow for greater depth of relationship. 

The second phase of the meeting is the worship singing phase. In this time well known 

songs, or songs from a songbook, are sung. There can be any number of songs swig, depending 

on the leader, the mood of the group, and whether or not the Spirit cornes with power during the 

worship. This last variable can lengthen or shorten the period of worship, depending on the type 

of manifestations that corne with the Spirit. This is considered a time of entenng into God's 

presence. There is then a time for a response to wotship. At this time any words of knowledge, 

prophecies, or other communications from God are shared. Depending on what is shared, this 

time may derail the format of the rest of the groups time together. Tim likes to provide structure, 

but he also likes to allow for spontaneity withxn that structure (another divine tension between 

stnicture/spontaneity). If there is no great issue raised during the worship phase in the evening, 

the group rnoves on to a discussion time. 

At this time a set of questions that relate to the last Sunday's message are discussed. The 

questions are provided by the pastors, so every group gets the same questions. This allows for 

continuity between groups, and reduces the work load for the ceIl group leaders. 



Next cornes the prayer minisîry time. This is a time of sharing of praise items, healing 

requests, delivefance requests, or whatever the members feel they need prayer for. There can be 

circle type prayer where each member in tum prays about an issue, or the member(s) expressing 

the prayer item may be sunoundeci, han& laid on them, and prayed for at randorn by those who 

feel led to pray. Also, the group may break into srnaller segments and prayer issues are dealt 

with by the two or three that are together. 

The last segment of the evening is devoted to a time called share the vision where the 

goals of the corporate church are addressed, prayed for, discusseâ, and practical methods of 

carryng out said goals are shared. 

One important feature of the ce11 group is called the equipping track. This refers to the 

method by which baby (new) Chnstians are discipled to become mature Chnstians. This 

Discipling method is camed out by a sponsor/sponsee relationship that is like a mentoring 

relationship. It is primarily carried out oneiin-one, with a number of supplementary training 

sessions carried out in a classroom style. 

As the ce11 group is an important part of ths study 1 decided to attend al1 of the ceil 

groups once and one, selected at random, a nurnber of times. 1 have not been able to attend any 

of the Friday night gatherings due to conflicts in scheduling. The iong term group was not an 

ideal choice either, mainly because they were experiencing leadership problems, having changed 

leadership a nurnber of times, and the chief leader kvas in a difficuh stage of life and couid not 

provide strong leadership. Of the six ce11 group meetings that 1 rnonitored, two were potlucks, 

two were movie nights, and two were ceIl group meetings. Only one of the Iast was done 

according to the methods proscribed by the church and it was lead by Tim Schultz, the senior 

pastor. The continueci cornmitment to meet, despite a l e s  than predictable format, was strong 

and there was a strong sense of community, intimacy, and friendshp 1 do not feel that this group 



was in any way typical of the ce11 groups in the Faith VCF. 1 can say this because the other four 

groups that 1 attended al1 had established leadership and were following the rnethods gwen by the 

church. 



Con ferences 

During my time at the Faith VCF I attended the two conferences they heid Each was 

distinct fiom the other. The first conference was heid at the new German Canadian Centre and 

had a very large tum out and had a significant charge for attendance. The second was held in the 

Bowness CommunityBingo Hall, was free and smdler in d e .  

The first conference was on Prophecy and had a speaker who came up from California 

There was a generd gathering in the moming in which the main speaker, John Paul Jackson, 

taiked about prophecy, spiritual discipline, and practised prophecy for a time. He was a good 

speaker who tended to m b I e  on. His talk included seven principals of a good prophetic 

ministry. He also provided some interesting rnethods of understanding exactly what a prophetic 

gifi is and why there are those out there who are not Chnstians who are able to exercise the g i h  

as well. Overall, the morning session containecl some very theologically evangelical ideas about 

what it means to have a prophetic ministry. When 1 say theoIogically evangelical 1 mean that 

there was an emphasis on the individual and their Christian character as more important than the 

gift itself, i.e. that prophecy without love is like a loud useiess noise. Before JP Jackson spoke 

there was a time of worship and prayer. At the end of his talk, Jackson spent some time 

prophesying to people in the crowd. Apparently he codd see tfiings around the people he asked 

to stand up. He spoke of personal sh-uggles, decisions, gifiing, future events (Le. 'you will corne 

into a time of blessing'). He did this for some tirne, talking to approximately ten different 

individuals. 

The aflemoon was taken up in Four workshops. Workshop A dealt with 'Pastoring the 

Prophetic/Growing Up in the GiR of Prophecy'. f i s  workshop was run by Jackson and Tim 

Schultz 1 was not able to attend this one. Workshop B was on Prophetic Evangelism. This was 

led by a fellow fiom Edmonton. It was well attended and deait mostly with recetving 'words of 



knowledge' and their efféct on evangelism. The terminology was quickiy set aside and the 

emphasis was on the retationship to God and listening to His voice. There must be a love for the 

lost and the courage to go beyond our ability into God's ability. Workshop C had as its topic 

'Prayer For Your City'. 1 was unable to attend this one. Workshop D considered 'Prayer and 

Prophecy in SmalI Groups'. This workshop dealt with the use of prophecy in the ce11 groups and 

was instructional in nature. The rnethods, techniques, ptfaHs, and corrections that are useful, 

even necessq for the use of prophecy in one's ce11 group. Thrs one was led by Greg Tweedie. 

n e  evening began with worship and then Jackson spoke for a tirne on what God is doing 

in the church tuday. He told a number of narratives that related the amazing works of God today. 

He is convinced that evem of "Biblicd proportion" are happening to &y. There was some talk 

of the 'watchrnen' found in the Song of Songs chapter 5. These watchmen were those people 

who were attachng this latest move of the Holy Spirit. 1 had the distinct impression that Jackson 

was refening to Eiarik Hmagraph of CRI, and others like bim. There was then some talk about 

the signs of the end times (Le. severe solar flares, earthquakes, floods, drsease. etc.) The 

conference was concluded with a ministry tirne, some prophecy was done by Jackson. The 

ministry time had people corne to the fiont for prayer for whatever was needed, with some 

emphasis on the gifi of prophecy. As is usual during ministry time the worshp tearn played 

background music. There were some fairly typical "manifestations" of the Holy Spirit, i.e. 

falling over, weeping, shaking, and other physical occurrences. 

The next morning Jackson spoke at the Sunday service. It was a very interestmg message 

that attempted to explain, using a mathematical model, the different types of healing with regard 

to where the faith involved was coming from. He gave a point system which gave healings a 

point value, the more miraculous the healing, the higher the point value given Each person has 

ço  many faith points, some more, some less. Some, i.e. non-beiievers, had negative point values. 

if there are not enough points present, either in the healer, the sick person, and those around, or 



God does not provide the additional points, a healing does not occur. ïhere was more on this, of 

course, than can be said here. Sufice it to Say I do not thmk he memt this system literally but 

instead intended it to be a helpful tool for conceptualking the process uivolved in healing. In my 

subsequent discussions with some members of the church it was clear that the system was not 

king  taken iiterally, but was, to some extent, considered useful in understanding some aspects of 

the healing process. 

The second conference had as its keynote speaker a pastor from Kelowna, Gord Whyte. 

The morning was spent 'impartmg faith' and the 'gift of healing' . The importation of faith was 

attempted in two ways. Whyte spent a large amount of his time telling stories about miraculous 

healing, either out of his personal life or fiom situations he has been a part of These were 

intended to raise the faith of those present because they were stories of incredible healings and 

they told hem that these things were possible today and that the common Christian has access to 

this healing power. At tbe end of the first session Whyte asked those present to hold out their 

hands to receive the 'importation of faith' from God. He prayed for a short time for us to receive 

this faith for healing. ARer he was done he said we probably did not feel anything but that we 

had received. After the second session al1 those who had felt heat, or tingling, or clamminess, or 

weight in their hands, were called forward because these sensations were God telling the penon 

that He wished to give them the gifl of healing. Whyte had those who came up, there were 

around fi@, to hold out their hands. He was going to slap their han& when he was imparting the 

@fi of healing upon them. When he began doing this people started falling over. Fortunately this 

was expected so there were two men who were designated catchers. They were kept rather busy 

for a time. There were around thirty of the fi@ up front on the ground. When some were shaken 

by the hand slap, Whyte blew on hem and they fell over. Some did not fa11 though, regardless 

what Whyte did. When 1 talked to Greg Tweedie about this event, he said that the slapping of 

han& was not typical of the Vineyard method. This act is considered too hype full and could be 



used as an excuse for the falling. i.e. the shock of someone unexpectedly slapping your hands 

when you have your eyes closed and are focused inward can be very disorienting and cause you 

to lose your balance. 1 wodd agree with Greg that this method is not typical of those used by the 

Faith VCF. Tim was ako praying ar this time for people and he merely placed his hands around 

the head or neck, or just on the shoulder, of the person prayed for. 

The aftemoon was spent in what they cdled "servant evangelism". This involves the 

attendees of the conference to volrmteer their time that afternoon in some act of service to "Show 

God's love in a practical way"69. This practical showing of God's love was attempted in several 

different ways. One group, called the 'Botd Ones', went around door to door in pairs inviting 

those who answered their door bel1 to the barbecue that was being held in the park and asking if 

they had any need that could be prayed for. They were specifically looking to pray for healing 

and to invite people to the evening healing session. Another group held the previousiy mentioned 

barbecue, feeduig around 250 people. Aside fiom serving the food people would engage those 

who came for the food in conversation and invite them to the evening session. The worshp team 

sang worship songs in the park for one hour during the barbecue. Yet another group was 

involved in a coke give-away. They bought 96 cokes and went to the Bowness Safeway and area 

to give these cokes away, hopefùlly gaining the right to conversation and dialogue. There was 

also a cleaning crew whch had w o  tasks. One half of the cleaning crew cleaned car windows in 

the Safeway parking lot, as weil as in lots around Safeway. If the owner of the car was not there 

then a card kvas lefl in the window exptaining why the windows were clean. The other half went 

to businesses near the park and washed their windows, cleaned toilets, and generaily cleaned up. 

The final group was involved in garbage pick-up and gened cleaning of the ground in the park 

69 This was the phrase used on the pamphlets that were pIaced on cleaned windsheilds and was 
used when giving reason verbally for the act of kindness or servanthood that was performed 



and in the parking lot across the street h e d  with garbage bags and gloves they quickly made 

the area look quite pleasant and wholesome. 

It must be noted that this aftetnoon coincided with the ongoing Safeway strike. Knowing 

this 1 went dong with the two groups who were destined for the Safeway parlang lot. As 1 

anticipatecl, there was some fiction. The coke give away people had already given a number of 

the strikers cokes. Whle dnnlung these the strikers descended on the car window washers to 

express their disapprovd of their actions and to thank us for the cokes. They requestd that the 

washers go to Co-op or IGA instead. The team leader politely refused and prweeded to wash 

windows, staying away fiom the front of the store. Shortly thereafter the store manager came out 

to see what was happening. He also asked the two groups to leave, citing legal liability and peace 

keeping needs as his reasons. At this point the two servant groups moved to the neighbouring 

lots and continued their activities there. 

That evening the minisûy teams, which were made up of rnernbers of the churches 

attending, met at 6:OOpm for prayer, instruction, and preparation. They received a sticker which 

identified them as ministry team members. The evening began with worship, Whyte did some 

more "prophecy", and Tim Schultz talked for a tirne about heaiing and the message of Jesus 

Christ. It was then ministry time. The worship team went up and Tim and Gord began calling up 

certain types of affliction. included in these were chronic depression, bowel problems, STD's, 

cancers, heart problems, and leg problems. Some were announced as generai groupings, some 

were specific to one person. Prayer went on for approximately forty-five minutes, and slowly 

petered out. 1 went up for prayer myself, for my shoulder which has had an impingement 

syndrome for seven years. 1 was not healed. The healing was attempted in the same way as it 

has b e n  done during the church services. The ministry teams had 2-3 members, at least one of 

which was considered a veteran. In this case that meant that they had been a part of a healing 



team at some point in their recent Lives. Prayer was not limited to the front of the stage this tirne, 

however, as 1 noted a nurnber of individuals receiving prayer at the back of the meeting area. 

The areas of commonality between the two conferences include the fact that they were 

both one day events with the keynote speaker giving the Sunday moming sermon. Also cornmon 

to both was the use of prophecy by the keynote speaker at the end of their taiks. Auother 

similarity is that of ministq time and worshp time, essential to most VCF gatherings. 



Chapter 3 

Introduction 

According to Pemn who did a sociological study of the American VCF, it is one of the 

moçt sipficant evangelical movements aromd today. This judgement raised in his mind 

curiosity about the make up of the VCF. Who attends, where do they corne fiom, and other 

demographic questions leap to his mind. To find out the answer to these questions, and more, 

Pemn set about developing a survey which would be self administered by a representative 

sample of the VCF, as fou& on the Western Seaboard, meaning California and Washuigton. 

After non-randomly selecting the 14 VCF7s that would be sent the surveys, he mailed them out, 

either fiom membership lists, or the pastors handed them out to the church, or they were 

administered in ceil groups. Perrin received 1009 responses, which amounts to a 60% response 

rate. This non-rem of 40% of the surveys mises questions of the representativeness of the 

sample. However, if one is cautious about one's conclusions, Pemn feels it is still a useful 

sample. 

My purpose in using Pemn data is to provide a cornpanson for the Calgary Faith VCF. 

Are the Western American VCF's similar to a Midwestem Canadian VCF? How do they differ? 

While Pemn uses his data in comparison with the General Social Data fiom the National Opinion 

Research Centre (NORC), using the subsample of Pacific respondents who go to church "2-3 

times a month or more", I do not intend to make my comparison so broad. 1 wish merely to 

compare Perrin's VCF survey data with the Calgary Faith VCF data. The fact that the surveyç are 

identical, except, of course, for the necessary adjustrnents made for the year difference and for 

the location difference, makes thiç cornparison possible. I used Perrin's survey with his 



permission. The only drawback h m  using the exact same survey was that 1 could not correct 

some of the poorly worded questions that brought confusion, and dissatisfaction arnong the 

respondents. Some questions were not answered usefuily because they failed to speak to the 

respondent in the way that they were intended to. However, it is a usehi tool for cornpanson as 

Pemn's respondents would have also dealt with these issues. 

Like Perrin 1 will also have to be cauîious in conclusion drawing. My response rate is at 

43%. 89 surveys were hancled out to a church having approxirnately one hundred addt rnembers 

and 38 have ken returned. Whde ths 1s a workable number, it does hinder the confidence taken 

in  any conclusions. Ir also raises question in the representativeness of my sample and needs 

some discussion as to w t y  the response rate is so low. 

Perrin States that the VCF is a church that focuses its efforts on the baby boomers. This is 

born out by the style of the service, the level of forrnaiity, and the youthfulness of the 

congregations. Perrin also fin& that many Vineyard pastors speak of the desire to reach the baby 

boomers. 



Calgary Faith VCF ûemographic Data 

The data found below here is taken from returned sunieys that were given out to the 

members of the CaIgary Faith Vineyard Christian Fellowshp. Of the approx. 82 surveys handed 

out, --six were returned 

The first piece of data is the breakdown of the places of residence that the members of the 

Faith VCF have. The graph is broken iato NW, SW, NE, SE Calgary, with the unsurprising 

majority of respondees k ing  in NW Calgary. Most of the graphs are self-explanatory, so 1 wil1 

merely provide legends, and where necessary, comment o n  the graph. 

Illustration # 1 

Places of residence 



The next graph gives an indication of the age spead of the respondees. 

Illustration #2 - Ages 

" 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 4 0 4 4  45-49 

Age Groups 

Number of Peopie 

Illustration #3 - Marital Status 

1 = Married 2 = Divorced 3 = Widowed 4 = Separated 5 = Never Married 



Illustration #4 - Job SWus 
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Numer of responses 

1 = No Formal Education 2 = Grade School 3 = Some High School 4 = High Schooi Grad. 5 
= Trade School 6 = Some College 7 = College Grad. 8 = Some Graduate Work 9 = Graduate 

Illustration #7 -Combineci Family lncome 

Incorne Catagories from 1995 

Sg Series 1 

1 =$5OOO or l es  2=$5000-$9999 3=$10000-$14999 4=$15000-$19999 5 = $20000-$24999 
6=$25000-$29999 7=$30000-$34999 8435000-$39999 9=$40000-$44999 
1 O=$45OOO or more 



The mean age of those respondents to Perrin's survey, of those 18 and ol&r, is around 36. 

So far the mean age of the Faith VCF is 38 y-, making it even younger (relatively speaking as 

Perrin's respondents age's would be averaging 46 now) than the VCF in the Pacific USA. This 

indicates that the Canadian Faith VCF also focuses successfulIy on the baby boomers. Pemn 

defines the age of baby boomers to range from 33 to 53 (although when he wrote his thesis it was 

between 23 and 43 years of age). He found that there tiras 74% of the respondents ia that age 

group. Similarly îhere is 75% of those of corresponding age in the Faith VCF. This wouid 

indicate that there is a similar goal of reaching the baby boomers now in Canada as there was ten 

years ago in the USA. 

#en Perrin wrote his thesis the average number of children in the VCF per person, 1.7, 

was lower than any other religious grouping. He attributed this to the younger age of the VCF 

members. This is not boni out by my findings as mine are higher than his at 1.9 children per 

respondent. This would support Perrin's hypothesis that the youth of the sample had an effect on 

the number of children as now, ten years later, the average number of children is the same as or 

higher than other religious groups. 

As far as marital status is concerned there is Little difference between my findings and 

those fomd by Perrin. The few differences, i.e. the slightly higher percentage of widows and 

divorceci, cm be accounted for by the ageing baby boomer population. Worthy of note, however, 

is the notable difference in the response ratio between men and wornen. Traditionally it has been 

considered in cvangelicai circles that more women go to church, in the area of 60% wornen to 

40% men70. Aiso, we may note that a vast majority of Bibby's questionnaires were filled out by 

~ o r n e n ~ ~ .  However, t h s  was not true in the case of the Faith VCF respondents. Here there is a 

70 Hunter, James Davison (1 983) American Lvangelicalism: CornervatNe Religion and the 
Quandary of Modernily. New Jersey: Rutgers University Press. 

71 i'm not sure of the nurnber, but it was well over 60%, according to Dr. Brinkerhoff, an 



pedect 50150 split between men and women. Perrin had a 5914 1 split between female and male 

responses. Perhaps this indicates a mere blip on the screen of an overall trend, or perhaps it 

means more than that. 

Table 1 ~erno~ra~hics '~  

Socio-Economic Data 

Pemn says a great deal about of the theory of deprivation, its proponents, its assumptions, 

its errors, and its support. He does, however, note that the evidence he gathered on the VCF 

seemingly does not support this theory. He points to tus survey data to prove his point 

associate of Bibby's. 
'* Perrin's data cornes fiom Perrin, Robin ( 1989) The Sigm and Wonders Movernenf. 

Washington: Washington University Press-p 90. 



The fint point involves the fact that one indicator of soci~conomic status is one's level 

of education. In comparing his survey data to the data fiom other sources (Le. NORC) with 

regard to education levels he found that the VCF respoadents had a significantly higher level of 

education than other Pacific area religious groups. 97% of Perrin's respondents had graduated 

fkom highschool, and 38% graduated fiom college. According to the information given by 

 unt ter'^ this is an unusual finding as he found that evangelicals still have a lower level of 

educaîion than othen. My  data is sirnilar to Pemn's in that 95% of respondents graduated from 

High School, and dissimilar in that 70% of respondents have at teast a univenity degrees. 'This 

last could be explained by the fact that those who have had higher education are more likely to 

respond to surveys and 'do their homework' than those who have had less education. However, 

such a large percentage, 25 out of 36 (even 25 out of a hundred), having university degrees 

indicates that the Faith VCF is amacting a highly educated class of people. The church's 

location in Bowness would suggest that there should be a lower level of education. This is due to 

the fact that the residents of Bowness have an average family income of $40 770 and the Calgary 

average farnily income is $57 2 1 1. Also, the fact that only 7% of the residents have a bachelon 

degree and with 40% not even having a hi& school diplorna, one would expect the church to 

have a lower level of education. However, the sweys  did not support that hypothesis. 

In an associated area of soci-economic status is the number that work full hme, part time, 

etc. Perrin found that 59% of Vineyard respoadents were working Full the,  whereas only 47% 

of Faith VCF respondents are working full time. This c m  be attributed to two factors aside from 

socioeconornic ones. The first of these is the fact that the American unemployment rate has 

always been significantly lower than Canada's. The second is that most people experienced the 

mid-80's as better economic tirnes than are the mid-90's. With these taken into consideration, 

73 Hunter, James Davison ( 1  983) American Evangelicalzsmr Conservutive Religion and the 
Quandary ofModernity. New Jersey: Rutgers University Press. 



the difference in full time employrnent is not as large as one may k t  think. These two factors 

are further supported by the fact that 30% of Faith VCF respondents work part time, compared to 

13% of the Perrin respondents. 

Considering the high level of education found within both Perrin's sarnple and my own, 

one would expect a high Ievel of income and perceived class ranking. The income data found bv 

myself does not lend itself to cornparison to the data found by Pemn for a number of reasons. 

The first is that Perrin's data is ten years old, thus wages have no doubt increased in that time and 

it is difficult to adjust the nurnbers properly for cornparison. The second is that Perrin's nurnbers 

reflect an Amencan wage scale, which does not translate well into a Canadian wage scale. 

Thirdly, the questionnaire does not allow for any scaling or modification of data because it 

remained unchanged in its format. This is because 1 lefl in the wage scaie used by Perrin, which 

does not, 1 believe, accurateiy represent a current day, Canadian pay scale. None-the-less, I will 

give you my resdts. 43% of the respondents made over $40 000 in 1995, 17% made between 

$30 and $40 thousand, 14% made between $20 and $30 thousand, 9% made between $10 and 

$20 thousand, and 17% made Iess than $10 000. 1 find this average of $32 000 per year fairly 

low for such a highly educated group of respondents. 

Equally surpiising is the number of respondents who consider thernselves of the working 

class. With 56% of respondents having at least a Bachelors, one would expect at least that 

number to consider thernselves to be of the middle class. However, only 50% of respondents 

placed themselves in that class. There were none in upper class. 42% of respondents narned 

themselves a part of the working class and 8% as lower class. There is signifiant difference 

between my respondents and Pemn's. 64% of his respondents narned themselves middle class. 

4% were upper class, 32% considered thernselves working class, and a mere 1% were thinking 

they were in the lower class. This higher impression of social standing is accomplished with a 

lower education level. 



From the cornparison of the data, it is reasonable to think that the conclusions Perrin 

draws of the American VCF, with regard to the deprivation theory, are aIso genedy applicable 

to the Faith VCF. 1 think that a case couid be made that perhaps the attendance of the 

respondents to the Faith VCF may be attributable to the disparity between their level of education 

and their economic and socid stEtnis. 

Table 2 Social Class ~ a t a ' ~  

1 SOCIAL CLASS 1 

74 Perrin's data found in 
Pemn, Robin ( 1989) The Signs and Wonciers Movement. Washington: Washington University 

Press-p 94. 



Religious Cornmitment 

Pemn breaks this section down into three parts: belief; practice; expenence. 1 will do 

likewise for the sake of cornpanson. 

Belief 

When one notes the dissimilarities between Liberal Christians and evaugelical ones, one 

of the most important characteristics is the element of belief To find out where the VCF 

stands, Pemn used three questions as indicators of belief. The k t  asked about the statu of the 

Bible. In tus study 49% agreed with the statement, "The Bible is the actual word of God and is to 

be taken literally, word for word", and 5 1 % agreed with the statement that, "The Bible is the 

inspired word of God but not everytiung should be taken literall y, word for word. ". This, Pemn 

found, was more similar to the Liberal Protestants than the evangelical. When the second 

question was analysed, however, it became clear that the VCF was strongly conservative in belief 

when it came to the divinity of Jesus. This statement, "Jesus is the divine Son of God and I have 

no doubts about it.' had 98% approval as 'completely true'. This was much higher than the 

liberal response. 

How does the Faith VCF compare to Perrin's study? in the sarne order as  presented 

above, the Faith VCF had 39% in agreement with the fmt statement, 61% in agreement with the 

second, and 97% in cornpiete agreement with the last. The first two nurnbers indicate a more 

liberal interpretation of the Bible. However, through my participation in the chwch, I realised 

that there was an emphasis on any non-literal interpretation standing up to rather strict 

requirements. Wimber is also committed to Evangelical theology. 



Accordmg to  unt ter^^, one of the distinguishing characteristics of the evangelicals is the 

recognition of both the physid and spiritual realms. In this spiritual world there are G d  and 

His angels, and Satan and his demons. Satan is no symbolic mature, representing the mil in the 

world, he is an actual living being. Considering the heavy emphasis of the VCF on the Spirit, 

spiritual m e ,  and power encounters, one should have a fairly high percentage of people 

believing that Satan really exists. This is certainly true with Perrin's study where 96% of 

respondents felt that the statement, "1 beiieve the Devil actuaily exists." was "comptetely me". 

In my case there is an equally large majority (97%) believing the same thmg. 

Table 3 Belief in the Bible and the Closeness to ~ o d ' ~  

% beüeving the Bible is the actual 
word of Goà and is to be taken 

iiterallv. word for word 

% believing the Bible is an antient 
book of FabIes. legends, history, and 

How dose do YOU fée1 to God moa of 

Somewhat Close 52% 63Y' 
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*sec next page* 
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Jesus  & the 
divine Son of 

God and 1 have 

1 persody 
know of rimes 
wben God has 

heaied somesne 
who was 

There are h e s  
when 1 know 
G d  has 

answered my 
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A cummon rnethod of determinhg the level of religious practice is looking at church 

attendance. This is an important indicator to Perrin beçause he thrnks that peoples actions are a 

good indicator of their beliefs. 

When one looks at the attendance rate of the VCF respondents, one is ainazeci by the 

overwhelming majority that attend nearly every week or more (for Perrin it is 95%, for my 

respndents it was 97%). Even more significant is the number of respondeats who attend church 

retated events such as ce11 groups, prayer meetings, devotionals, and so on. Perrin's VCF 

respondents had 72% attending these nearly every week or more. My respondents had 89%of 

those aitending nearly every week or more. This seems to attribute to the heavy emphasis of the 

Faith VCF Leadership on their ce11 groups king a viîal and necessary part to the church and to 

any members part in the church. In fact, one cannot be involved in any way in leadership without 

king  a part of the ce11 group system. I am not sure if this is just a local emphasis, or if it is 

merely an emphasis that has occurred recently withn the VCF. 

One of the most important activities to an evangelical Christian, at least in t h e ~ r - ~ ~ ,  is the 

conversion of unbelievers. Hunter reports that 77% of evangelicals evangelise, or witness their 

faith, "les than monthly". Pemn's respondents felt an equally strong desire to witness their 

faith. 76% of them said that they "encourage someone to accept Jesus Chnst" "A few times a 

year" or more. This is not surpnsing, considering Wimber's emphasis on evangelism. How does 

Faith VCF çtand up to this test of practice? They reçponded at 77%. Thus the Calgary sampIe 

and the Pemn sample have the same level of response to evangelism. 

79 there are many individuals, both in the evangelical church and out, that feel that this betief in 
evangetism is not carried out in action, evidenced by extremely low evangelistic results. 



Ati interesting counter to this data is the response to the question: what is die top priority 

for a Christian. A large majority of Perrin's respondents (70%), and mine (71%), felt that 

"wncentrating on the spintual growth of one's famiiy and self" was the most important priority. 

A mere 24% rninority of respondents in both our study groups said that they felt that to "help to 

win the world for Jesus Christ" was the most important priority. This disparity between the 

number of people witnessing their faith and those feeling that this is the most important activity 

would perhaps indicate that when a VCF member thinks of developing their own and their 

families spiritual growth, evangelism is a siwficant part of that development. This would be in 

line with the way that the Faith VCF memben promote personal development. They are aware of 

the fact that one who is not developed in the faith and fhut of the Spint will have linle success in 

evangelism. However, evangelism plays a part in the development of faith and of obedience to 

GQd. 

Table 5 Religious ~tac t ice~*  

1 How o f h  do you attend cburcb 1 

1 HOW ofien do you attend d u r c h  I 

Perrin's sample data cornes fiom 
Perrin, Robin ( 1989) The Signs cmd Wonders Movement. Washington: Washington University 

Press-p 103. 



Table 6 Witnessing to Otherss1 

) How oftm do you try and errcourage 1 

[ Which of the activities below should 1 

One of the distinguishing characteristics that sets the VCF apart from the wider North 

American evangelical cornmunity is its emphasis on the spiritual gifts and an experiential 

awareness of the power of God Maay critics, however, feel that such an emphasis lead to 

excesses and controversy. Wimber argues that he has, and will continue to, avoid what they, and 

he, consider to be the problems and excesses of the Pentecostal and charismatic rnovernents. Not 

only that, but the use of spiritual gifts will greatly increase the effectiveness of evangelism. 

Wimber's emphasis on the experience of God 1s well documented in his numerous books 

wherein he tells the effect of the experience of God on himself and those around hm. It would 

follow that members of the VCF should share this ernphasis. This is certainly the case in Perrin's 

sarnple of respondents. 75% of thern were sure that the statement "1 personatIy b o w  of times 

when God has heaied sommne who was senously ili." was "completely true". Of the Faith VCF 

sample a smaller number, 69%, expressed this certainty. When it came to the statement "1 have 

81 Perrin's data h m  Perrin, Robin (1989) The Sigm and Wonders Movement. Washuigton: 
Washington University Press. p 203. 



spoken to God in tangues.", 73% of Perrin's respondents and 67% of mine said it was 

completely true in their lives. Of the statement "'ïbere are times when 1 know God has answered 

my prayers.", 95% of Penh's group and 94% of mine feit bat  this was "completely ûue" in 

their case. As far as Pemn's data is concerned, 83% o f f  açific Amencan VCF members feel the 

statement "1 can feel the presence of the Holy Spirit in my life." to be "completely true". 72% of 

the Faith VCF respondents felt the same way about the statement. 

This next section deals with the issue of the source of the members of the VCF in general 

and of the Faiîh VCF in specific. The ideas that must be dealt with in tbis section include 

Bibby's concems about the circulation of the saints, retention of rnemkship, retention of 

children, and conversion factors. These a11 must be looked at to explab the growth of the VCF in 

its few years of existence, as welI as the growîh of îhe Faith VCF, which started only five years 

ago with 30 core members and now has well over one huridred members. 

From the data that Perrin had çoilected, he detemined a five year conversion rate. He did 

this by looking at the number of respondents wtio had becorne Chnstians via Vineyard members, 

and at those who attended a Vineyard immediately after becoming a Christian. Perrin fond that 

10% of the respondents had been converted by a Vineyard member, and 13% had gone to a 

Vineyard immediately afier conversion. This is a noticeable growth rate of 23% through 

conversion that is not found in many oîher &nominations, as is noted by ~ i b b ~ ~ ~ .  It certainly is 

not k i n g  found in the Faith VCF where only 3% of respondents clairning to have been converted 

because of association with a Vineyard member. Lkewise, only 3% aîtended the Vineyard 

immediately f i e r  conversion. This is an interesting number because the Faith VCF has more 

82 Bibby, Regtnald W. (1987) Fragmented G d :  The Poverty and Potential of Religion in 
Canada Toronto: InWi Publishing. 



than tripled in size in the last five years. When I talked to Tim Schultz about this low conversion 

rate over the last five years he responded ttiat the church has been going though a "season of 

renewaln. By this he meant that the majority of the growth in the church is not numerical, but is 

in maturity of members, in a growth in the leadership, in healing of the injured, and in growth in 

the power and disciplines of the Spirit Tim assured me diat a "season of evangelism" was in the 

near future (i-e.. spring and surnrner). 

At this point the cornparison between my conversion data and Pemin's becornes difficult. 

This is because he looks at the percentages of unchurched and so forth among the converts, and 1 

cannot do that because only one( 1) person in my sample fitted that category. 

Of Perrin's sample 19% of respondents were considered religious nones, 1.e. have no 

religious affiliation fiom their youth, 43% had an affiliation but were relatively unchurched, i-e. 

attendeci church once a month or less when growing up, and 58% were churched, in other words 

went to church more than twice per month. For the Faith VCF respondents, the percentages were 

8%, 17%, and 83%. This is a significant ciifference in makeup between the Pacific Amencan 

VCF's and Faith VCF. It is obvious that the Faith VCF drew fiom a different base of people than 

did Pemn's sample. There is a much larger nurnber of churched respondwts. i am not yet sure 

why. It may have something to do with the fact that of Perrin's I4 sample churches, 7 were 

originally Caivary Chapel. As mentioned in the history section the Calvary Chapel was part of 

the Jesus Movement, a movement that involved prirnarily young converts and could conceivably 

contribute to a higher unchurched percentage. 

It is apparent that within the Faith VCF most new members have corne fiom other 

churches. This is referred to as denominational switchmg or the circulation of the saints83. This 

83 Bibby, Reginald W. (1987) Fragmertled Goa's: The Poveriy und Potenfiai of Religion in 
Canada. Toronto: Ir- Publishing. 



is a phenornenon that Bibby spends much time looking at as it is one of the possible reasons for 

the apparent gowth of conservative churches. So where do ail these Faith VCF respondents 

corne corn? Most attendeci conservative churches (94%) right before corning to the Faith VCF, 

with 3% each fiom liberal and Catholic churches. This is a high number of people coming 

directly from conservative churches compared to Perrin's sample, where ody 79% were from 

conservative churches, with 15% coming fiom liberal churches, and the 1 s t  6% corning from the 

Cathoiic church. This data tells u s  that the focus, or at least the impact, of the VCF is indeed on 

the members of the consemative churches, as is claimed by the Third Wave proponerits. 

When one considers the denominational affiliation that the respondents were bom into the 

nurnbers change somewhat. For Penin, a rnajority of respondents (68%) were raised in liberal or 

Catholic churches, but had switched to conservative churches at some point in their l ive .  Thrs is 

not the case with the Faith VCF respondents. Here the rnajority (64%) of respondents were 

raised in conservative churches, leaving only 36% affiliated in their youth with Catholic or liberal 

churches. 

Table 7 Number of Vineyard convertsW 

Percentaae whose fia church der 2241982 (23%) 2/36 (6%) 

84 Perrin's data in Table 7 cornes fiom Penin, Robin (1989) The Signs and Woruiers Movement. 
Washuigton: Washington University Press. p 123. 



Table 9 Switching ~atterns*~ 

lchurch attend& just More coming to 1 

l~enomination in which the respondent 1 

Social Strength 

Part of the explanation that is given by Perrin, who relies on ~ e i l ~ r ~ ~ ,  for the success of 

the conservauve churches during a time of secdarisation is the idea that they make demands. 

These demands create a level of social slrength which can be rneasured by a respnse to a set of 

questions. These questions determine areas Iike cornmitment, missionary zeal, and discipline. 

The first question (23A) finds out how committed the respndents are to their church by 

asking for a response to the statemcnt, "1 wodd be willing to give up everything for my Christian 

85 Perrin's data in Table 8 comes from Perrin, Robin ( 1989) The Signs and Wonders Mouement. 
Washington: Washington University Press.p 126. 

86 Pemn's data in Table 9 comes fiom Perrin, Robin (1989) The Signs and Wonders Mouement. 
Washington: Washington University Press.p 13 1. 

87 Kelley, Dean M. ( 1972) Why the Commcuive Churches me Growing. New York: Harper & 
Row. 



faith.". Perrin's sarnple responded with an eighty-five percent agreement or strong agreement 

with that statement. My respondents were even more in agreement with that -ment: 92% 

agreed with it. In the area of missionary 4, two statements were used and the level of 

agreement or disagreement with that statement asked for each one. The first statement is, ''1 am 

hesitant to share Christian convictions." to which there was a 64% disagreement among Perrin's 

respondents and a 75% disagreement with mine. The second statement reads, "My heart aches 

for people who are not saved". The Faitti VCF respondents had an 83% agreement rate to this 

statement, and Perrin's respondents had an 86% agreement rate. Missionary zeal is also 

measured by the behavioural question wbich determineci the number of tirnes the respondent 

witnessed his/her faith. Over 92% of the Faith VCF respondents responded that they do it a few 

tintes a year or more, and Perrin's respondents ranked at 76%. 

The concept of discipline is not quite as easily measured, accordmg to Pemn. This 

difficulty is made worse by the façt that the question he used to measure this element of social 

strength is significantly flawed The Statement reads, "1 trust the pastors and do whatever they 

ask.". This appears to be asking the respondent to be a mindless robot when it cornes obeying 

their pastor if they want to rate hgh on the discipline scale. However, despite this possible 

understanding of the question, 66% of Faith VCF respondents a g r d  with the statement, and 

65% of Pemn's respondents said the same thrng. Al1 of these numbers would indicate that there 

is certainly a strong element of social strength in the VCF. This social strength is found to be 

even stronger in the Faith VCF than in the fourteen churches that Perrin surveyed. 

Traits of Strictness 

Aiso known as particuiarism, traits of strictness are often a product of the cornmitment 

and conviction level of a group. in this case, one would expect that the VCF members would 

have a relatively hi& level of strictness traits. There are two ways of measuring this 



characteristic. The first is to measure the conformity of the rnernbers , the second is to measure 

the absolutism of the members . Both measures involve two staternents with whch the 

respondent is asked to agree or disagree. 

The first measure has as its statements, "It's nobody's business how Christian fi-iends 

act", and "1 confiont rny sinning &ends.". The first statement fin& a high percentage of 

disagreement withn the respondents. 86% of Perrin's sample disagreed, and my respondents had 

an even higher level of disagreement at 97%. The second statement indicates a much lower 

majority agreeing with ths  statement. Ody 57% of Perrin's respondents agreed, while a higher 

percentage of 67 of Faith VCF respondents agreed The results of these answers brings into 

question the level of conformity required within the VCF. What concerns me is the lack of other 

data to compare with these results. E d y  what percentage of respondents are needed to be 

willing to confiont sinfui behaviour in their friends in order for that sample to be considered hgh 

in conforrnity? in my experience of conservative churches, 1 would be of the opinion that any 

response over 50% would indicate a sarnple that valued conformity fairly strongIy. If one cm 

take my intuition as an indicator, then these results would indicate a retatively high levei of 

conformity in Perrin's sample, and a notably higher level of conformity arnong the Faith VCF 

sam ple. 

The two statements used to measure the level of absolutism are as follows: "1 believe that 

anyone who does not accept Chnst as Saviour will not go to heaven"; "1 have no more religious 

answers than anyone else.". Vineyard members, both in Perrin's sample and mine, tend to tie 

absolutist in the sense that 89% and 83%' respectiveiy, feel, and most strongly, that the only way 

to salvation is through Christ. However, when it cornes down to k i n g  parttcular about they 

feel that they do not have any corner on the market with a mere 49% and 54%, respectively, 

feeling that they had more answers than most. This last resdt rnay be a bit misleading, however. 

The statement can be taken two ways. The respondent may read the statement as them having no 



more religious answers than a q  other Christian, or they may read it as them having no more 

religious answers than any other religion. I believe that the respondent wiil respond differendy, 

depending on the way it is read. This is, of course, difficult to masure without rephrasing the 

question. However, in my discussions with Tim Schdtz, 1 have gotten a strong sense that he at 

least, feels that they do have something more than other religions, even than other 

denorninations 



Table 10 Kellev's "Social Strength" and "~trictness"*~ 

1 Q23D 1-tnist pastors and do whatever tlaey ask. 

IQ32I Mv h m  aches for people who are not saved. 1 

b 2 3 ~  1 have no more relimous answers than anyone else. 1 

1 023F Itls nobodv's business how Christian 

Commitment Mechanisms 

Retention of members has as a factor in its success cornmitment mechanisrns. Withn the 

heading of commitment mechanisrns is included the wdlingness to sacrifice, to invest oneself, to 

88 Perrin's data in Table 10 cornes h m  Perrin, Robin (1989) The Signs and Wonders 
Movement. Washington: Washington University Press.p 149. 

89 Due to formating restrictions this table cannot be set up in the same way as the others. 



enter into communion, and to renounce outside influence. As seen in the previous aualysis of the 

element of sacrifice, 92% of Faith VCF respondents say they are willing to give al1 for their faith. 

When we look at the masure Penh uses to test the level of investedness thai the VCF members 

have we can see that there is perhaps a weahess in it. The statement used reads, "1 assume 

responsibility in the success of the Vineyard", and they are to agree or disagree with it. However, 

when one considers the "'dl glory goes to God" attitude that is presenf at least within the Faith 

VCF, one begins to note that while the members may be investing thetuselves highly in the 

success of the movement, they feel that it is God who is responsible for bringing success out of 

their efforts, not their efforts themselves. So it is possible that a respondent wodd drsagree with 

the statement, and yet be giving up his job, home, and %ends to go to China and start a VCF 

there. None-the-les, over haif of each sample does feel that they have some role in the success 

of the VCF. When it cornes to the measure of the level of communion felt amongst the 

respondents, we note that a large majority of the members of both samples spend a sigrilficant 

amount of tirne witb other VCF members, and feel that their Vineyard church is like a fmily to 

them. A notably larger percentage (91% rather than 77%) of Faith VCF respondents spend tirne 

with other church members than in the sarnple used by Perrin. Looking a? the issue of 

renunciation, neither sample felt strongly about avoiding friendships with non-Chnstiaas. Of the 

Faith VCF sample 8 1% would not avoid these fnendshps, with 64% of Perrin's sample feeling 

the same way. 



Table 11 Kanter's "Cornmitment ~echanisms* 

assume 
responsibility in 

success of I 
I Q23B 1 do not 

Q23C People at 
my church are 

like faniilv 

Communion I 
l Q23K 1 avoid 
frienâshios with 

As noted earlier, the lack of data out there to compare these findings to significantly 

limits the usefiiiness of this &ta. We carmot make any hard cornparisons with other Christian 

movements and so we can ody Say that the Vineyard appears to t a .  their faith seriously. 

However, we do no? know how they rank against other conservative movements, or even agamst 

the liberal churches. To solve, or at least mitigate, thrs driernrna Perrin had his respondents gÏve 

their impression as to how their previous church compared to the VCF. in doing this he had them 

90 Perrin's data in Table 1 1 cornes fiom Perrin, Robin (1989) The Signs and Wonders 
Movement. Washington: Washuigton University Pressp 152. 
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assess the cornmitment level and particularism of member of their previous chmh and of their 

present Vineyard. 

According to Kelly, the respondents shouid feel that there is a higher level of cornmitment 

and seriousness in the VCF than in their previous church. Whether this was so or not was 

determineci by the asking of two questions, of which each had the same subset of six questions. 

The question reads "Compared to church goers in general, members of my previous church . . .", 

and was followed by six items which rneasured things like missionary zeal, cornmitment, 

discipline, absolubsm, confomity, and fimaticism. The fim three items deal with the 

seriousness of religion, and the Iast three deal with the ûaits of strictness. The respondents were 

also asked to compare their current vineyard with church-goers in general, with the same six item 

subset. 

According to the results, the respondents feel that Vineyard mernbers are more wiUing to 

sacrifice everythng for Chnst than were the members of their previous church. This is seen in 

the fact that there is a significant difference between the average mîing in this item. The Faith 

VCF rated at 1.7 and the previous churches came in at 2.7. In this case the lower the number, the 

more willing the members are to sacrifice everythmg. 1 would mean that everyone felt that the 

VCF was much more willing tu sacrifice everything than church goers in general. 5 would mean 

thar everyone felt that compareci to church goers in general, VCF members seemed unwitiing to 

make sacrifices. Thus, a rating of 1.7 is significantly better than one of 2.7. Pemn's study had 

the ratings at VCF = 1.9 and previous church = 2.6. This would indicate that Faith VCF is 

perceived to be even more committed than your average VCF. 

Ln the measure of missionary zeal, similar resuits are found With Faith VCF cornparmg 

in at 1.9 and the previous church coming in at 2.9, it is clear that the Faith VCF is perceived to be 

more committed to evangelism than were previous churches. When it cornes to the discipline 



issue, the VCF members fair no better than their previous churçhes with resdts at 2.5 and 2.7 

respectively. Perrin's respondents felt the same with sirnilar results in both areas. 

One would expect, according to Keiiey, that those who take their religion seriously will 

have a higher Ievel of the traits of strictness, or particdarism. An example of th s  would be the 

Hutterites who are very serious about their fàith, and very particd&stic about it This, however, 

is not the case with the Vineyard members. For the most part they perceive their previous church 

members to be more strict than those of the VCF. The item measuring absolutisrn shows that the 

respoodents, both mine and Pemn's, feel that their previous church mernbers thought they had a 

fairly strong gnp on the Truth at 2.0 (Perrin had 2.11, whereas the VCF members are not quite so 

sure at 2.8 (Penin had 2.5). The issue of conformity has the VCF as slightly more corûormist 

t b  their previous church, however. The VCF gets a rating of 1.9 (2.1 ) on wiiiingness to 

confront sinning Chnstians, with the previous church rated at 2.6 (2.5). The VCF member is not 

perceived as king  fanaticai about their faith, or not as much as their previous church members. 

Thrs is seen in the rating of the VCF members at 3.5 (3.3 for Perrin) and the previous church 

members at 2.5 (2.6). One must redise in these last figures that the previous church for 94% of 

the respondents was a conservative church. 



Table 12 Means for "Social Strength" and "Stnctness" for Vineyard Members and Their 
Revious Church ~ e m b e r s ~ ~  

1 Q-9A and Q16A 1 

1 0-9B and 0- 16B t 

1 0-9C and 0 1 6C 1 

1 Q-9E and Q- 16E 1 

One very interesting statistical analysis that Pemn provides is dividing up the responses 

of the respondents into groups that are defined by their previous church afiliation and then 

analysed in the same rnanner as above to indicate how the VCF compares to liberal, Catholic, and 

conservative church members. I cannot do this, however, due to the small size of my ample, 

92 Perrin's data in Table 12 cornes fiom Perrin, Robin (1989) The Signs a d  Wonders 
Movement. Washüigton: Washington University Press.p 154. 



which wouid contain only one entry for the liberal, and one for the catholic, with tturty-three for 

the conservative. 

As with the previous analysis, my ability to compare my data to Perrin's is s e v ~ ~ y  

limited by the size of tfie sample. However, 1 can compare the results of the subgroup of those 

whose respondents prwiously attendeci a conse~ative church because 33 of the 36 respondents 

were of this group. This will provide some idea of the level of demands required by the VCF as 

opposecl to those required by conservative churches. In Perrin's study, 55% of the respondents 

feh that their Vineyard emphasised giving money to the church the same as or more than their 

previous conservative church, of this the majority (47%) of respondents felt that it was the same 

level of emphasis. 39% of the respondents felt that their previous church emphasised giving 

more. From the Faith VCF sample, 70% felt the emphasis was the same, 9% felt it was more, 

and 2 1 % felt it was less. 

The issue of discretion in the choice of movies, tv, and in reading is one of the demands 

that churches can rnake on their members. How the Vineyard relate to conservative churches on 

this issue? For both Penin and I,9% of the respondents felt that the VCF emphasised this issue 

more. 38% of Perrin's respondents felt that the emphasis was similar, and 37% felt that there 

was more emphasis in the conservative church, with 16% saying neither has any emphasis in this 

area. Respectively, Faith VCF respondents had 45%, 33%, and 12%. 

The concept of k ing  in, but not of, the world is a fairly cornmon in Christianity, and is 

one of the demands that can be placed on a church member. This question had slightly different 

resuIts than the previous two. First, there was a fairly high percentage of respndent, 66% for 

both sets of sarnples, wbo felt that the emphasis was equal between the two. For Perrin, the 

percentage who felt this concept was emphasised more by the VCF was higher than those who 



felt it was emphasised les (2 1% to 1 1%), whereas for mine, the numbers were opposite to that 

pattern ( 19% to 16%). which, considering the size of sample is fairly close to equal. 

The demand that one give up alcuhol and smoking is one which the VCF members felt is 

not emphasised much by the VCF. With 4% of Pemn's sample, and O% of mine, saying that the 

VCF emphasised this more, and only 24% of each of our samples feeling it was emphasised 

equally, this is clear. 4 1 % of Pemin' s sample, and 6 1 % of mine, felt that the conservative 

churches were emphasising this more, with 3 1% and 15% respectively feeling it was not 

emphasised in either. It is interesting to note that such a large percentage of Perrin's American 

VCF sample feel that churches make no demands on the drinking and smoking lifestyle, when 

less than half that number feel that way in a Canadian VCF. We may specuiate that the 

nationality makes the difference, or perhaps that in the last ten years alcohol and smoking have 

becorne more taboo, or is it an element of both. 

Living a distinctive life, for the most part, is equally emphasised in the eyes of the VCF 

respondents, with 58% of Perrin's and 55% of mine responding to that effect. This leaves 18% 

and 9%, respectively, who feel it is emphasised more by the VCF, 14% and 27% respectively 

feeling it emphasised more by the previous conservative church. There were 10Y0 of respondents 

who felt no influence for this distinction in either church. 



Table 13 Lifestyie Dernands of the V C F ~ ~  

ï h i s  table only involves those respondents whose previous church was conservative. 

1 Q-1ûD GNING MONEY TO THE 
m m m r u  

Q-1OL DISCRETION IN 1 T.V.IMOMESI READING 

1 Q- l Oh4 BEING IN, BUT NOT OF, 
THF WOR1.n 

1 Q-ION GMNG UP ALCOHOU 
SMOKING 

1 0- 1 OR L E  DISTINCT FROM 

These numbers show tbat rnost respondents feel that there is an quality of emphasis in 

areas of demand between their VCF and their previous conservative church. However, there is  a 

93 Pemn's data in Table 13 cornes frorn Pemn, Robin (1989) The SÏgns and Wonders 
Movemenf. Washington: Washington University Press. p 162. 



stronger tendency to feel thaî there was more requiremenîs in their previous church d e r  than 

the opposite. Both Perrin's VCF respondents and mine were of the same mind on tfiese issues, 

showing a consistency in demand over time and over nationai boundaries. 

Table 14 Personal Devotion Demands of the V C F ~ ~  

*see next page* 

Due to formatring restrictions the following table could not be shown in the same way as the 
otbers. 

94 Perrin's data in Table 14 cornes h m  Perrin, Robin (1989) The S i p s  a d  Wonders 
Movemenr. Washington: Washington University Press.Pp 164-5. 





In looking at Table 14 we can see that the majority of respondents, both Perrin's and mine 

feel that the VCF has similar or higher emphasis in areas of demand on their members than do 

their previous conservative churches. in twelve of the fifieen rneasurernents of the p e m d  

devotion demands the majority of respondents felt that their VCF emphasised them equaily as 

much or more than their previous conservative church This wodd mdicate a higher levet of 

cornmitment and effort on the part of the VCF than is normaily required. When we compare 

Perrin's data in these twelve measurements with mine, we see that Faith VCF has a higher 

percentage of respondents who feel that their present church places more emphasis on alrnost al1 

of these areas of personal devotion than their previous comrvative church This codd indicate 

two things. First that Canadian conservative churches are not as dernanding in personal 

devotions as are Amencan conservative churches. This means that the Faith VCF has a similar 

emphasis to the Arnerican VCF. Second, we c m  assume that the conservative churches in 

Arnerica and Canada are sirnilar in their emphasis on personal devotions. This means that the 

Faith VCF is more demanding in the area of personal devotions than is the Arnerican VCF. 14 is 

impossible to tell from this data which is the most Iikely. 

Of the three measurements that were not rated as emphasised more by the VCF, two were 

considered to be equally emphasised, and one to be emphasised poorly by either church, but with 

the conservative church ernphasising it more. This Iast is in the a ra  of giving up non-Christian 

hends, which would be considered somewhat counter to the activity of evangelism. The a r a  of 

personal bible study is of particular interest due to the daims of conservative churches that bible 

study is ofien left behind by charismatic churches in the wave of experience. This is also a 

criticism of Wimber against the charismatic and Pentecostal churches. Wimber perceives the 

95 Due to formating restrictions this table is not s h o w  as the others. 



Vineyard to avoid the down playing of scripture in the pursuit of experience. When one looks at 

the respows of the VCF members however, this is not necessarily the case. According to 

Perrin's data, 34% of respondents felt their previous çonservative church emphasised bible study 

more. This goes dom to 18% in my sarnple. A majority of respondents (65% Perrin, 82% 

Loewen) feel that the VCF is emphasising this aspect of devotion equally or more. 1 would say 

tbat t h s  indicates that the VCF is, by and large, avoiding the tendency for de-emphasis of Bible 

study. This is somewhat tempered by the fact that Tim Schultz stated that the Ce11 groups were 

not set up as a bible study, nor is Bible study to be a major part of the Ce11 group. 



Table 15 Extent to *ch respondents feel the church should make deman&% 

A Shoufd avoid close I fiendrhipavvitb 

. Should be willing to 
do ftmat aastor asks 

1 D. Christians are diitv 

G. Chriseians should I oo*ontnitnd< 

1 H. Church should oot 

1. Church should 
dernand that Christians 

be conuniteci 

96 Perrin's data in Table 15 cornes fiom Pemn, Robin (1 989) The Signs and Woders 
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The &ta in the previous table de& with the mectsurement of the agreedness that the 

respondents had with regard to whether a church ought to put demands on its members. The 

results clearly show that the rnajority of respondents, both Perrin's and mine, agree that k i n g  a 

Christian should carry with it certain dernands, or behaviours. This is seen in the fact that 72% of 

Perrin's sample, and 64% of mine f ~ l  that Chnstians are duty bound to witness their faith. Also, 

85% and 86%, respectively, agree that Christians are commanded to sacrifice everytbing for 

Jesus. 

There is also a feeling amongst the respondents that the church should have a role in 

generating cornmitment. 76% of Perrin's respondents and 80% of mine disagree with the 

statement "it is not the job of the church to tell Christians how to live their lives" (Q-19H). A 

smaller rnajority, yet still a rnajority, of respondents (56% Perrin, 6 1% Loewen) feei that the 

church bas every nght to demmd conmitment fiom its members. There ts an unwiilingness to 

do "whatever" the pastor asks. 1 do not find this surprising at al1 because the press bas 

commentai a great deal on the abuse of power by certain pastors, and everyone is aware of this 

as such abuses are highly publicised. As such, no self respecting individuai is going to blindly 

obey their pastor, unless what hdshe asks makes sense to the individual asked. Many of the 

individuais that 1 have taiked to in the church expressed concern over this question because of its 

blanketing nature. A number of them stated that as long as the request lined up with Biblical 

principals they would obey. 

One significant difference between Perrin's sample and my own is the degree to whch 

the respondents agree with the statement, "As Christians we should confiont fhends who do not 

act in a Chnst-like mannef' (Q-19G). While Perrin's respondents have an agreement rate of 

66%, a majority, my respondents have a rate of agreement at 89%, a significantly higher number. 



This indicates that there is a higher level of accountability in the Faith VCF than in the other 

VCF's in Perrin's study. A less significant difference between the two samples is found in the 

question dealing with the avoidance of non-lhristian fiends. While a signifiant majonty of 

both sarnples disagreed with the statement "As Christians we should avoid close friendships with 

non-Christiansn, Perrin's sample was 19% less against thaî statement As this is a rneasurement 

of renunciation, it would appear that the Faith VCF has a iesser degree of renunciation in its 

social requirements than does the Arnerican VCF. 



Table 16 Extent to which respondents are stronger Chnstians since coming to the V C F ~ ~  

1 B. Personal Bible Studv 

1 D. holvwent in Church 

1 E. Givinn M o w  to Church 

1 F. Hei~inn the Poor 

1 G. Livinn a Distinct Cie 

Looking at table 16 we see a nurnber of signifiant differences between my data and 

Perrin's. Some of the more significant ones are different by more than 40% of the total sample. 

One that is very obvious to me is the response to the area of involvement in the chwch. 56% of 

97 Perrin's data in Table 16 cornes fiom Perrin, Robin (1989) n e  Signs and Wonders 
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Perrin's respondents feel they are stronger in their church involvement, with 33% remaining the 

sarne. In rny data, however, ody 18% feel that they are stronger in the area of church 

involvement, with 78% remainiag the same. 

This could indicate any number of things. But 1 believe the most reasonable assumption 

is that the Faith VCF is atîmcting a large number of people who were very comrnitted to church 

involvement in the pst, and continue to be so in their present church Whereas, the VCF7s in the 

Pacific US were not highiy committed to church involvement before the went to the VCF. 

Another consideration could be that Canadian VCF's are not as demanding in the area of church 

involvenient as the Amencan ones. There are nurnerous other scenarios wbich could expiain this 

hding. One wuid be that those retuming the surveys at VCF are the responsible ones who give 

their time to church relatai things. This last is a definite possibility as only 40% of surveys have 

k e n  retunied. 

Another area of signifiant difference is the area involving helping the poor. While this 

may be a recent emphasis of the VCF, it is certainly a strong emphasis of the Faith VCF. This is 

seen in their choice of location, as well as in their goal of starting a relief kitchen in Bowness. It 

is also seen in their response to the area of helping the poor. 67% of Faith VCF respondents felt 

they were stronger in their faith with regard to helping the needy. Only 43% felt this way in 

Perrin's sampie. 

in the ara of personal bible study, Perrin's sample fairs reasonably well with 35% feeling 

they are stronger and 50% the same in this area of personal growth. My sample is not as good 

with ody 2 1% fmling songer, and 67% remaining the sarne. This leaves 15% and 1 2% 

~spectiveiy who are doing worse in their personai bible study. This is the largest percentage of 

al1 the areas of personai growth to have gotten worse. This is interesting once again because of 

the tendency for chansmatic churches to de-emphasise Biblical study. 



in the otber areas of personal growth, the Faith VCF tàus slightly betier in giving 

financially, obedience, witnessing to others, and personal prayer life than does Perrin's sample. I 

Say this meaning that more Faith VCF respondents felt stronger than did Pemn's fespondents. 

Perrin's m p l e  had a higher percentage of stronger Chnstians in the area of living a life distinct 

of non-believers. 

Reasons for attendance at the VCF? 

Now that we h o w  where they wme from and how the change has affected them, we can 

look at why they changed in the first place. Why did the 97% of respondents change frorn their 

previous church to the Vineyard? Accordhg to the table above, there are numerous reasom, as 

weIl as a few not mentioned in the table. 

Table 17 Reasons Vineyard Mernbers Give for Switching ~ h u r c h e s ~ ~  

A. heffectjve job of preacttiag gospel 28 24 1 

Put up with too much un-Christian 
haviour 

. ~ i d - m t  challenge me in my hith 

Had different views on important 

98 Perrin's data in Table 17 cornes h m  Perrin, Robin (1 989) The Signs and Wonders 
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The most popular considerations in chming a different church are the sections 1, C, B, F, 

and G. Most people lefi their church because of the issue of prionries in the church. 82% of my 

respondents and 64% of Penh's felt that the priorities of their previous church were aot 

appropriate, or were not theù own at least. The "churchyness" of their previous church bothered 

them as well. The level of formaiity held in consemative and Catholic churches was felt to be 

uncornfortable. This was more true for the Faith VCF respondents than it was for the Perrin 

respondents. This may be because of the fact that most of Pemn's sample was in California and 

the conservative churches there wodd have dready becorne less fonnaI due to the social and 

religious climaîe. It may also be due to the variety of styles in VCF's as some are more formal 

than others. 1 would say that the Faith VCF is a v e q  uiformal VCF as far as dress and behaviour 

is concemed. 

Both Perrin's data and mine show that the meeting for fellowship needs is important in 

the decision to join the VCF. 57% of respondents feIt that their fellowship need were not king 

met by their previous church The meeting of fellowship needs is a fairly important one to the 

VCF. One of the most important needs the VCF attempts to meet is the need for inspirational 

worship. According to 62% of Perrin's sarnple and 56% of mine, this was a consideration in the 

choice to join the VCF. The 8% ciifference, while not large considering my nurnber of 

respondents, may indicate that there has been an increase in the inspirattonal nature of worship in 

the conservative, and other, churches. This would have corne about partidly out of VCF 

influence. The worship in the VCF rnay çonsidered more inspirational because of its more 

contemporary style, which 1 would compare to a folkrsh style which involves acoustic, elecûic, 

and drum instruments, numerous signers, and some spontaneity in its fonn. The songs are 

generally not highly energetic, although those are certainly used, but contemplative, 

introspective, praise oriented They consist mostly of choruses, which have little musical 

complexity for the congregation. 



It is interesting to note that 50% of the respndents did not feel sufficiently challengeci in 

their faith in theu previous church, and that they were finding that challenge in the VCF. This 

data is of interest because it relates tu theories as to why conservative churches are 

growing. These tbeories consider the c&ess, challenge, and demands of the conservative 

churches appeds to those searching for an al1 inclusive faith. This data would help c o n h  this 

idea 1 think. 

Conclusion 

It is apparent that in many ways the Faith VCF is similar to the VCF that Perrin surveyed. 

When one takes in the breadth of the topics dealt witb it is remarkabie how similar the two 

samples are. The differences that are there can oflen be explained by the change of tirne, and the 

differing econornic settings of the two countries. There are, of course, some differences which 

cannot be so easily explained Such as  the ciifference in conversion rates, the diff'rence in the 

make up of the church as far as  previous churches and previous affiliations. These last may be 

attributable to a distinctly Canadian occurrence, but 1 cannot corne up with a reason for it at tlus 

point. 



Chapter 4 

Anthropologist Mary Douglas theories provide a fiamework in which to discuss the ritiral, 

or hck of rituai, and its relation to a cosmological structure in the Faith VCF. 1 chose gridlgroup 

theory due to its claim to universality and its ability to predict the cosmology and stability of a 

group. This will be mahiy for the purposes of description, with some andysis of the 

effectiveness of the gridlgroup theory in this particda, study. There are two ways in which this 

theory can be used to describe the Faith VCF. The first is locating the church socially. The 

second is to look at the church as a whole society in and of itselfand detemine its cosmological 

and ritual structure. 

Introduction 

in order to anaiyse the VCF, and specificaily the Faith VCF, one must fmt have a clear 

understanding of Mary Douglas' theories. Despite the difficdties of this process, it is an 

important one, Douglas States, "The cosmological scheme connects up the bits of experience and 

invests the whole with meaning; the people who accept it wdl ody be able to justify their 

treatment of one another in terms of these ultimate categories. Udess we can make the process 

visible, we are the ~ictirns.".~~ Whle 1 do not feel as strongly as Douglas, I do feel that self 

awareness, and awareness of the influences, controls, and possible sources of our belief is very 

important. 

Mary Douglas argues that, "We should be able to say what kinds of universe are likely to 

be constmcted when sociai relations take ths or that f ~ r m . " ~ ~  Ths concept of social relations 

99 Douglas, Mary ( IWO) Nuhrrd Symbols: Explorations in Cosmoiqy. London: Barrie and 
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aEecting ones wsmological olrtlook is a very interesthg one. What kinds of social relations 

affect this universal view? How do they affect it? What sorts of groups ought we iook at for 

these social relations? Areas of social relation that are of interest to this study involve 

rituaVanti-ritual, personal/positional, control mechanisms, and fomality levels. These are al1 a 

measurable, or at least observable feature of a social group. 

One must understand how the choice of a societai group for this study is accomplished. 

One guidelioe I felt was helpful was Douglas' statement of, The more limited the cultural 

ranges within which the c o m ~ s o n  is d e ,  the more signincant the results. "'O1 Thus, in 

making a choice of whether to look at the VCF within the North American society or to look at 

the VCF within the narrow bounds of the Faith VCF, I chose to go with the narrow cornparison, 

as Douglas recommends. It would be foolish of me to assume that 1 codd even expand the 

bounds to include the VCF in g m d ,  as it is a diverse movement, and my experience of it is 

limited 

In OUF society today, "Rihial is become a bad word s ignihg empty conf~rmity."~~~ 

Douglas feels that this is an offshoot of the Reforrnation. Of course, ritual is a dificult word. 

There is no one understanding of what rihial means. in my interviews, I asked the interviewees 

what came to minci when 1 used the word ritual. There was not a single time tha? the same 

response was repeated The responses ranged fiom sataiùc worship to man's atternpt to reach 

Gd. However, for the purposes of ths thesis we must corne up with a single definition of what 

ritual is. 

Io' Douglas, Mary (1 970) Nahaal Symbols: ExpIorations Ni Cosmology. London: Bmie and 
RockcliKp 16. 
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Douglas decided that the definition of ritual wiU need to be neutral in value. This is 

because to do otherwise would require constant clarification. She Iooks at the definition used by 

anthropologists because of their need to comrilunicate to both sociologistç and zoologists. They 

define ritual to mean, "action and beliefs in the syrnbolic order without reference to the 

cornmitment or non-commitment of the actors."lo3 Thus, the value statement is removed and the 

bare action is lefi. Douglas goes on to define ritualism. She &fines ritualism to be "most highly 

developed where symbolic action is held to be most certady e f f i c a c i ~ u s . " ~ ~  This is when there 

is a belief in the efficacy of instituted signs, a sensitivity to condensed symbols, and a desire for 

the proper sequence, words, and actions within the ritual. She feels that over time there has been 

a movement away from ritualism towards anti-ritualism. She then idenfies three phases of this 

movement; a) a contempt for external religious f o q  b) the private interndising of religious 

experience, c) a move towards hwnanist philanthropy. 

Looking at the Faith VCF, one can see elements of ail three of these phases within their 

church. While 1 initially thought that it wodd be difficdt to corne up wiih data regarding the 

conternpt for extemal religious fom, it was not Tim Schultz a d y  made rinial a part of one 

of his sermons. On January 26, 1397, he handed out stn outline of his sermon. 1 was surpnsed to 

find a section titled "Counterîeit Worship (Ritual)" &ch, through his semon was defmed as 

external motions which have no effect on the interna1 man. True Worship was defined as 

"spontaneous affection for the Lord Jesus because of what he has done for us" and as a "deep 

emotional response to God". 

in keeping with Douglas' theory Schdtz's sermon clearly incikates a contempt for 

external religious fonns. While contempt may be to strong a word in this case, it is clear from 

'O3 Douglas, Mary (1970) Naturai S'bois: Explorations in Cusmology. London: Barrie and 
RockcliEp20. 

'O4 ibidp26. 



the emphasis on spntaneity that ritual, or religious f o ~  is in his view not a highly respected 

version of worchip and communication with G d  Further, the internalising of religious 

experience, is definitely the case within the Faith VCF. in their view the extemai appearance or 

actions of an individual can only be judged by the interna1 expenence of that individual. An 

example of this is the occasional screaming and shaking of a person during prayer or worship 

which is accepted as appropriate because of the intemal rneaning this has to that person. Finaily, 

the move towards humanist philanthropy, or towards appiied ethics, is also apparent in the Faith 

VCF. One of the main issues of the church at this time is to overcome the 'spirit of poverty' in 

Bowness. They do this through prayer, equipping sentices, and through servant evangelism 

wherein they do a service for the people of Bowness whjch raises spirits and shows that kindness 

and Christian love are not things of the pst. They also provide a counselling service, and seek to 

open a store front operation that deals with the speçial ne& of Bowness. Thus, Faith VCF has 

entered and perhaps passed al1 stages which are indicative of a move towads anti-ritualism 

acçording to Douglas' theory. 

Another of Douglas' clairns concerns the exclusivity if a Society. She argues that a 

society which is closed will tend towards higher levels of ritualism. The opposite is true also, if a 

society is open. ïhere we ought to find Less tendency towards hi& levels of ritualism. If this is 

the case, then the Faith VCF ought to tend towards lower levels of ri tdism, as one of its goals is 

to be as open a social group as possible. This opemess is held only towards those who have a 

similar faith, however. Once Christianity is professed, one's race, economic standing, social 

standing, worship style, and mental and physical ability is irrelevant to membership in the Faith 

VCF. Of course, non-Chnstians are welcome to attend, but they are not allowed membership 

until they are 'saved' . 

Another element in Douglas' theory affecthg the Ievel of rituaiism in a society is its 

fluidity. In ths instance the society she used to illustrate the reduced level of ritual in a highly 



fluid group is the pygmy culture in Africa. Amrding to Douglas they have a highly fluid social 

structure. This, she clairns, has led to a dearth of ritual. Applying her insights to the Faith VCF 

we should expect it to have a lower level of ritual, as their membership is somewhat fluid This 

fluidity is seen in the fact that many of the present members have switched fiom previous 

churches, and that these previous churches were rarely the sarne church thai had been their 

original blrth church. The Faith VCF fluidity is not nearly as expensive as the pygmy fluidity, so 

we should not expeçt as  great a lack of ritual. Compareci to the pygmies there is not the sarne 

level of poverty in religious symbols and ritual. Never-the-less when these two societies are 

comparai and their attitudes to ritual analysed there are some remarkable similarities thus 

demonstrating the vaiue of a gnd/group theory. 

New Religious Movement 

Since the VCF is considered a new religious movement it is helpful to see what Douglas 

feels is a mode1 for a typical new movement. She States the following are part of a new 

movement, 

". . . a denunciation not onty of irrelevant rituais, but of rituaiisrn as such: 
exaltation of the inner experience and denigration of its standardised expressions; 
preference for intuitive and instant forms of knowledge; rejection of mediating 
institutions, rejection of any tendency to allow habit to provide the basis of a new 
spbolic systm. In its extreme forms anti-ritualism is an attempt to abolish 
communication by means of complex syrnbolic systems.". los 

ïhese characteristics are, or at least a iarge number of them, are part of the make-up of the Faith 

VCF. Some of them have aiready k e n  discussed as the phases of moving away frorn ritual. 1 

have already pointed out the anti-ritual sentiments of the Faith VCF and that spontaneity in 

worship, action, and spirituaIity are highly valued. Inner meaning, feelings, and thoughts are 

more important to the Vineyard member than are extemal actions, which 1 have also pointed out 

'O5 Dougfas, Mary (1970) Nuturd Symbols: Explorations in Costnology. London: Barrie and 
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previously. Also, the seeking of knowledge, Le. words of knowledge, and other wisdom via 

prayer and fasting shows a desire for the more intuitive and instant forms of howledge. One 

characteristic that has not been discussed yet is the rejection of habitua1 respoases. It is 

important for those of the Faith VCF to always encourage the breakmg of habit, which they 

understand as the dowance for God to speak into any situation This is made apparent in the 

preaching of the Paston who ofien bnng into the service ideas that came to hem during the 

prayer time prior to the service, or even will completely change the set-up of the service to 

respond to a special cal1 of the Spirit. It is alço apparent in their cell group philosophy where if a 

special word cornes to someone during the worship time the entire plan for the evening could be 

chucked in order to respond to that special word. 

According to Douglas, these cbaractefistics are only me of the early stages of a new 

movement, and eventually the need for ritual, or complex symbolic systems, becornes apparent. 

This i s  because, "Ritual is pre-eminently a form of communication."lo6. It is inevitable that over 

time an anti-ritualist group will develop complex systems of communication to properly CO&@ 

and simpliQ their way of seeing the world It is the desire of the Faith VCF not to do this, 

although there are signs of a growth of ritual. 

As 1 have listened to the sermons of the Faith VCF pastors, it has appeared to me that they 

are instituting some fairly cornplex systerns of communication, or rituals. There has been an 

emphasis on the worship, and its power not only to cause one to enter into the presence of the 

Holy Spirit, but also to act as spiritual warfare. I wnsider this ritualistic because certain acts are 

considered to be imbued with a power that is beyond what one codd understand by merely 

observing the am.  Also, certain instruments are taught as having certain effects within "spiritual 

lo6 Douglas, Mary (1970) Nufural Symbols: EkpIoratiom in CosnzoIogy. London: Barrie and 
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warfare". For example, a trumpet, &en played, will proclaim the purpose of G d  and cal1 on 

God's help and power. A cyrnbal or dnun when played, if the power of the Holy Spirit is 

working through them, will aid in the releasing chains and comrnunicate God's anger at evil. 

Other instruments that the Holy Spirit can work through include harps, or other stringed 

instruments, tambourines, and flutes. Clapping, rnarching shouûng, dancing, laughter, bowing, 

and other actions al1 have special spiri?ual significance as well. There are a nurnber of words that 

can be considered to be have highly condensed rneanings, such as  the word 'spontaneous'. An 

example of this word being used ritualistically, if you will, is in the goal staternent of the church. 

This staternent indudes tbe goal îo have 100 churches plant& spontaneously around the world 

In this case spontaneous means that church planters will go over and plant a church in a foreign 

land and out of that church wilI go church planters native to that land who will plant within their 

own society. It was necessary for me, an outsider, to ask what the word meant because its 

rneaning is condensed. 

Code 

If one considers ritual, like speech, to be a fom of communication of ideas and a 

transrnitter of culture, then one can speak of both k i n g  codes. One must know the code, either 

of language, or of syrnbolism, to understand the communication It is ais0 possible that one can 

look to the speech codes, just as one can look at religious ritual, to find elements whch wiIl 

determine, or influence, the cosmology of a societal group. FotIowing ~ e m t e i n  07, Douglas 

argues there are two types of speech, or speech codes, that one can look for that will help 

understand the cosrnology of a group. The first type is known as elabolitmi code and the second 

as restricted code. The restncted code is that communication whch is "deeply enmeshed in the 

irnmediate social structure, utterances have a double purpose: they convey information, yes, but 

'O7 Bernstein, B a d  (1  97 1) CIass. Codes und Cotzfroi. Val. 1. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul. 





With the first system the child is mnstrained by his role and position, or ritual, whereas 

~vith the second he is constrained by feelings and abmct principals, or &CS. One major 

benefit of the personal system is that the child will do better in school because of the increased 

emphasis on elaborate, clear speech. The following is a diagram which will help surnmarise 

some of the previous points, and elaborate on othefs. 

Illustration #8: General Cosmo~ogical ldeasl ] ' 

i. cardinal virtues of that quadrant 

iii. the idea of the self 

ii.  cardinal sins 

iv. art form 

It is in section D that rnost individuals in western society now live. 

Cosmology and Society 

Douglas, Mary ( 1 970) Elarural Symbols: Expforafiom in Cosrnol~gy~ London: Barrie and 
RockcliKpSO. 



What does ail this mean with regard to cosrnology and society. Referring to Diagram I 

DougIas feels, 

the idea of the self was progressively detached h m  the social structure. So, as 
ritualkm declines, the idea of God becomes more intimate. But as God cornes 
nearer he is diminished in giory and power . . . For the cosmology, based on its 
partscdar hierarchy of values and upholding a particula. pattern of behaviour, is 
derived h m  society. As the grip of his irnmediate society of the individual 
tightens or slackens sornething happens to his religious attitudes. l l2  

According to Douglas an individual who is more involved in industridiseci society wiIl believe in 

"spontaneity, fiendship, fieedorn, and goodness of heart: he rejects fomality, rnagic, doctrinal 

Iogic-chopping and condemnation of his fellow humans for their wrongdoings."l l 3  Faitfi 

VCF members exhibit a number of these characteristics. ïhe do believe in spontaneity, 

fkndship, fieedom, and goodness of heart. They value spontaneity in that they ailow for Goci's 

spontaneous intervention during al1 congregationai gatherings, regardless of size. Further, one of 

their goals is that God will spontaneously plant 100 churches tbrough the Faith VCF in the next 

ten years or so. Their valuing friendship is clearly evidenced by the number of respondents who 

have close &ends within the church, and who feel that fnendship with non-lhristians is 

allowable. Freedorn, tiom demonic influence and pst mistakes, is a very important idea in the 

Faith VCF and they speak of it ofien, in prayer, preaching, and in conversation. Character, or 

gmdness of heart, is dso an important feature of the VCF. They emphasise character over 

gifiedness, and se& to teach and practice the spintuai disciplines which will result in a crop of 

spiritual h i t .  They do reject fomality, and over emphasis on doctrinal differences. The 

rejection of formaliiy is cleady seen in their choice of dress for the seMce and for other church 

related occasions, as weil as in their order of service where there is some joiung, slang, and 

l2 Douglas, Mary (1970) Nutzaal Symbols: fiplorations in Cosmology. London: Barrie and 
Rockcliff. p57. 
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personal cornments allowed in the course of the s e ~ c e .  The Faith VCF is also desirom of 

unity among Christians, that mere doctrinai ciifferences, at lest those of a secondary nature, do 

not keep brother from brother and sister fiom sister. Their stance towards m@c is unclear 

because it is difficdt to understand what this would look like in our society. 1 do feel that it is 

like1y tbaî there is some admittance to the existence of magic, in the sense that magic is demonic 

p w e r  used by those who serve or use demons. The Faith VCF does not reject the condemnation 

of wrong-doing as they have very clear ideas about keeping each other accountable to doing g d  

worh and keeping away fiom evil works. So, it appears that the Faith VCF has enough of the 

societal characteristics identifieci by Douglas to suggest that they will embrace a wsmology that 

involves a God who is near, but not as glorious or powerful as it would be if it were less intimate. 

At d i s  point one should consider wbat it is that Douglas means by tess powerfiil. She 

does not go into much detail here as IO what she means. Power can be understood in a number of 

ways. Traditionally the Christian God has been understood to be omnipotent. E wiII take this 

omnipotence as the benchmark of what Douglas means by powerfiil. To be less powerful would 

then mean that the God wodd have less than omnipotent powers. Lets look briefly at what 

power really is. 1s power the ability to do something, or the actual act of doing it? 1s a crane 

considered powerful because it can lift a very heavy load, or because it does lift a very heavy 

load. When one is far away from a crane one perceives only that it is a crane, and one knows that 

cranes are capable of lifting heavy loads. When one is close to that crane, one can feel its engine 

rumbling, its weight crunching across the ground, and witness the immensity of the load it lias. 

Did the crane loose any of its power by us geîting doser to if or better yet, operatmg that crane 

ourselves? i think not, rather the opposite is true in that we not only perceive the power, but we 

experience it. Wodd this not also be tme of Gd? From a distance (i-e. a remote King figure) 

God will appear to us as powerfLl, for we know that a King is a powerful being. However, that 

power is made even more known to us when we experience it, either through judgement, 



protection, or warfare. Pertiaps Douglas means that if we know the God personally, we will see 

that God is not so d i k e  us, or that we are not so d î k e  God, and as we get to know it we see 

l a s  of the power and more of the relaiionship, thus diminishing our perceiveci level of power in 

God. 

Thus, it is not entirely clear what Douglas means by less powertii( in the case of God 

when the wonhipers become more intimate with it. There is pertiaps an element of disbelief that 

cornes into play here. Perhaps she th& that it is easy to ascribe great powers to a distant Gcxi, 

especially if we do not expect it to use those pwers in ou .  everyday lives. It is when that God 

cornes closer that we have to start accouoting for the fact that this God cannot really do al1 those 

amazing things, and so we loww our expectations of it now that we seek everyday involvement 

of our God. A similar discussion cm be had with regard to the diminishing of God's glory as it 

is brought closer in intimacy with, 1 suppose, similar results. 

Regardless of what Douglas means by less powerFul her analysis does not seem to hold 

with regard to the Faith VCF mernbers. S o c i d  conditions have led the members to a more 

intirnate relationship with their God than is experienced by others. But this intimacy has not led 

to a reduced perception of power within God. They expect Go4 in the person of the Holy Spirit, 

to be involved in their daily lives, and they also expect incredible works of power From their God 

They expect everything from forgiveness of sins, to emotional and physical healing, to 

resurrection fiom the dead, to salvation of thousands within Calgary and hundreds of thousands 

throughout the world, to warm fuzzy feelings during worship and prayer. 

Universalising 

Mary Douglas argues that in looking at order within society, one redises that social 

relations require that there be clarity in categories, and proper understanding of orientations. 



These are basic to communication TRis system of categories, taken as a whole, will be 

considered to be a world view. This world view can have varymg levels of coherence and scope 

depending on the society involveci and on the individual within that societies access to their own 

and other's world views. This world view, or system of classification, is also understood to be 

the pressure of d e s  on an individual or group, and is one social dimension in which al1 people 

are involved. This social dimension will be referred to as gridl 14. There are varying levels of 

classification which, on Diagram 2, range from -ve to +ve. The high +ve range is the area 

wherein there is a highly comprehensive articulation of classifications which dictates al1 the 

given ne& of the individual or group (+)' 15. The zero point is indicative of a complete lack of 

~[assifications. The -ve range represeuts a more and more privatised system of classifications 

which are more and more incomprehensible to those around h m  , leading eventually to what is 

considered to be madness. 

To M e r  clarify her argument Douglas uses the tenn "group" to refer to the amount of 

pressure felt by an individuai or group tiom those around theml 1 6 .  This can range from the 

individual applying pressure himseif to those around him (-) to those around him completeiy 

dictating the life of the individual (+)' 17. The zero point is where the individual in neither 

affected by those around him, nor does he affect any of those around him. 

We must note some difficuities in appIyng this theory to a social system. First, one must 

operationalise the criteria so that one can consistently measure the range in which any particular 

group falls. This process is made difficult by the fact that, as with any system which attempts 

universaîism, these operationaiisations must be sufficiently broad so that they would apply in any 

14~ouglas, Mary ( 1973). Naturai S ' l s .  London: Barry & knkins. p82. 
l %id pû3. 
'%id. p83. 
1716id p83. 



society. Mary Douglas operationalises her ideas of control by looking at a number of different 

aspects and levels of control. She refers to levels of rihialism, types of family control, restricted 

code, speech patterns, bodily restrictions/freedorn, role, intimacy, and power. 

Illustration #9: Grid and ~roupl  l8 

Men one has iooked at al1 of the çategories above one cm look to the above graph to 

place the society and determine the characteristics of the society. This is, of course, a process 

which is interrelated in that one cannot properly place a Society on the p p h  to show its 

cosmology and control Fdctors until one has a good idea of the control factors that are within that 

society'19. This said, we can look at how the graph works. 

When a comecting line is drawn from the x-axis and the y-axis, the point at which they 

connect can be used to predict the cosmological outlook of that society. For example a hi& 

group, high grid (point 'a' on diagram) society will have an attitude of subservience of the 

l l8  Daugias, Mary ( 1970) Nuturd Symbols: EjrpIorutionr in Cosrnology. London: Barrie and 
RockdiEp84. *However, this is a modifieci version of the graph found ehere. ' l9 We will note later that this process is even more wmplex as we must place each society in 

relation to others by means of cornparison so as to be able to give context and validity to the 
placement. 



individual, a holistic cosmology which is understood in tenns of physicd metaphors. A Low grid 

and group society will have an individualisric, mystical cosmology. In order to determine where 

a group is on this scale one must observe the influences, actions, des, aad pressures of the group 

in question120. This will be accomplished in rny case by parûcipant observation and interviews. 

Some indications may also corne firom responses to the survey. 

Let us look briefl y at some of the operationaiising characteristics. First, we will look at 

the aspect of bodily control. Douglas argues that the sucial body controls the way the physid 

body is perceived. The physical body is used to re-enforce the social controls through cdturally 

learnt control. The use of the body is mrdinated with other media to cause the highest level of 

continuity and harmony of expression of that culîure. The use of the body in communication is 

a h  limited by the social system. Bodily control is an expression of social control, they are 

interrelated. If the social system is hghly controlling, then the body and its processes will be 

highly controlled, if there is no concern for social boundaries, then there is no concem for bodily 

boundaries. This dnve that co-ordinates bodily and social experience wilI inevitably affect 

ideology. Once we understand the conespondence between bodily controi and social control 

then we can consider their effect on theology and political thought. 

When anti-ritualism is studied, one must, according to Douglas, focus on the expression 

of formality and informality. Formdity is considered to have the following characteristics; social 

distance, well defined, public insulateci roles, hi& ievel of M l y  control. The high level of 

I2O Douglas, Mary (1970) Naturai Symbols: Explorations in Cosrnoiogy. London: Barrie and 
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bodily çontrol is seen in the higher level of grooming, kind of dress, medical aspects, the 

avoidance of natural physical occwences in public (i.e. burping, fiatulation, mention of waste, or 

of anything which is connecteci to the waste process). Informality is characterised by d e  

confusion, fmiliarity, intirnacy, and tower Ievels of bodily control. The Iowa M y  control is 

seen in las groomed appearance, Iess formal cires, reduced concern for the naturai processes of 

the body, higher levels of touch, and different medical ideas. 

On page 99 of her book N a t d  Symbols, Mary Douglas &es the statement, "'bodily 

control is an expression of social control - ahandonment of bodily control in ritual responds to the 

requirernents of a social cxperience which is k ing  expressed". Thus, the level of wntrol placed 

on bodily actions is a measure of the level of societd conirol, i.e. the higher the level of M l y  

control, the higher the society is on the gridlgroup s d e .  One of the masures of bodily control is 

the level of formality/informality found within the society. 

if one uses formality, or its lack, as an indicator of ritual, or its absence, then one comes 

to the conclusion that the Faith VCF is somewhat adri tuahtic .  This conchsion comes as  a 

result of the observed informaiity in al1 areas. There is role confusion in that it is dificult to tell 

the leaders apart Erom the foHowers, that those with spiritual gih are often indistinguishable 

from those without. It is even difficult to tel1 an unbeliever tiom a believer in rnost phases of the 

church service. It is also possible to be a leader in one area, a follower in the next, and a teacher 

in another, al1 the while a student of sorneone else entirely. There are some dominant roles 

which are apparent. One of these is the role of celi group leader. Thus, roles are not completely 

absent, they are merely somewhat confused, especidly to an outsider. Farniliarity is also a 

characteristic of the Faith VCF. First names are used aimost excIusively in al1 dealings. Lntimacy 

is a very important part of the Faith VCF. In the ceil groups there is a rernarkable level of 

intirnacy wherein very significant issues in peoples lives are shared. It is not unusual for 

someone to break down crying and be offered prayer and support at any point of the meeting. 



Issues shared are ones tbat can be extremely intimate in nature, up to and including serious pst 

sin. This intimacy is so firrnly rooted in these groups that my presence was not a sigmficant 

disruption to these sharings. Another sign of intimacy, and also of reduced bodily control, is the 

element of touch. Touch is very important to the prayer life of the Faith VCF members. Whde 

some precautions are taken so as to reduce discornfort, such as men rarely, if ever, laying han& 

on women, there is a remarkable fieedom in laying hands on an individual while praying. This is 

an increased level of intimacy, especially during prayer, which is considered to be intimate in 

nahre. 

Another indicaiion of îhe level of informality at the Faith VCF is the lowered kvei of 

concern for ones appearance. It is not unusual by any means for one to wear jeans and a T-shirt 

to the Faith VCF Sunday service. In fact, Tim Schultz has made a point of asking the members to 

not react negatively to, or to make exceptional comment about, anyone who cornes to church in 

the traditional suit and tie. 1 have even seen someone dresseci in cut-off shorts and a muscle shirt 

on a particularly warm summer Sunday. For anyone used to a more traditional cornervative 

church, this is a glaringly obvious lack of formality. 





What do we make, therefore, of the fact that most revivalist movements go , in an 
d y  phase, through what Durkheim called 'effervescence'? Emotions mu hi& 
fomalism of d l  kinds is denounceci, the favoured patterns of religious worship 
include trame or glossalalia, trembling shaking or other expressions of 
inwherence and dissociation. Doctrinal differentiation is deplored. The 
movement is seen to be universal in potential membership. 

She goes on to say that this effervescence is not necessarily restncted to the early phase of the 

movement She States that, so long as the level of social organisation is sufficiently low and there 

is suficient role confusion, effervescence can continue. It is clear fiom earlier cornments about 

Faith VCF that the quote above descnbes it fairly well. The universal rnembership ideal has been 

expressed a number of times during the services, wherein it is desired that al1 races, cultures, and 

socbewnomic groups be represented within the congregation. However, there has ken a trend 

lately to have a more narrowly defined movement whch has some definite characteristics and 

any part of that movement that does not have those characteristics is asked to rernove the 

Vineyard name from their title. This has occurreci in the case of the Toronto Airport Christian 

Feilowship, formerly a VCF, which was asked to leave because of the differing goals and styles 

of the congregaiion and leadership. Thus, there are some lines drawn where if you step out of 

hem you are asked to change or leave. 

Douglas has a usefirl chart that she introduces to deal with the conditions for ritualism and 

for effervescence, the latter 1 take to be the opposite of ritualism. It looks like the following: 

122 Douglas, Mary ( 1970) Narurai Symbols: Expiorarions in Cosmology. London: Barrie and 
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Illustration #IO: Conditions for Ritualism and ~ffervescencel~ 

*condensed symboiic sysoem; ntuai differentiation of 
roies and situations; magical &cacy attnited to 
symboiic am (eg. sin and saaaments) 

*symfmtic distinctions between inside and outside 

*no interest in symbolic expressions of insi&/outsi& 

According to this chart, a group that is exhibiting signs of effervescence must have the 

preconditions present at some level. Thus, if we consider the Faith VCF to be effervescent, then 

it would have the characteristics listed above. 

1s the Faith VCF effervescent? 1 am not entirely sure that it is, despite the eariier 

evidence. Lets see if the Faith VCF has those characteristics, or preconditions. that Douglas feels 

it ought to. Weak control by grid and group. 1 assume that by this she means that there is a low 

+ve rating for both the grid and group scales, not that there is a -ve rating. This would mean that 

while there is some element of control of the ego by those around it, this 1s not strong, nor is 

there a strong set of categor~es and systerns which control the actions of the ego. 1 am not sure 
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that either is the case with the Faith VCF. There is available a very strong set of categories and 

systems available to the members there. This cornes fiom the long Christian traditions which 

have very comprehensive systerns which are available for use. I would say, however, that the 

members of the Faith VCF are encomtering experiences which are new to their particular system 

and are not explained, or for some even dowed, by their previous Christian experience, and thus 

their system of classifications and categones is weakened. This last may lower them enough on 

the grid scale to provide one of the necessary preconditions to effervescence. It is not clear how 

low the rating must be to give the appropriate conditions. nie low group rating cm also corne 

into question sirnply because of the response in the surveys which indicates thai a large 

percentage of Faith VCF members feel that the behaviour and social actions of their fellow 

Christians is their business and are willing to enforce these d e s  through loving confrontation 

This only relates to moral behaviour, however, and not to the kinds of behaviour that are 

indicative of effervescence. That the indicators of low grid and low group involves diffuse 

symbols. such as preference for spontaneous expression, no interest in ritual differentiation and 

no magicallity helps indicate that Faith VCF is indeed tending towards lower group and grid. 

The iast, however, is still somewhat in question due to the not uncornmon mention of 

overcorning and defeating the curses of the enemy, and the concem for those who have travelled 

in third world nations. This concem is over the possibility of them having k e n  cursed or 

afflicted by witch doctor or other evil personages. These magiîal curses cm be broken through 

prayer- 

The lack of distinction recognised between interpersonal and public roles and relations is 

also clear. niere is no difference in dress between the leadership and the congregation, nor is 

there any way to determine membership by extemal appearances. There is linle sense of 

exclusivity, in fact there is a deliberate opemess to the group. There is also a desire to treat those 

outside of their fàith with love and respect, same as they would treat their fellow believers. 



h effervescent, or ecstatic, religion the control of wnsciousness is not exalted Society is 

not differentiated fiom the self The result of this is that "the inarticulateness of the social 

organisation in h i f  gains symbolic expression in bodily diss~ciation."~~~. This means that a 

group that has a low grid and group measure will have a positive view of trance because it is a 

fom of bodiiy dissociation. This is Douglas' theory. As the trance is an easy occurrence to 

measure, Douglas feels that it will be a good way to test this part of her theory. She identifies 

four types of trance. 

The first is possession by a spirit wherein the person Icses control and the spirit is in 

power over the body. This one is rarely seen as a positive occurrence. The second one is called 

spirit rnediumship wherein the spirit speaks through a medium and there is some attempt by those 

around to gain information or power fiom i t  A third type of trance is referred to as shamanism. 

In this case the spirit is a domesticated power tbat çan be manipulated by the human host. A 

fourth type put forih by Douglas is one wherein "It may happen that the human person loses 

consciousness, but the state is not regardeci as undesirable or dangerous; the onlookers may make 

no attempt to control and ûy to use, nor to change the state, pacify or send away the invading 

influence. They assume it is a channel of benign power for dt."125 This last she considers to be 

the most rare and only occur in a morality cult where social life is almost non-existent. She gives 

a description of the Dinka Flesh ceremony and describes it as an example of the fourth type of 

trance. The visitation is sought for its own sake, so as to provide an unrnediated communion 

between the god and the worshipers. 

Douglas says this about those who do not feel bance is dangerous, but do feel it is a 

beneficent source of power and wisdom for the greater community, "1 would expect to find a 
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very loosely struchired community, group boundaries Pinimportant, social categories undefined, 

or distant control but impersonal d e s  ~ t r o n ~ . " ~ ~ ~  Does the Faith VCF fit into this category. 

What is their view of ûmce? Do they have these characteristics? 

It is my opinion that the Faith VCF has experienced and has policy for al1 four types of 

trance. The first type, possession, is considered incredibly dangerous, as it involve Satan and his 

forces possessing either a believer or non-believer so as to do them and those around them h m .  

It is possible to be possessed and not know i t  Some of the types of spirits that can possess 

include fear, poverty, affliction, anger, deception, addiction, and many others. Thcse spirits are 

driven out, and the people delivered, during prayer, worship, and healing. A nurnber of Faith 

VCF members have mentioned deliverance from addiction to dmgs and alcohol. There have 

been entire Sunday services devoted to driving out the spirit fear and apathy. 

The second type, spirit mediurnship, 1 would consider to be the most common 

understanding of the trance in the Faith VCF. When they cal1 for the Holy Spirit to fil1 them, or 

to enter into them with power, it is usually for sorne benefit to themselves or the church. This 

type of 'in fi ll ing ' can lead to prophecy, healing, deliverance, overcoming affliction, teac hing, 

and other 'gifts' of the Holy Spirit. This trame is not, for the most part, as apparent in the 

behaviow of the one g~fkd, it is usually most obviously manifested by those around that 

individual. For example, when a person up fion; has the power of the Holy Spirit in himher, 

there is usually a cal1 for people to come up for prayer. When people come up and are prayed for 

the Spirit enters them, often knocking them off their feet. The person praying for them will at 

times have manifestations as well, but these are mostly less extreme than in those king prayed 

for. 

1 2 ~  Douglas, Mary ( 1970) Natwal S'bols: ExpIorations in Cosmology. London: Ban-ie and 
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The third form of trame, shamanism, is looked upon rather poorly by the Faith VCF. 

They hold firmly to the idea that the HoIy Spirit is in complete control of every proceeding that 

He is involved in. One may request, kg, and pray for certain things or actions fkom the Holy 

Spirit, but one can never force Him to do anythmg. This is not the case in some charismatic and 

prosperity c hurc hes. 

The fourth type of trance, beneficent presence, is also present in the Faith VCF. 1 wonder 

how dtfferent this previously mentioned Dinka trance is fiom some of the VCF trance 

experiences. in the beginning of worship the Holy Spirit is called to corne as He pieases. Tt is 

presurned that the manifestations, whrch are much less predictable than with the Dmka, are from 

the Hoiy Spirit, unless some obvious act or statement shows it to be otherwise. Some of these 

manifestations are looked upon as is describeci in the fourth type of m c e .  In these cases the 

person under the influence of the Holy Spirit is either encouraged to experience it in the fùll, or 

merely protected fiom hurting themselves. They are considered to be filled with the Holy Spirit, 

and ths communion between the human spirit and the Holy Spirit is of great value. When 1 have 

asked about the more recuning manifestations, there is a general conviction that the 

manifestation is beneficial in some way. Usually it is rnost beneficial to the person experiencing 

it, however, there are those manifestations which are perceived to be beneficid to al1 present 

because of the anti-Satan nature of such fillin@- 

It has k e n  show through other methods that the Faith VCF is most likely to be 

considered lower gnd and group. if this is the case, then it is aiso likely that one would constder 

the conservative churches to be kgher grid and group than the VCF. This would then mean that 

the conservative churches should have a less positive view of trance than does the Faith VCF. In 

my opinion and experience this is me. The churches that 1 have belonged to, al1 conservative, 

and the criticisms that are given of the VCF a11 show that there is a fear of the manifestations, or 

types of trance, that occur in the VCF churches. This is seen in the idea that any loss of control 



of one's consciousness is dangerous. To go into trance, to open one's mind to spiritual influence, 

is to risk the manipulation and deception of Satan, which sorne feel is iaevitabfe. 

Now that it has been show thaî most members of the VCF have a positive view of trance 

we m u t  see if the other characteristics that Douglas claims should be there are there or not. She 

expects that a group who sees ûance as a safe source of power and guidance wiU k toosely 

çtnrctured, give little thought to group boundaries, and have little definition of social calegories. 

h s e  stnicturiag is seen in the easy movement of individuals h m  gruup to group, and the 

spitûng off of new groups. There is some evidence withn the Faith VCF that it has a loose 

stnicture, and îhat this loose structure is more or l e s  shared with the churches in North America 

1 am referring to the circulation of the saints. in the VCF it is more apparent because atmost 

evcryone has switched to it €rom another church, and in most cases fiom another denomination. 

It is this last factor that makes the VCF unique. Most other switching is done between churches 

of the same den~mination~~~i.e. a Baptist will usuaily switch to another Baptist church This 

would indicate a looser structure in the church, with little thought given to group boundaries. 

There is a desire within the VCF to break dom the barriers between the different denominations 

of Chnstianity, as well as to welcorne within their congegation a large variety o f  individuals 

with diverse backgrounds and experiences. There is also a transience about the group that atfows 

it to move from rental hall to rental hall. Their weekly meetings are usually at the same place for 

years at a time, but move as the needs of the church change, i.e. the church grows to large for the 

old place. Any other meetings can be held in any number of places, oüîer church buildings, 

comrnunity halls, schools, and cultural centres. 

lu Bibby, Reginald W. (1987) Fragmeriled Gods: The Poverîy and Potenfial of Religion in 
Canada. Toronto: Irwin Publishing. 



Grid/Group piacement of the Faitb VCF 

Mary Douglas uses the concepts of bodily control and trance to discern social control. 

She tests her hypothesis by looking at two neighbouring tribes who have different social and 

religious characteristics, yet have similar language, backgrounds, and economic sources. These 

two tribes are the Nuer and the Dinka. She fincis through some andysis that the Dinka lie lower 

on the grid/group scale than the Nuer. To complete her point Douglas brings into the cornpanson 

a tnbe that sits very high in the grid/group scale, the Mandari. For the purposes of my thesis, t h s  

chapter dealing with test cases is the most helpfùi in placing the Faith VCF in the gnd/group 

graph. Douglas rnakes it clear that we can only place societies in relation to one another, it is 

di fficult to arbi&ly decide a gn'd/group rating wittiaut anything to compare to. 

So, where does the Faith VCF lie in compatison with these tribal groups? First we must 

acknowledge the fact that we are companng a 1997 North American relij$ous movement with a 

1950's recording of a tribal society in Afnca whereas she is comparing two local groups in the 

same time period with nurnerous levels of similarity. 1 will not attempt to compare on an equai 

footing. What I intend to do is determine which tribal group Douglas mentions is most like the 

Faith VCF in the areas of measurement. These areas include attitudes towards trame, sin, and 

bodily control. It is because of the claimed universality of these measurements that I feel that [ 

am not doing injustice to Douglas' work. 

1 have already determined that the Faith VCF appears to be most like the Dinka, but it is 

wful to look at both the Dinka and the Nuer so as to show why . I do this because it is 

neçessary for me to compare to al1 of the tribes to find a relative position for the Faith VCF as it 

is necessary to decide how closely to place it to the Nuer if it shows to be more strongiy group 

and grid than the Dinka and vice versa. 



Douglas states that "For the Western Dinka, the =te of trance is treated positively as a 

central cult, the source of biessing and stre~gth."~~~. They have at the centre of their religion a 

"benign fonn of ~ ~ i r i t - ~ o s s e s s i o n " ~ ~ ~ .  The Nuer, on the other hancl, feel b t  trance is dangerous 

and expect h m  to corne to an individuai who is possessed. The only time harm does not come 

to one possessed is if they stay possessed, at which point they becorne propheis and are shunted 

to the periphery of the Nuer society. If one is temporarily possessed one b m e s  il1 from it and 

a prophet must be called to find out what the spirit wants. The spirit possesses the prophet and 

sacrifices are made to appease it then, and the sacrifices are continued so as to show the spirit is 

rernembered and needn't come back. Thus the Nuer attitude towards possession "is that it is 

dangernus in the first phase, and produces an abnormal, speçialised role in the second phase; a 

role whose specidised task is to counteract the dangers of first phase possessiou"i30 

The Dinka spirit possession has none of these negative consequences. It is assumed that 

abandonment to the spirit has good results. The spirit which is worshipped by the spear-masters 

is cailed Flesh and i s  evidenced in ceremonies by the flmIIation of the leg muscles, and 

eventually of the whole body. There is also a more dangerous form spirit possession by other 

Iesser divinities which results in some personai danger, but these are at the periphery of the 

religion. The benign power that occurs upon possession by Flesh "is not restricted to a 

specialised role in the sense of calling for special initiation, by affliction, asceticism or training, 

but is open to al1 the addt mdes of a clan, and normaily experienced by them al!."13 l .  

It is apparent to me that the Faith VCF most closely resembles the Dinka attitude towards 

ûance. In the Faith VCF trance is referred to as the filling of the Holy Spirit and is perceived as a 

lZ8 Douglas, Mary (1 970) N a f d  Syrnbols: Explorations in Cosmology. London: Barrie and 
Rockcliff. pl 19. 

'29 ibidpl19. 
130 bidplî3. ' bid-p 123. 



positive event thai cannot pussibly have any negatwe impact on a persons life. This temporary 

possession by the Holy Spirit is available to any Christian who seeks it, and rnost in the Faith 

VCF have experienced i t  There is aiso no specialised role that is required for the in-fiIling of the 

Hoiy Spirit, except for the one seeking the filling must be Christian, although this line is 

somewhat blurred d e n  a non-Christian is heded or otherwise touched by the Holy Spirit There 

is also a place in the periphq for possession by lesser spirits who are considered to be demonic 

in nature and can do nothing but harm while possessing an individual. 

Another ara of cornparison is the area of cosmology. How do the tribes perceive their 

world? The Nuer believe the world to be rational and regdative. They connect sin and sickness 

together very closely, with sin causing sickness or disaster. Automatic pollution is a concern of 

the Nuer. They feel that an act will immdiateIy have effect in ones life, regardless of the 

intention behind that act. Each class of offence has a particular outcome or consequence. God in 

this tnbe is not an intimate god, but one that is kept away when not needed and brought close 

when it is needed. 

The Dinka have much less concem for poilution. There is no expectation of a rational 

universe. Misfortune is rarely traced back to human fault, instead it is blamed on an unpleasant 

divinity narned Macardit. The god Fiesh is an intimate god who cornes down with the people 

who worship it. 

Once again, the Dinka are more similar to the Faith VCF than are the Nuer. There are 

sorne similarities to the Nuer here though that would indicate a higher gndJgroup rating for the 

Faith VCF. One is the area of the concept of sin. The idea that mankind is responsible for much 

of the evil that occurs is not foreign to the church members. One mus1 take responsibility for the 

consequences of ones actions. However, there is no set nile of what consequences go with what 

sins. It is also possible to prosper for a time through sin. Also, one cari s&er while one is doing 



good. There is also a concern for the attitude of the spirit during the sin, which can temper the 

severity of the act and thereby reduce the consequence. Overall the attitude towards sin is that it 

is bad and has negative spiritual consequences that can affect ones physical and mental health if 

left unchecked. These consequences are removed, for the most part, by supplication for 

forgiveness and healing fiom God. in this area it would appear that the Faith VCF falls 

somewhere between the Nuer and the Dinka. 

The Faith VCF members will link misfortune to four different sources. The firsi is 

personal sin, which can lead to misfortune, either as a natural consequence or as a special 

consequence fiom God The second is where God decides to test an individual, as in the case of 

Job. The third case is when misfortune is caused by someone else's sin, either in bringing a curse 

or lie upon a p m n ,  causing them harm, or through a sinful act which has a natual consequeme 

which brings unhappiness to the other individual. The last thing that can be linked to misforhme, 

and is commonly used as an explanation for negative things in the life of the church, i.e. apathy, 

poverty, etc., is the power of Satan and his minions. In this way does the Faith VCF fall natly 

between the Dinh and the Nuer. This wodd indicate that the Faith VCF members have a higher 

level of social control than the Dinka, and less than the Nuer. 

The Faith VCF (FVCF) once again lines up more closely with the Dinka when one 

considers their relationsiup with their God. Both have intimate relationships where their God 

cornes down to be within them and benefit them. 

One striking similarity between the FVCF and the Dinh is their political theory, which is 

based on the idea of expansion, "îhat grmps expand, segment and break away from each 

~ t h e r . " ' ~ ~  The Dinka feel that expansion is wbat is normal and, '"They see their history as a 

132 Douglas, Mary (1970) Narurai Symbols: ExpEorarions in CosmoIogy. London: Barrie and 
Rockcliff p126. 



spreadmg out and separation of peoples on the g r o ~ n d ' " ~ ~ ~ .  This is very similar to the FVCF in 

that they feel that growth and division (as a ce11 grows and divides) is part of the healthy cycle of 

the church and of ce11 groups. Existence without growth is death. The ceIl groups are called to 

grow and spawn new ce11 groups, the church is called to send out people to start new churçhes, 

and eventually grow to the point that it must form new congregations. This results in a lmser 

structure of groupings so as to allow for the separation when the time cornes. 

To conclude this cornparison it is ctear that the FVCF is more similar to the Dinka than 

the Nuer, but it does tend towards a higher level of social control than the Dinka as evidenced by 

its view of sin, and misfortune. Thus I would place the FVCF higher than the Dinka, but closer to 

the Dinka than the Nuer. 

Illustration # 1 1 - Faith VCF in ~ o r n p a n s o n l ~ ~  

l 33 Evans-Pritchard quoted in: Douglas, Mary ( IWO) Naturaf Symbols: ExpZorations in 
Cosrnology. tondon: Barrie and RockcliKp 127. 

134 Douglas, Mary (1 970) Narural Symbols: EXpIorations in Cosmology. London: Barrie and 
RoçkcliKpl29. 



The Mandari are included here because Douglas used them as an exampie of a high 

grid/group rating. It merely shows relrttively where the Faith VCF stands. 1 do not bdieve it 

necessay to go into any description of the Mandari as Douglas does that well enough. 

Douglas goes on to discuss çome of the possible reasons for the cosmological differences 

between the Nuer and the Dinka She feek that an economy that is perceived as growing will 

have less emphasis on bodily control than an society who economy is seen as stagnant or 

shnnking. She shows that the Nuer have a pessimistic view of the growth of their cattIe herds 

and the Dinka feel that their cattle herds are growing quickly. I am not entirely sure if 1 can 

relate this usefidly to the FVCF. The FVCF does indeed have a positive outlook for the future. 

They feel that they will be growing in numbers sigrificantiy soon, if they are not already. This 

air of positivism may have a lighteniag effect on the bodily controi of the church. However, 

when the economy is taken into account, the Canadian economy has been perceived as doing 

poorly ths last while. Furthemore, the fact that the average income of the church 1s below what 

their educational level indicates it ougtit to be should cause a pessimistic attitude towards life. It 

is perhaps the balance between these positive and negative aspects of the FVCF life that places 

them between the Nuer and the Dinka. 

Conclusion 

The task that 1 have undertaken with Douglas' thwry is twofold. The first task was to use 

it as a fi-amework in which to describe the FVCF. The second is to discuss briefly its usefulness 

in that task and the accuracy of her predictions in the case of the FVCF. This first task kas been 

compieted for the most part and ody needs a sumrnary to bring it ail together In our analysis 

of the FVCF we have used a number of different rnethods of deterrnining the oveiall rating of the 

FVCF on Douglas' gridlgroup graph. These included Iooking at formality Levels, characteristics 

of new religious movements and effervescent groups, ritual and anti-rihial, the Nuer and Dinka, 

trame, and natural symbols. While each one appears distinct h m  the other at fmt glançe, they 



are cleariy not so. WbiIe one can fadt Douglas for her haphazard approach , and for ber 

difficulty in drawing them into a clear, understandable, single theme, one must admit in the end 

that these disparate ideas do complement each other niceIy 1 rnentioned in the introduction to 

this section that Douglas' theory gives an indication of the stability of the society in question. In 

this case, the analysis of the society provides us with some ideas as to what stage it is in, and 

whether it is likely to stay in that stage or not. The FVCF has been seen to have characteristics 

that can usually be as~nbed to a movement which is relatively young in its development. The 

criteria for a new religious movement, an effervescent group, and an anti-ritual society have 

been met for the most part by the FVCF. As each of these different stages, and they are 

considered to be stages, are ternporary in most cases, it would not be surprising if the FVCF 

underwent some change in its characteristics and focus as it ages. Any group, even those starting 

out as anti-ritual, will in time recognise the need for ritual and restncted code as an important 

part of its identity. Effervescent groups will 10% the preconditions necessary for its existence, 

and new religious movements become respected and established. None of these are irrevocably 

destined to occur, it is just that the large majonty of movements follow typical stages of 

development. Thus, it is safe to assume that it will most likely occur with ths movement, and in 

some ways, already has. 

Analysis 

in terms of my own data the overall acçuraçy of Douglas' models is quite good. In most 

cases the cosmology and the characteristics were well tied together. The characteristics that she 

claims can predict an ad-ritual stance were accurate in predicting the feelings towards ritual in 

the FVCF. The same is true, althougb less so, of the effervescent characteristics. As well, her 

mode1 of attitudes towarâs trance was extremely helpfd in determining the placement for the 

FVCF on her grid. Her prediction that the FVCF would have a close and personal God was very 



accurate, although her assumption of whaî that wodd mean with regards to the characteristics of 

this God lefi something to be desired. Her models also allow for a varied method in cornparison 

with other s o c i d  groups, as in this case between the Dinka, Nuer, and the FVCF. To be able to 

compare such disparate societies constnictively is usefid in many ways. It is my conclusion that 

Douglas' theory, as presented in Naturd Symbols: EXpIotatiom in Cosmology. is a usefui tool in 

the observation and andysis of social groups. 



Cbapter 5 

CONCLUSION 

In writing this thesis 1 attempted to wite with three different groups of readers in mind 

The firsq and primary, group are academics studyuig new religions. The second group are 

members of the Faith VCF. The third group includes those people who are genuinely interested 

in knowing what the VCF is about. 1 hope that ths  1st group includes critics of the movement, 

who rnay not have time for an in depth shrdy of their own 

in addressing the first group 1 sought to give a well rounded study that provides historical, 

demographic, and theoretical information. It was fàscinating to look at a new religious 

rnovement thmugh the lens of a theory like Douglas'. In Chapter three 1 compared results fiom 

two identid surveys administered to two different VCF groups. The comparison was possible 

because of the similarity of the survey and of the group studied. In the fourth chapter I compared 

the characteristics of the Faith VCF with those of two mid-twentieth century Atncan tribes. 

How was such a comparison possible? Dougias' theories involving trame, social control, body 

control, and so forth, made such a cornparison possible. 

What is the benefit of such comparisons? Perhaps it is not the cornpanson alone which is 

of value here. 1s it not valuable in and of itself to look at and try to understand religion, whether 

it be ours or anothers? 1 wodd say yes, it is, but it is not enough to merely study one religion. If 

my thesis were to have ended with chapter three, one would know much about the Faith VCF, but 

one would know very little about why it is the way it is. Why is the Faith VCF anti-ritualist, why 

is their God so intimate? It is in these types of questions that comparison is useful. We can look 

at other religions to diswver their cosmology and society and, in cornpanson to religions we 

already know, gain a deeper knowledge of how religion and society work together. As we gain 

more understanding of others, we gain a deeper understanding of ourselves. 



Douglas' theory provides the fhmework for understaadhg which expands our ability to 

understand religions both near and far. She does this by providing symbols which she considers 

universai and c m  be used in cornparison studies. The symbol of trance, with its difirent 

understandings, provides a wonderful arena for cornpanson between the Faith VCF and the Nuer 

and D i b  This provides a deeper understanding of some of the other characteristics and 

provides an expanded arena of potential answers to the why questions. Through her theory we 

can come to concIusions about where the Faith VCF stands in relation to other religions with 

regard to gnd and group measurements. In placing the Faith VCF on the gnd/group graph we can 

discem more clearly which soçieties it most closely resembles and m e r  the discussion as to the 

root causes and influences and interdependencies of the characteristics of those societies. 

The value of this thesis for the Faith VCF members will be twofold . The first thing of 

value that the Faith VCF members can take from h s  thesis is a deeper undentandhg of self, of 

the history of the movernent, and of the partrculars of their own congregatioa From this they can 

hopefully make clearer, more Iiiformed decisions with regard to their future as a church. They 

may, or may no& agree with what 1 say. While agreement is important in the areas of 

description and fact, it is not necessary in the areas of the analysis. 1 have desired for this thesis 

to accwately describe the Faith VCF. 1 have also desired that this thesis will cause the leadership 

of the church to reflect on the analysis and learn about themselves, and othen. The second item 

of value is that the Faith VCF will have a snapshot of their church to which they can return to 

remember their pst, reflect on their present state, whether it is improved or regressed. They will 

remember their goals, and thcir visions for the future and be able to ponder their progress. 

The third group that will be able to find value in ths work are those who wish to 

understand the VCF. Many critics of the movement, mostly fiom conservative evangelical and 

fundamentalist groups, speak out against the VCF. Whether they do so from informed or 

uninfomed positions is not for me to say. However, the example of a singie church, rather than 



the generic VCF, can show that all VCFs are not created equal. There is a certain arnount of 

flexibility within the VCF movement which necessitates some study before one cm tag even a 

VCF with any perceived problems with Whber, or with oîher VCFs. This fiexibiiity involves 

areas like church stnicture, preachmg panems, some minor differences in methods of use of 

spintual gifts, and many oîhers. These differences cm lead to differing emphases on Bible 

teaching, differing attitudes towards spiritual gifts, differing strategies in evangelism, etc.. I 

would contend then, that the person or group wishing to crïticise the VCF had better do so 

cautiously, making sure tu recognise the large potential for exception fiom their aiticism. 

In my opinion the VCF is having, and will continue to have, an impact on the 

conservative evangelical world. It wili be interesting to note through the passing years how the 

face of conservative evangelical Christianity changes because of this impact. 
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Appendu I 

Definitioos: 

Liberal: this term refers to those denominations which, in the early 1900's, are considered to have 

begun a compromise of what the evangelicals believe to be the fundamental theologies of the 

Christian faith through an accommodation with contemporary scientific theories and modernity. 

Compromise: a watering down, elimination, or cnticising of traditional reformation Christian 

beliefs. eg. when biblical miracles are considered to be textual additions to the New Testament 

by Iater Christians who mythologised Jesus. 

Evangelical: that group of denominations whch hold to the traditional creeds and doctrines 

fomulated during the Protestant Refomation. 

Excess: this term refers to the ernotiodism and hhavioural &dom which led to some unique 

theological interpretations in the Pentecostal and charismatic movements. These interpretations 

and behaviours were not weli received by the Evangelical, Fundamental, and mainline churches 

who used the word excess to connote a negative feeling of these events. 



Survey and Consent Forms 

The foIlowing are the tools used during the study. included is the survey, the response 
data of whch is used extensively in Chapter 3. Also included are the consent forrns used for the 
surveys, for the life history interviews, and for the ce11 group meetings. 



. ewiew Consent F o m  

Research Project Title: A study of the Vineyard Chnstian Fellowship 
Researcher: James Loewen 

This consent form, a cow of which has k e n  given to yoy is only part of the process of informed 
consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the research is about and what your 

parbcipation wiIl involve. If you wouId iike more detail about sornething mentionai here, or 
information not included here, please ask. Please take the time to read this fom carefully and to 

undentand any accompanying information. 

This project is k ing  carried out with the intention to create a clearer understanding of the 
Vineyard movement. This study wiil provide additional information to the discussion of new 
religious movements, as well as provide an understanding of your particular church in the 
context of the larger charismatic, evangelical, and conservative environment. 

This study will involve life history interviews *ch will take the form of an informal 
question time intended to gain an understanding of the importance of religion in your life and 
how you came to participate in the Faith Vineyard Christian Fellowship. Also included in the 
study, although not during the interview, is an extensive survey form that will be given to as 
many members as possible. The study will also include participant observation of the 
services, home groups, and Sunday schools. The interview process d l  take approximately 
one hour to complete. 

While this study does not appear to contain any risks for yoy the participant, it is my 
intention to be aware of any discornfort that my questions may cause you. Please feel free to 
inform me of any concerns that yoü may have at any point in the interviewhg process. If you 
feel at any time that your participation will jeopardize your standing in the church, or your 
we1I-king in any way, do not hesitate to inform me or discontinue your participation. 

It is my intention to provide a high level of confidentiality to any and al1 participants who are 
involved in this study. Any identifjmg names, anecdotes, or circumstances h t  would 
identie an individual will be removed h m  any public data The data collected will be used 
to produce generalities, and any specific data will be suficiently disguised so as to protect the 



confidentiality of the participants. The data collected will be stored under password in my 
personai cornputer, accessîble only by myself. Any and al1 rmrdings or backup disks wil t 
be kept under lock and key in a cabinet. Al1 data involving specific names and circu111st8nces 
will be destroyed five years afkr the end of the study (approx. July 2002). 

Your signature on this form indiCates thaî you have understood to your satisfiction the 
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to parûcipate as a subject. 

in no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors, or involved 
institutions fiom their legai and professional responsibilities. You are fke to withdraw from the 
study at any time. Your continueci participation shodd be as informed as your initial consent, so 
you shouid feei fiee to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation. If 

you have further questions concerning matters related to this research please contact: 
James Loewen 

286-4465 

If you have any questions concerning your participation in this project, you may dso contact the 
Onice of the Vice-Ptesident (Research) and ask for Karen McDermid, 220-338 1. 

Participant Date 

Researcher Date 

A copy of this consent fom has been given to you to keep for your records and reference. 



Research Project Title: A study of the Vineyard Christian Fellowshp 
Researcher: James Loewen 

This consent fom, a copy of  which has beem given to you, is ody part of the process of informed 
consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the research is about and wtiat your 

participation will involve. If you would like more detail about something mentioned here, or 
information not included here, please ask. Please take the time to r a d  tbis fom carefully and to 

understand any accompying  information. 

This project is king carried out with the intention to crate a clearer understandmg of the 
Vineyard rnovement. This study will provide additional information to the discussion of new 
religious movements, as well as provide an understanding of your particular church in the 
context of the larger charisrnatic, evangelicaI, and conservative environment. 

This study will involve life history interviews which will take the f o m  of an informal 
question time intended to gain an understanding of your involvement in this church. Also, 
the sîudy will involve the observation of both the Sunday worship service, as well a s  a 
number of Cell groups. Your participation in ths sitidy of the Cell groups will provide me 
with some infurmation with regard to your church in its more intimate form. 

Your particular invoIvement will merely be the role of the observed, thaz is, 1 wiil be 
passively obseMng the content, method, and practice of your, and others, cell groups. There 
is no time cornmitment for you in this part of the study. 

Mile this study does not appear to contain any risks for you, the participant, it is my 
intention to be aware of any discornfort thaî rny presence rnay cause you. Plaise feel free to 
inform me o f  any concerns that you may have ai any point in the observation process. [f you 
feel at any tirne that your participation wiIl jeopardize your standmg in the church, or your 
well-king in any way, do not hesitate to inform me or discontinue your participation. 

It is my intention to provide a hi& level of confïdentiality to any and al1 participants who are 
involved in this stuây. Any identifjnng names, anecdotes, or circumstances that would 



identify an individual will be removed kom any public data given The data collecteci will be 
used to produce generalities, and any specific data wili be sufficientiy disguised so as to 
protect the confidentiaiity of the participants. The data collecteci wiIl be stored under 
password in my personai cornputer, accessible only by the mearcher. Any and al1 
recordings or backup disks will be kept under lock and key in a cabinet. Ail data involving 
specific names and circumstances will be destroyed ive years &er the end of the study 
(approx Juiy 2002). 

Yow signature on this fom indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the 
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a subject. 
In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors, or involved 

instimons h m  their legal and professional responsibiIities. You are free to withdraw tiom the 
study a? any tirne. Your continued parhcipation should be as informed as your initial consenf so 
you shodd feel free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation. If 

you have further questions conçerning matters related to biis reseafçh please contact: 
James Loewen 

2864465 
If you have any questions conceming your parhcipation in this project, you may also contact the 

Office of the VicePresident (Research) and ask for Karen Mcûermid, 220-3381. 

Participant Date 

Date 
A copy of this consent forrn has been given to your group leader to keep for your records and 
reference. 



Researcb Project Title: A study of the Vineyard Christian Fellowship 
Researcher: James Loewen 

This coosent fonn, a copy of which bas been given to you, is only part of the process of informeci 
consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the research is about and what yow 

pamcipation wiii involve. If you would like more detail about something mentioued here, or 
information not included here, please ask. Please take the time to r a d  this form carefuily and to 

understand any accompanying information. 

This project is king canied out with the intention to create a clearer understanding of the 
Vineyard movement. This study will provide additional information to the discussion of new 
religious movements, as well as provide an understanding of your particdar church in the 
context of the larger charismatic, evangelical, and consewative environment. Your 
participation in this phase of the study is extremely important as it will heIp provide a true 
reflection of the thoughts, ideas, and chacteristics of yow congregation. 

This portion of the study will involve an extensive survey form that will be given to as many 
Faith Vineyard regular attendees as possible. Also included in the study are six life history 
interviews which will take the fonn of an diormal question time intended to gsun an 
understanding of the importance of religion in the inte~ewee's  life and how they came to 
participate in the Faith Vineyard Christian Felluwship. The study will also include 
participant observation of the services, ceIl groups, and passive observation of Sunday 
schools. The survey will take approximately three quarters of an hour (45 min) to cornplete. 

While this study does not appear to contain any risks for you, the participant, it is my 
intention to be aware of any discornfort that the survey questions rnay cause you. If there are 
any questions which you wouid ratber not answer, please leave them unanswered and 
continue on with the survey. 

It is rny intention to provide a hgh Ievel of confidentiality to any and dl participants who are 
involved in this study. Any identi@ng narnes, anecdotes, or circumstances that would 
identiQ an individual will be rernoved from any public data There are no identifjmg marks 
or numbers on the surveys. The data collected in this portion of the study wdl be used to 
produce general tables, and any specific data will be sufficiently disguised so as to protect the 
confidentiality of the participants. The data collected will be stored under password in my 
personal cornputer, accessible only by myself Any and al1 recordings or backup disks will 
be kept under lock and key in a cabinet. Al1 data involving specific names and circumstances 
will be destroyed five years after the end of the study (approx July 2002). 



Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the 
information regardhg participation in the research project and agree to participate as a subject. 
in no way does this waive your legal rights nor rekase the researchers, sponsors, or invdved 

institutions from their legal and professionai responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the 
study at any time. Your continued participation should be as infoxmed as your initial consent, so 
you should feel free to ask for darification or new information throughciut your participation. If 

you have m e r  questions concerning matters related to this research please contact: 
James toewen 

286-4465 

If yoü have any questions concerning your participation in this projeci, you may also contact the 
Office of the Vice-President (Research) and ask for Karen McDermid, 220-338 1. 

Participant Date 

Please ceturn this si@ consent fom with the completed survey. 
A copy of the Survey consent fom will be given to your pastor to keep for record and reference. 



How many years have you been attending this Vineyard fellowship? (ïnclude ail tirne 
spent with your current pastor regardless of whether or not you began under the 
namevine yard). 

1 2 3 4 5 YEARS 
or less or more 

Most of us have a religious or denorninational affiliation that we grew up with. By 
that we mean that most people are able to say, "1 was brought up Catholic" or "1 am 
Presbyterian", etc. Do you have (or have you ever had) a religious or denominational 
affiliation? (please circle the correct nurnber) 

1) YES 
2) NO 

If yes, what islwas it? SPECIFIC 
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION (For exarnple, if Baptist, which Baptist 
denomination; if Lutheran, which Lutheran synod, etc) 

1-3 While you were growing up, how often would you Say you attended church services? 
@lease circle the correct number) 

(1 1) 1) NEVER 
2) LESS THAN ONCE A YEAR 
3) ABOUT ONCE A YEAR 
4) SEVERAL TlMES A YEAR 
5 )  ABOUT ONCE A MONTH 
6) NEARLY EVERY WEEK 
7) 2-3 TIMES A MONTH 
8) EVERY WEEK 
9) MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK 

Q-4 Would you Say you have been born again or have had a born again expenence that is, 
a turning point in your Me where you committed yourself to Jesus Christ? 

1) YES, I'M SURE 1 HAVE 
2) YES, 1 THINK 1 HAVE 
3) NO, 1 DON'T THINK 1 HAVE 
4) NO, I'M SURE I HAVE NOT 

Q-5 Could you tell us approxirnately in what year you became a Christian? 

(1 3- 1 4) YEAR Y OU BECAME A CHRISTIAN: 1 9 



Q-6 Did your conversion to Christianity resuit fiom association with Vineyard members? 

4-7 What was the first church you attended reguIarIy after becorning a Christian? 

Q-8 Just More coming to The Faith Vineyard Christian Feiiowship, what was the last 
non- Vineyard church you attended regularly? m a t  is, prior to involvement in your 
currmt feliowship.) During approximately what years did you attend this church? 

(20-2 1) CITY AND PROVINCE 

(22-25) 19 to 19 APPROXIMATE YEARS OF ATTENDANCE 

PLEASE CHECK HERE IF YOU HAVE NEVER ATTEWDED 
ANOTHER CHURCH REGULARLY AND SKIP TO Q-17 

Q-9 WE NEED TO UNDERSTAND YOUR OPINIONS OF HOW THE MEMBERS OF 
YOUR PREVIOUS CHURCH (THE LAST CHURCH YOU ATTENDED 
REGULARLY BEFORE THE -YARD, AS SPECFIiD IN Q-8), 
APPROACHED THEIR FAïT'H, BELEFS, AND CHURCH L E .  FOR EACH OF 
THE FOLLOWING PAIRS OF STATEMENTS (PAR A, PAIR B, ETC.), 
PLEASE INDICATE WHETHER YOU AGREE MORE WITH THE STATEMENT 
ON THE LEFT OR THE STATEMENT ON THE RIGHT. ASSUME THAT: 

1 = COMPLETELY AGTCEE WiTH STATEMENT ON THE 
LEFT 

2 = SOMEWHAT AGREE WlTH STATEMENT ON THE 
LEFï 

3 = UNSURE 
4 = SOMEWHAT AGREE WiTH STATEMENT ON THE 

RIGHT 
5 = COMPLETELY AGREE WITH STATEMENT ON THE 
RIGHT 



For each pair of statements, circle the numbr you feel best 
represents your feelings in complethg the statement: 
COMPARED TO CHURCH-GOERS IN GENERAL, 
MEMBERS OF MY PREVIOUS CHURCH .... 

(29) A. seemed willing to sacrifice .. seemed reluctant to ma 
everythg for Christ 1...2...3...4...5 sacrifices for their belief! 

B. seemed willing to follow church .. seemed reluctant to acc 
leaders without question 1...2...3...4...5 instruction of the leaders 

C. seemed driven by the desire .. seemed reluctant to sh: 
to win others to Christ 1...2...3...4...5 beliefs with non-Christia 

D . seemed to feel their religious .. çeemed to feel that al1 
beliefs are "the tnith" and 1...2...3...4...5 insights are incomplete a 
all others are in error one religion has al1 of "tl 

E. seemed willing to confront .. seemed to assume it is 
fellow Christians not living 1...2...3...4...5 of their business how fel 
in a Christ-like manner Christians live their lives 

(34) F. seemed annoyed by people with .. seerned to appreciate t 
religious views different 1 ... 2...3...4...5 religious views of peoplc 
fmrn their own believe differently than tt 

QlOIn this question we would like you to compare The Vineyard to the 1 s t  church you 
attended regularly (as specified in 4-8). For each of the foiiowing aspects of church 
life, piease indicate whether it is EMPHASIZED MORE BY THE VINEYARD, 
EMPHASIZED AN EQUAL AMOUNT BY BOTH CHURCHES, EMPHASIZED 
MORE BY YOUR PREVlOUS CHURCH, or NOT EMPHASEED BY EITHER 
CHURCH. 
EMPHASEZED MORE BY VINEYARD = 1 
EMPHASEED EQUALLY BY BOTH = 2 
EMPHASIZED MORE BY PREVIOUS CHURCH = 3 
NOT EMPHASLZED BY EITHER = 4 

(35) A Persona1 Bible study 1 2 3 4 

B Personal prayer life 1 2 3 4 

C Winning others to Christ 1 2 3 4 

D Giving financidy to the church 1 2 3 4 

E Gifts of the Holy Spirit 1 2 3 4 

F Giving up close relationships with 
non-Christians 1 2 3 4 

G Christianity as the only way to heaven 1 2 3 4 



Looking afta the spiritual weli 
k ing  of other Christians 1 

Christian fellowship 1 

Inspirational worship service 1 

Having a personal cornmitment to Christ 1 

Discretion in what is read or 
watched on T.V./movies 1 

Being in but not gf the world 1 

Giving up alcohol or smoking 1 

Challenging believers to be 
better servants for Christ 1 

Sacrificing everythmg for Jesus 1 

Being open-minded conceming 
the religious beliefs of others 1 

Living a hfe d i s ~ c t  
from non-Christians 

Being obedient to God's will 1 

Believers acting in a Christ-like mariner 1 

For each of die following, please indicate whether you are a STRONGER 
CHRISTIAN, THE SAME. or NOT AS STRONG A CHRISTIAN a c e  cornin~ t~ 

v ' 
ShGCE4!%a%NG TO THE VINEYARD, ARE YOU A 
STRONGER CHRISTIAN = 1 
THE SAME = 2 
A WEAKER CHRISTIAN = 3 
EN TERMS OF THE FOLLOWING AREAS 

B Persond Bible study 

C Sharing your faith with non-believers 

D hvolvement in church activities 

E Giving money to the church 

F Donating turie or money to help the poor/needy ... 



G Living a life distinct £Yom non-Christians 

(62) H Obedience to Gods wilL 

QI2 Are there other ways you feel you are a stronger Christian or not as strong a Christian 
since coming to the Vineyard? (FIease explain briefly) 

Q- 13 WE ARE VERY INTERESTED IN THE POSSIBLE REASONS YOU MAY HAVE 
FOR AïTENDING THE VINEYARD INSTEAD OF YOUR PREVIOUS CHURCH 
(AS SPECIFIED IN 4-8). PLEASE INDICATE WHETHER EACH OF THE 
FOLLOWING WAS OR WAS NOT A CONSIDERATION IN YOUR DECISION 
TO CHANGE CHURCHES. 

POSSIBLE REASONS FOR CHANGING FROM YOUR PREVIOUS CHURCH 
WAS A CONSIDERATION IN THE DECISION TO SWITCH CHURCHES - - 
WAS NOT A CONSIDERATION IN THE DECISION TO SWITCH CHURCHES = : 

My previous church . . . 

(65) A Did not do an effective enough job of preaching 
the Gospel to the foiiowers 

B Was not meeting rny feilowship needs 1 

C Seemed too formal or "churchy" 1 

D Did not stress enough winning ott-iers to Christ 1 

E Put up with too much un-Christian behavior 1 

F Did not stress enough an inspirational worship 1 

G Did not challenge me in my faith enough 1 

H Seemed somewhat uncertain about what it believed 1 

1 Had different priorities £rom what 1 felt were important 

(74) J Was too-open rninded concerning other religious beliefs.. 1 

Q- 14 Were there other important considerations in your decision to change churches? 
(Please explain briefly) 





Q- 17 How close do you feel to God most of the tirne? 

(17) 1) WCTREMELY CLOSE 
2 )  SOMEWHAT CLOSE 
3) NOT VERY aosE 
4) NOT CLOSE AT ALL 

4-18 Which of the following actions would you Say shouid be the top priority for 
Christians? (Please circle only one) 

(1 8) 1) CONCENTRATE ON THE SPIRITUAL GROWTH OF ONE'S FAMILY 
AND SELF 

2) HELP TO WIN THE WORLD FOR JESUS CHRIST 
3) SUPPORT CAUSES TO iMPROVE THE EN'TTRE COMMüNïTY 

4) STRENGTHEN THE LOCAL CHURCH 
5) INFLUENCE LOCAL, STATE AND NATIONAL LEGISLATION 
6) NO OPINiON 

Q- 19 Each of the following statements represents an opinion that vanous Christians rnight 
have about what it means to be a Christian. Please indicate whether you STRONGLY 
AGREE, AGREE, are NOT SURE, DISAGREE, or STRONGLY DISAGREE with 
each statement 

STRONGLY AGREE = 1 
AGREE = 2 
UNSURE = 3 
DISAGREE = 4  
STRONGLY DISAGREE = 5 

(19) A As Christians, we should avoid dose 
fnendships with nonChristians 

B As Christians, we should accept the 
validity of other religious teaching 

C As Christians, we shouId be wilZing to 
do whatever our pastors ask of us 

D As Christians, we are duty-bound to 
try and convert non-believers 

E There is no reason Christians should rry 
to separate themselves from the world 

F As Christians, we are cornrnanded to 
sacrifice everythhg for Jesus 

G As Chnstians, we sfiould confront fiends 
who do not act in a Christ-like manner 



H It is not the job of the church to tell 
Christians how to live their lives 

(27) 1 The church has every right to demand that 
Christians be totdy committed to Christ. 

Q20 How often do you anend church services? 

(2B 1 1) NEVER 5 )  2-3 T I M E S  A MONTH 
2) ABOUT ONCE A YEAR 6) NEARLY EVERY WEEK 
3) SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR 7) EVERY WEEK 
4) ABOUT ONCE A MONTH 8) MORE THAN ONCE A 

WEEK 

Q 2  1 How often would you Say you attend other church related activities such as 
devotionals, prayer meetings, Bible shidies, etc? 

(2% 1) NEVER 5 )  2-3 TIMES A MONTH 
2) ABOUT ONCE A YEAR 6) NEARLY EVERY WEEK 
3) SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR 7) EVERY WEEK 
4) ABOUT ONCE A MONTH 8) MORE THAN ONCE A 

WEEK 

Q-22 How often do you try and encourage someone to accept Jesus Christ? 

(30) 1) A FEW TIMES A DAY 
2) ONCEADAY 
3) ONCE A MONTH 
4) A FEW TIMES A YEAR 
5 )  RARELY OR NEVER 

Q-23 Assume that the foUowing statements represent how different people approach their 
faith, beliefs, and church life. Please indicate whether you STRONGLY AGREE. AGREE, 
are UNSURE, DISAGREE. or STRONGLY DISAGREE with each as a statement of your 
own personal position. 

STRONGLY AGREE = 1 
AGREE = 2  
UNSURE = 3 
DIS AGREE = 4  
STRONGLY DISAGREE = 5 

(3 1) A. 1 would be willirig to give up everythmg 
for m y  Christian faith 

B. Other than at church, 1 generally do not 
vend tirne with people from The Vineyard 

C. The people at rny church are a family to me 1 2 3 4  5 



D. 1 trust the Pastors of The Vineyard and 
am willing to do whatever they ask of me.. 1 2 3 4  5 

E. There is no reason to believe 1 have more 
religious answers than anyone else 

F. It's none of my business whether my Christian 
fiends act in a Christ-like rnanner 1 2 3 4  5 

G. 1 believe that anyone who does not accept 
Christ as Savior will not go to heaven. ... 1 2 3 4  5 

H. 1 am hesitant to share my Christian 
convictions with non-believers 

I. My fieart aches for people who have not 
accepted Christ as Savior 

J. 1 feel a personal responsibility in the 
success of The Vineyard church 

K 1 generaIly try and avoid close 
friendships with non-Christians 

L. As a Christian, 1 do not feel 
compeiled to sacrifice worldly rewards 

(43) M. When my Christian fi-iends do not act in a 
Christ-like manner 1 confront them 

4-24 Which of the following statements cornes gloses to describing your feelings about the 
Bible? 

(44) 1) THE BIBLE IS THE ACTUAL WORD OF GOD AND IS TO BE TAKEN 
LITERALLY, WORD FOR W O N .  

2) THE BIBLE IS THE INSPIRED WORD OF GOD BUT NOT EVERYTHING 
SHOULD BE TAKEN LITERALLY, WORD FOR WORD. 

3) THE BBLE IS AN ANCIENT BOOK OF FABLES, LEGENDS, HlSTORY 
AND MORAL PRECEPTS RECORDED BY MEN. 

4-25 For each of the foilowing, please indicate whether you feel the statement is 
COMPLETELY TRUE = 1, SOMEWHAT TRUE = 2, are UNSURE = 3, 
SOMEWHAT FALSE = 4, or COMPLETELY FALSE = 5. 

(45) A. 1 have spoken to God in tongues 1 2  3 4  5 

B. There are t h e s  when 1 know God has 
answered my prayers 1 2 3 4 5  

C. 1 can feel the presence of the Holy 
Spirit in my iife 1 2 3 4 5  



D. 1 personally know of times when God has 
healed someone who was seriously iii 1 2  3 4  5 

E. 1 believe the devil actuaiiy exists 1 2  3 4  5 

(50) F. Jesus is the divine Son of God and 1 
have no doubts about it 1 2 3 4 5  

FINALLY, WE WOULD LME TO ASK A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT 
YOURSELF TO HELP WlTH THE ANALYSIS 
OF THE RESULTS. 

4-26 In what part of Calgary is your residence located? 

(5 1-52) SECTION OF CALGARY 

4-27 In generai, on a Sunday morning, how long does it take you to drive to church? 

(53-54) ABOUT MINUTES 

4-28 Not including your spouse (if you have one), how many of your 5 closest fnends 
attend church at the same Vinevard vou attend? (Please circIe the appropriate number) 

(55) O 1 2 3 4 5 

4-29 Your sex? 

(56) 1) MALE 2) FEMALE 

4-30 Your age at last birthday? 

(57-58) YEARS OLD 

4-31 Your marital status? 

1 ) MARRIED 
2) DIVORCED 
3) m w E D  
4) SEPARATED 
5) NEVER MARRIED 

4-32 How rnany children do you have, if any? (Please circle the appropriate number) 

(60) O 1 2 3 4 5+ 

if you have children, please fil1 in their ages below 

THE YOUNGEST IS YEARS OLD 
THE OLDEST IS YEARS OLD 



4-33 During the past 5 years, how many tirnes have you been a patient in a hospital, 
mental hospital, convalescent home or nursing home (apart from having a baby)? 
(Please circle the appropriate number) 

4-34 Since the t h e  you were 16, how rnany of your cIosest relatives have died? (Closest 
relatives include spouse, parent, father or mother-in-law, child, child's spouse, 
brother or sister, brother or sister-in-law) 

Q-35 Your occupational status? 

1) WORKING FULL TTME 
2) WORKING PART TIME 
3) HAVE A JOB BUT NOT WORKING BECAUSE 

OF TEMPORARY ILLNESS, VACATION, 
STRIKE 

4) UNEMPLOYED AND LOOKiNG FOR WORK 
5 )  RETIRED 
6) IN SCHOOL 
7) HOMEMAKER 

4-36 What is your usual occupation when employed? 

(68-69) TITLE 
(for exarnple; System's Analyst) 

(70-7 1) KIM) OF WORK 
(cornputer programming) 

(72-7 3) NATURE Of BUSINESS 
(install business computer systems) 

Q-37 If you were asked to use one of four names for your social class, which of 
the following would you say you belong to? 

1) LOWER CLASS 
2) WORKING CLASS 
3) MIDDLECLASS 
4) UPPERCLASS 



4-38 What is the highest IeveI of education you have cornpieteci? 

NO FORMAL EDUCATION 
GRADE SCHOOL 
SOME HIGH SCHOOL 
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE 
TRADE S O L  
SOME COLLEGE 
COLLEGE GRADUATE 
SOME GRADUATE WORK 
GRADUATE WORK 

4-39 In which of these groups did your total farnily income from ail sources fail 
before taxes in 1986? 

LESS THAN $5,000 
$5,000 TO $9,999 
$10,000 TO $14,999 
$15,000 TO $19,999 
$20,000 TO $24,999 
$25,000 TO $29,999 
$30,000 TO $34,999 
$35,000 TO $39,999 
$40,000 TO $44,999 
$45,000 OR MORE 

I HAVE ASKED SEVERAL QUESTIONS THAT GIVE ME AN 
INDIRECT INDICATION OF WHAT YOU LIKE ABOUT THE 
VINEYARD. HOWEVER, 1 HAVE NOT GIVEN YOU AN 
O P P O R T W  TO EXPLAIN TO ME THE REASON OR REASONS 
YOU HAD FOR CHOOSING THE VINEYARD AS YOUR PLACE OF 
WORSHIP. IF THERE IS ANYTHING ELSE YOU WOULD LIKE TO 
TELL ME ABOUT HOW THE VINEYARD MEETS YOUR NEEDS 
(OR FAILS TO MEET YOUR NEEDS) PLEASE Dû SO ON THE 
BACK OF THIS LAST PAGE. ANY COMMENTS YOU W S H  TO 
MAKE WILL HELP ME IN FUTURE EFFORTS TO UNDERSTAND 
THE IMPORTANCE OF CHURCHES LIKE THE VINEYARD. 

REMEMBER THAT EVERYTHING IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
WILL BE ANALYZED CONFIDENTIALLY BY MYSELF. NO 
AïTEMPT WILL BE MADE TO DENTiFY iNDIVIDUALS. THE 
RESULTS WLL BE REPORTED iN STATISTICAL FORM ONLY. 

YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO THIS EFFORT IS VERY GREATLY 
APPRECIATED. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN SEEING A 
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS, PLEASE CHECK WITH THE 
CHLJFKH OFFICE IN THE MONTHS TO COME. 
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